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WEEKLY KEl\TUCKY NEW -ER.A.
S.1.00 A YEAR HOPKINSVILLE. CHRISTIAN COUNTY, KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, MAY 27, 1887.
11311MSEVIV
-AT -
.&.1NT ID= 7.7.7 1-1.e1.7.11...1 9 S.
C•x12.SSX' "V-1 g' - 
NEW DRUG STOliE:
iiblEt. IA. CIEICIALXISTriC.A.N
ean I ye at home, an make more
money at work tor us than at any-
thing +aloe the world Capital not
needed; von ere star, el free; both
Settee; all ages. rvone ran tse work
earroings sure nee erst start 4;0.413- ousel
seal terms tree. Better not deist 0,1Pl you
nothing to semi tos ya•ur 141.4 float-out; f
you are wussy.tu will 5.‘ dmv.• . HAL-
LS.," A Co.„ Poetised ekitIP.
BETTER THAI/
Whalebone Or orn
„pence tee ,e.w es I r the itetr.t uth street 4 imstaut13 kept In sleet 1
Fresh Drugs, Chemicals Patent Medicines /9 I
Of ese s eye. ol %woo\ s IN, AC.,
BASE BALLS; BATS, TOPs AND MARBLES
--ALSO A FINE LINE OF-
ferfumes, Toilet Articles. and all new Designs of Stationery.
hetet lie, el Cigars and Toletece. REF) RUG EXTIIRII I N AT Olt. of my own manufac -
sure. (last I will w•rratot tor 11 months or weal refund tke money paid me. Preen mimes care -
fell) rompousdeall day or night.
C3ErittISTIALIsT. 1.4. rem.,
onTRits Hie ettorliteSIONAL SERVICES TO THE CITIZENS OP HOFKINSVILLE AND
1S CoUsTY. R4PItt 1 a I. ATTUNTION GIVEN TO V N DisigasEs
Ols tiletse. otsIta E AT DRUG STORE
Patented Feb. 8, 1887.
Ctuaranteed NEVE2, to break.











A eompleto Hee of 4'11140M-1f elle Solite. ontosiating of Cheviots', in ail the I
vaew•atel popular misturea, plain anal (*ma Worsteds...Corkserea ni..1 I.110.1- Li
merest i:ew :41 dealrillale patterns. The entire stock loss be. it selea•ted ith
They are Pue I avid trimmed with materials ot beet qualits , nt;111Y
er.eat rare, made up atter the very lawn petteree and 1.y heet Cork/nen. I
mails Plettoit I y finished and can't fail to pleaae.
CO xxxi. 112:4;,3res' 1:11epoir twirl 3rit
It- I. (WI avid etimadete
[id ja i and $5 00 C Al sod
i /14441111 ll: ihr 1,0% .i.
.__,t the ir,enteet Vali. ft ;
V eitil fit See 1, leC4
a J capa, ,,te, Dodi't fati
every reap. et. We are fully pretsar. le nee t ilie
We have the largesat stock of Children'a Suite in the vitt ;
beseriful patterns t all time new eft lee; twerfea t ii•
Mother* take mihee t2 00. 12 50 eli 00. $)) 50, $4 00
see our floe stock of Gent's Host tonal
I to see these goo la /It
PYE & WALTON'S
11  Clothing Cash Store
Hopkinsville, Kentucky.
01 tar-2 Doors trom Batik of Hopkins's/111e,
SOW
, aTiar t 
W,i113 ; •w*Z. *I/ -
W . WUICILIAR JOHN MILLS
W. H. FAZON. Hook - Keeper.
WHEELER, MILLS & C0i,
Tobacco Warehousemen & Commission Merchants
AND GRAIN DEALERS, /
lEvallaroe5-1Foxecoc:sir liAiirissre,12.crusse,
Roseeeliville and Railroad Streets, Honkiiityrifie, y.
•
Liberal Advance on Comaigninente. All •Fobasem sent us Covered by Insurance.
J. it.OaliT,ardealass.EAT. AITKEN. Nallatelw•
G-antdza-a.ither Corapealy,
- N1014211E1 ORS--
P I ante rs' Warehouse
TOBACCO AND WBEAT COXIEISSION XEDCBANTS,
HOPKINSVILLE. KY•,
7. W. 2o1C(tiaota.gbolley, r'resielleztst.
Di ititesToita:
IL it. Nance, M Beetles. g. Moat". T. . Haloes, M Upsilon, A. G. 11.0411e8
T. C. HANBEHY. M. F. SHRYER.
HOPKINSVILLE WAREHOUSE,
HANBERY SHRYER,Prop'rs..
RAILROAD STREET, Bet. 10th and Ilth.
arr-Careful attention given to sampling and selling all Tobacco coneigited to us.
LIBERAL ADVANCES ON TOBACCO IN STORE.
Cood Quarters for Teams and Teamsters.






Cor. Virginia and Spring Sts •
Hopkinsville, - - Kentucky.
Tio Color B
Is a-specialty in mv ime• 1 'eel,
A Full Stock
of this build alw•ystiii hand, and recommend
the ( enter Spring ill 1111 wanting all r:.11111(.
Well -1141$111,e,1 iiuggy.
„
Central-:-Warehouse, Barouches & Phmtops
Hopkinsville, - - - Ky.
Ample Accommodation for Teams and Teamsters Free of Charge.
Garner's-:-City-:-Pharmacy,
No.7, Main Street, Hopkinsville, Ky.
One of the largest and most elegant etliflites in the city,-
New and Complete in All Its Departments
g. a iarner of in. ,o•1 arm of (doh At Garner, who for many years id the leading shrug trade Is
Wasillare Kentucky. its•nit: rehmied Dr. Gish's Interest, IR now 0010. proprietor of the new bonne., Hi
will me ail Ma experience and ability to:acreage, If possible, the high reputation of the old Son for fait
eonapetency and reliability, by keeping
Pure, Fresh Drugs and Medicines,
•ad stock of the best essote In all departments of the trade, at the pricen. Drugs, Paints sod
Ohs afevery kind, Including Sit KRW iNa WILLIAMer CXLERRATED PAINT», Patent Medicines,
the bast and most reipii ie.. In stock.
The Celebrated Wild Goose Liniment.
rod to order In any 'natant,. A sure sand safe remedy. Bile-a Brae, Novelties and Holiday
Proscriptiolls Carefully Compouded
----AL any hoar of the Day or Night by-
MALT. 2C. C. WIT-...M"7". GrIdiate PlarRitT
H. B. GARNER,
Successor to Giell it Garner.




Will always receive prompt attention, he alone




Ears and Scalp Covered with Ecze-
matous Scabs and Sores
Cured by Cutioura.
y non, Rged eight years. hae Mail af
31 tbeted w ,te Eczema vf the wall., aad at
11111es 41 great p.•rt lllll the ;eel), evsr some Ire
was 1W0 %ChM 0111 11 1/11(nn in Mt eariN
ekteloteti 111.1 scali•, which lwea eevenel
'sot u-abs art) sores. and from wile h a iiirky
duo) porn 41 MIL caumng inlense itching
don rem. and leaving WA hair niatte.I and Me-
lees. Underneath tie ae Kale lime sal.in was
raw, like a pia re ef beefat•ke Gradokily the
Alive:tine mit and wits destmyeat. until I ut a
onall paten W 1..ft at the Icaek the head.
rreeels Vest. ely .110W how my little. boy
!- a- sof .1. AI night lac non al senor). los
head until WS P111.4% w,111 e0Ve 11.1 WI•h 1•1004.
1 II. 41 1161 ho keno. betaiet hon. stet is many
Way. inset gat Pr.-WI-11g scratching; Ira it
wee no ItSe. 11'0111,leerritch I took loin to the
Mendel and to the liewl iiityatelat Peal, al y
a it boot Oda tithe. some
rriends, who Wel to en eursel by the eutiraira
Remelt++, prevailed esem me to try t tn. I
began tal US. teem on the IP .1 *vinery lest
st-ven mann. every pertly]) of die eta aw,
was. rem il Not it spot or senb remains on
his eettli a. tell the eters of his euffertug,
hair returned. and is. thick awl strong met
his 11+ aesweet and clean any cid d's in
tho- wore). I rennet say enmesh to esorens
my gritittite for this amok! fad cure lay the
Cniielara Remedie+, and wish all means- af-
flicted tai know that aoy statement time and
with eit exaygeration
R tleKAY.
eet. 6, Iate. • Peabody. Mass.
I have seen Mr. 1Ie'; ny's Imy when hinny at-
bee. at with the Fesenta, lie wAr‘ pilfirl sight
ea lasak at. 1 keme east he has 'tried oue best
ph red Oiti al! a Intl t.r relief alo ter •
ffering but av Mimi 'nothing know
that the *telefoon% he lots iiir.de you na I-eras-do
the curing of litiv yfitir, t. utieura Rem-
elt% are trot, in every mute-War.
W ILI latti SlcitattrilV,
Foster St.. De• body. nee
?sate (eery.' here. Price: toticura, 5, voids;
reticent. -aisle it t evils; t (lingua K. edvent„
II Oil. l'oliered by P- 'ter thug sod chemical
llsotitn,
Send for How to Cure Skin Diseases.
piMesiss. mai-steads. Skin Itiemi•hes mid jRah). !lumen+, use Cuticura soap. '
IN ONE MINUTE.
bioaralgle,,1•1.1t tl., I‘irt-
den bliarp anal Nervena WWI
Weak IIIVOCPP reliertvi ons
IttitlIv the Catioura Aati-Paia
At anise:lets 25 rents i-et-
Ler iraig 0 Ii001011
ITA-CU-PI-{J.,. nets of c parte,
Instituted between 14a-utl-pl-
and other blood reinedie
prove conclusively that I
stands without a peer. W
claim for La-en-pl.a abeolu
befullibilty fur any disease fo
which it is recommended, and a failure 1
sny cue is utterly ImixonsIble, Owen*, Se
alms, Syphilis, in every stage , Chronic Rhea
Ism, Runn:ng Sores, Ulcers, Swellln
tbscessesCSUlled by Hip Disease, or Carte
Invisible Parasites, all angry Skin Dlsea
nd unnatural dischitrges are immediatel
-ontrolled by La-en-pd-a and a positive cu
a the inevitable result.
" For sc•ven years I was almost one masso
mg-akin. Deep angry sores hae eaten dow
my back-bone, my body anal itpitia we
vered with mores, my lips, nose and th roil
rt tally destroyed by them, given up to alt
y the Geist phy steians of Columbus. Weigh
el but eighty pounds, reduced to the rerge o
he grave, thought I WAS dying. I then t
La-en-pi-a. nothing else ; took 20 bottleseA II
my Norte are healed and I am as welt eve
in my ilfe,ettel weigh 125ounds."
MRS. DIAOGIE HAlt R,
125 W. ("mart St. Cotuu s, Onm.
R.dti by all druegists anal d ea 11,00
bottle, s for MA. Rend for r. Hartman'
)(sok, "The Illeof Life,"esent free, and "Con
Oder-dial Physician," on receipt of 15 conta.
ntt. K. IL RA RTMAN CO.. f'araliimhus, 0
AFTER DINNER.
rereeis nio suffer from Indigestion
can rrest progn ss of that plateful
silo by the toe of an after-dinner
r••• e1/1111y0,11 ilint it a give tone
held • .!ounitle, A ret ent leart burn, rouse
the este to ream'. int isolate
hisks --mai I hu., through the uetit ity
of thy. • promote the natund
tato:ale, tit of the stagauteli and Isawels.
v soes rti.ea are stPtarnipommit al that
hoar ae jele milit street mill% pro-
d-los. the elao e results. Tie•y :des. in
wallas 4 'OM!ii i.e. ism. ro -move the entree of
r Complaint, hhiney
'see. Ithettitatietu. Mel minty other se'rious
:date e •
AY.Eit'S PILLS
, 1- est tio trim ral nee oisonetie sub-
, emee end de pot ,eripe miles* the
at- ' • it at( al. mei cacti liken their
i I to. • i. feeler:re their, i I art rlirogdolcaresi. the"
' I.• ode hi Ong lustesiel
••• i , ••• .. its •• .1 •  For sepuo re end he
I, . trio a ler. in elsor-salt settled
reia re s WILlwrt. am not at
' •••• ere elf Messina-1de I :due.
. . a e is hard y a Plane.% they will not
all.o . veal swat ist-ee rim ellen
i revs- . 'eats I nit rime,
tr a t. a old tat la omen to hoes.
I a a a ' I :,..1•1 ;oily 1. 1411V1'11:: io a flow.
.4 • • ill-. nimienite s. in• n ly
•••,- ie a ronre noular action of the
i found of
Incalculable Value.
a PRP!' I lille-R"
lir. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Masa
gold by all Fintgisists.
a
-





irate tkinatr EiTICHNT ISDAMICS
It hes stood the Test of Teen,
la Crolog all Diseases of the
ELOOD,LIVE3.,13T0E-
ACII, E1DNEYS,BOWs


















disar,pear at mice wide!
benefoial_infineace.
It is purely a Medici:. -
as its cathartic proper
ties forbide its use as
beverago. It is pieas•
tot to the taste, ant at
easily taken bo
ren as adults.
PRICKLY ASH Birffir CC
Sole PropriAt.o,,




We fernece hainalreale of I l  early n oh line
anti Organs., and allow cus-
tomers to pay in small inonth-







AND MOM/GANT CASIE11 . SPECIAL
DESIGNS MADE TO ORDER.
01151}1S1SHONINCER.HAMILTON.ESTEY.
D. H. BALDWIN & CO.,
23E3 Z'oearth. .eleeete.,
Louisville, : • Hy.
Choice Styles of Organs for the Sit-
ting Room, Library and Hall.
JESS.
)1. RI DER itAGGAV1,
lather' c't lc la Foi•WCYLICer
lecoralingly, Jantje having a ithdrawn
with the cart and horse. out of sight under
the shelter of the rise, John crouched upon
his hands and knees and proreeded to carry
out his stalk. He got on all right till he got
quite clom to the dead e'er, and was just con-
gratulating himself on the prospect of an ex-
ce•Ilent shot at the wounaled bull, when mai-
denly something struck the ground violently
yust Istmeath his stomach, thmoing up a
cloud of earth and dust. He ataapped noutzert,
and flti he dial so heard the report of a rifle
somewhat to his rileht. Scarcely had he
realized this when there on.% a sudden com-
motion in his hair, and the soft black felt hat
that lie was wearing started- from his head,
apparently of its own.•aceorat, and, after
twirling round twioo or thrice in the air, fell
gently to the earth, and as it did eo the sound
of a second report reached his ears. It was




SOSIEBODY WAS IrIMING AT MIL
WI jumping up front his crouching poeitien,
-- he tossed his arms Into the air and eprang
end shouted in a way that left no mistake as
to his whereabouta In another minute he
caw a man on horseback, cantering easily
toward hint, in whom he had little difficulty
iu recognizing as Frank Muller. Ile went
anal picked up Ids hat; there Was a bullethole
right thntugli it. Then, full of wrath, he ad-
vanee+1 to meet Frank Muller.
"What the - did you mean by firing at
me r he asked.
"All••machter, Carle!" (.11/nighty, my dear
fellow) was the cool answer, "I thought that
you were a viklerbeesto calf. I galloped the
cow and killed her, and the hal a calf with
her, and when I got tho catriages out of my
rifle- or one stuek and. took me some time--
0 new ones in, I looked up, and there,
I thought, was the calf. So I got my rifle
(J/1 and let drive, first ecrith ono tarrel and
then with the other, anal when I saw yoo
jump up like that and shout, anal that I had
been firing at a maul nearly fainted. Tbank
the Almighty I did not hit seq."
John listened coldly. "I suppose that I am
bound to believe you, Meinheer Muller," he
said. "But I have been told that you have
the most wonderful sight of any man in these
ports, Well makes it odd that at WU yards
7m should mistake a man upon his hands and
limes for A vitlerbecate calf."
-pee• thseciiptain think, then, that I wished
to murder him; eepocially," he added, "after
I took his hazel this ntorningr
"I don't know what I think," answered
John, looking straight into Muller's cyos,
which fell before his own. "All I know is
that your curious mistake very nearly cost
nee my life. Look here!" and he took a lock
of his brown hair out of the crown of his per-
forated hat and showed it to the other.
"Ay, it was very close:" Let us thank God
that' you escaped."
"It could not well have been closer, mein-
beer. I hope that, both for your own sake
and for the sake of the people who go out
shooting with you, you will not make such a
mistake again. Dotal morning,"
The handaome Boer, or Angio-Boer, sat on
his horee stroking his beautiful bean! and
paring (•urionaiy after John Niers sturdy
ninglish looking figure as he marched toward
the cart (tor, ut course, the wounded slider-
Waite ha.1 hang ago vanishedi.
"i wonder," he said to himself aloud, as he
tutued his home's head and neie leisurely
away, "if the old volk are right after ell, and
if there is a God." +Frank Muller was milt-
ciently impregnated with modern ideas to be
fate thinker.) "It almeet seems like it," bo
1,410110e, "else how did it come that the one
11.1dIet passed under his belly and the other
Alst Itescfsed hia head without harming him/
I aimed carefully enough, too, and I could
nines the shaA nineteen times out of twenty
and net notes. Bah, a (RAI snap my
Angers at him. Chance is the only god.
Chance blows n en about likethe dead grass,
till death comes down like the veldt fire and
burns them up. But there are men who ride
chance as one rides a yesing colt--ay, who
turn its heatllong rushing anti rearing to their
own seals-who let it fly hither anal thither
till it is weary, and then canter it along the
naal that leads to tztunrph. I, Frank Mul-
ler, am one of those men. I Dever fail in the
end. I ill kill that Englishman. Perhaps I
will kill old Silas Croft and the Hottentot,
too. Baal they du not know what is coming,
I know; I have helped to lay the mine; alid
unless they bend to my will I shall be the one
to ftre it. I will kill them all and I will take
Mooffontein, anal then I will marry Bessie.
She will fight against it, but that will make
it all the sweeter. She loves that repoilaatje;
I know it, anal I will kin her over his dead
body. AIO. there are the carte I don't see
the captain. Di iven home, 1 suppose, on ac-
count of the shock to hts nerves. Well, I
I must talk to those feels. Lord, what fools
they are with their talk about the 'land' and
tbe 'verdoinde DritieshegouvetnnientO They
don't know wisat is good for them. Silly
sheep, eith Frank Muller fur a shepherd!
Ay, and they shall have Frank ituller for a
president ono (lay, and I will rule them, too.
Bahl I hate the English; but I am glad that
I am half English for all that, for that is
where I get the brains! But these people-
fools, fools. \Veil, I shall pipe and they shall
dance!"
"Baas," said Jantje to John, as they were
driving hornewa.n1, "Baas Frank she-t at you."
'How do you know that t" asked John.
"I saw him. He was stalking the wounded
bull, and not looking for a calf at all. There
waa no calf. He was juet going to flre at the
wounded bull when he turned and saw you,
and he knelt down and covered you, and be-
fore I could do anything he fired, and then
when he saw that he had missed you he fired
again, and I don't know how it with be didn't
kill you, for he is a wonderful shot with a
rifk-he never misses."
"I will have the man tried for attempted
murder." said John, bringing the butt end
of his rifle down with a bang on to the bot-
tom of the cart. "A viliaiu like that shall
not go scot free."
Jantje grill not.
"It is no use. bane Flo would get off, for I
am the ouly woman. A jury won't believe a
black man in this ceuntry, and they would
never punish a Boer for shooting at an Eng-
Lishnum. No, base, you should lie up one
day in the veldt where he is going to pass




John found that the life of a Routh Afri-
can farmer tame well up to his expectations.
lie had ample ooeuention; indeed, what be-
tween ositrienes, horses, cattle, sheep and
cropit. ho was rather over than under occu-
pied. Nor was, he greatly troubled by t
lark of civilised society, for he was a n
what road a great deal, and books could toe or-
dered front Dorian and Cape Town, while
the weekly mail brought up an ample supply
of papers. On Sundays he alssayfs read the
articlas in The leatuoilay Review
aloud to old Silas Croft, whoois he got older,
ennui that the print trieril,Eas eyes, aiel this
1lS an nttention that Ilhe old gentleman
gnatly appreciate& po was a well informed
man, anal had, notwithstanalhee his long life
spent in a half ()Wilmot country, never lout
his hold of affai0 or his interest in the wide
and rushing life of the world one of whese
tiele eddies he lived apart. This taek of reading
The Satorday Itaaview aloe.' had fornu•ny
been • -fart of Betwie's /Sunday service, but
her uncle wns very glad to effeet an ex-
ehange. Beasie's mind was not quite in tune
with the profundities of that journal, and her
attention was apt to weeder at the most
teaintes1 passa;;es. And thus it came about,
what between 'The. Saturday Iteview and
other things, that every warni and deep at-
teuhinent sprang up betwixt the old man mid
his younger outner. John was a very tak-
ing man, especially to the old, for whom he
was never tired of performing little servieee.
One of hie favorite sayings was that old too.
pie should be "let down easy," and he acted
up to it. Moreover, there was a quiet jollity
and a bluff honesty uliout him which was un-
doubted)/ attractive both to men and 11;,,1111,11.
But his great recommendation was that he
was a woll 'nen-mese experienced man anal a
gentleman in a country in which both were
rare. Every week the old man got to rely
more anal more on him, and let thin),-s pass
more and more into his handl+.
"I'M getting old, Niel," Matsui.' to hint one
night; "I'm getting very old; the grita-
hopper is becoming a burden to me, and 1'11
tell you what it is, inysboy," laying his hand
affectionately upon John's shoulder, "I have
nu son of my own, and you will have to be a
son to me, ea deae Beside has been a
daughter."
iohn looked up into the kindly, luindsome
oil faee, crowned with the fringe of snowy
hair, and at the two keen eves:set deep in ft
beneath the ,overhanging eyetiriiws, and
thought of his old father who was long sillet
dead; and somehow he was moved and his
own eyes filled with tears.
"Ay, Mr. Croft," he said, taking the old
man's hand, "that 1 mill to the best of my
ab"iTlith3acilt you, my bey, thank you. I don't
like talking much about theme things+, taut sal
said, I am getting old, and the Almighty may
require my aeeount any day, and if he does I
rely on you to look after these two girls. It
is A wild country this, and one never knows
what may happen in it from dasSto day, and
they will want it tiontetienes I wish I were
clear of the place. And now I'm going tc
be& I am beginning to feel as though I had
done my day's work in the world. I'm get-
sling feeble, Johu, that is the fact of It."
After that be always called him John.
Of Joe they heard but little. She wrote
every week, it is true, and gave aes accurate
account of all that was going on at Pretoria
and of her daily doings, tart she was One of
three people whose letters tell one absolutely
nothing of thetnselves and of what is paming
in their minde .1'4.1 might as well have
been headed "Our PFetoria Letter," as Benda
said, disgustedly, after reading three sheets
in Jens' curious, upright handwriting. "Once
you lose sight of Jens," sho went on, "she
might as well be dead for all you learn about
her. Not that ono learns very muck when
she is with oue," she fulsted. reflectively.
"filie is fl peculiar woinan," said John,
thoughtlully. At first he had missed her
very veal, for, peculiar as she undoubtedly
was, the had touched a new string in him
someattere; of the existence of which he had
not Oil then been Ininself aware. And what
is MOro, it had anevierel pretty strongly for
some time; but now it was slowly vibrating
itself into silence again, much as a harp does
when the etriker takes ids fingers from the
strings. Had she stayed on another week or
seethe effect might have been more enduring.
But although Jess had gone awn} &wife
had not. On the contrary, she was always
about him, surrounding him with that tender
care eiwoman, however involuntarily, can-
not prevent Lor from lavishing on the man
she loves. Her beauty moved about the
place like a foetal of light ubout a garden, for
she was iteloed a lovely woman and as pure
and good as sbe was lovely. Nor could John
long remain in kgnoranoe of her ivartiality for
him „die was not a vain man-very much
the reverse, indeed-but neither Was he a
fool Anal it must he said that, though
Bessie neves o7erstepped the bounds of maid-
enly reserve, neither did else take particular
pains to hide her preference. Indeed it was
too grog to permit of her doing so. Not
that she was animated by the half divine,
soul searing laseuth of passion, such as ani-
matod Ler sieter-which is a very rare thing,
and, take it altogether, as undesirable and
unsuitable to tle ordinary conditions of this
prosaic and work a day life as it is rare-I aut
she was tenderly and truly in love after the
ordinary young womanly fashion; indeed,
her paseien, measured by the every day stand-
ard, would have proved to be a deep one.
Ilowever this was, she was undoubtedly pre-
pared to make Julin Niel a faithful and a
loving trite if he chose to aak her to be-
COMO SO.
And as the weeks went on-though, of
course, he knew nothing of all this-it be-
came a very serious question to John whether
he should uot ask her. It isnot good for man
to live alone. especially in tho Transvaal, and
it was not y‘oesible for him toeless day by day
at the side of so inueh beauty and so much
grace without thinking that it would be well
to draw the bond et union closer. Indeed,
had John been a younger man or had less ex-
perience he would have succumbed to the
temptation much sooner than be di1 But he
was neither very young nor very inexperis
enrol. Ten years or more ago, tn his great
and gushing youth, he had, as has been said,
burned his fingers ',may sharply, and a lively
recollection of this incident la biS career had
heretofore proved a very efficient warning to
him. Also, he had got to that period of life
when men think a great many times before
they wildly conuidt themselves to the doep
matrimonial waters. But, however com-
mendably cautious a man may be, he is always
liable to be thrown into temptation sufficiently
itrong to Sweep away his caution and make •
mockery of his plans. However strong the
rope, it has its breaking strain; and in the
tame way our power of resistance to any
given course depute's entirely upon the power
of the temptation to draw us into it. And so
it was destined to be with our friend John
Niel
It wal about a week after his conversation
with old Silas Croft that it occurred to John
that Besde's manner had grown rather strange
of late. It seemed to hitu that ate had avoided
his society instead of, If not courting it, at
least showing a pertain partiality for it.
Also, she had been looking pale and worried
and evinced a tendency to irritation that was
quite foreign to her natural 'sweetness of dis-
pcsition. Now, when a person on whom one
is accustomed to depend for most of that
'social intercourse and those pleasant little
amenities that members of one sex value from
another, suddenly cute off the supply without
any apparent rhyme or reason, it is enough
to induce a feelieg of wonder, not to say of
vexation, in the brease It never occurred to
John that the reason 'eight be that Bemis
was tmly fond of him, and perhaps uncon-
sciously disappointed that he did not show a
warmer 'utensil in her. If, however, we were
to examine into the facts of the ease we
should probably discover that this was the
real explanation of the change. Bessie was •
straightforvrard young woman, whose mind
and purposes were as clear as running water.
She was vexed with John, though she would
probably not have owned it even to herself
in so many words, and her manner reflected
the condition of her mind.
"Bessie," said John one lovely day, just as
the afternoon was merging into evening-
"Ilessie"-he always called her Beseie now-
"I am going down to the black wattle planta.
tion by the big mealie patch. I want to see
bow these young trees are doing. if you
have done your cooking"-for Bessie had lseen
engaged in making a cake, as young India,
to their souls health, often have to do in the
colonies-"I wish you would put on your hat
and come with me. I don't believe that you
have been out to-day."
"Thank you, Capt. Niel," answered Bessie,
looking at him in a bewitching little way she
well knew bow ansume, "thank you, but I
think I had rather not go out walking." This
was what she said, but her eyes sulded, "I am
offended with you. I want to have nothing
to do with you."
"Very well," saiil John; "then I euppose I
must go alone," and he took up his hat with
the air of a martyr.
Bes/iie looked through the open kitchen
door at the lights amt shadows that chased
each other across the se ulling bosom of the
hill behind the house.
"It certainly is very fine," she said; "art
you going far
"No, only round the plantation,"
"There are so many puff adders down there,
and I hate snakes," suggested Bessie, by/Way
of fieding anc.ather excuse for not comieg.
"Oh, I'll look after the puff addomi-corna
abeclo-naWgese:11'"I want to cones but because you
she said at last, "I will come, nol
have overpersuaded me. I on't know what
has come to me," she del, with a litth
stamp and a sudden ill ig of her blue eyes
with tears, do not m to have any will of
my own left, W11 I a-ant to do one thing
and you want iroe to do another, it is I sate
have to do what you want; anal I tell you )
don't i Cafe.. 1".aliel, (del I shall be very
erase out elking ;" anal she svrept past him
on her y to fetch her hat, in that peculiarly
grace I way that angry women can ranee
time* assume, und left Iiiiu reflecting that he.
n yver saw a more eluirmittgpr takiteg lady it
'Europe or out of it.
He had half u mina! to risk it and ask het
r.utrey hint. Mit then, perhaps+, she niight
tii111. a.114 tLat was an ialtaa that lac du"
not quite Mkt. to. After our first yeutli fee
111C11 IllIngeiller relish the idea of putting
themselves in a onsitIon that gives esprit-ease
woman an opportunity of first figuratively
Jumping on them, and then perlinps heeling
thent tip tee the w-orn and oblequy of lee
friende, relatianis and r admirer++. For.
unfortunats-ly, until the opposite is clearly
deinonstruted, mato, men are apt -to !whose
that uot a few wenien nio by nature calor'
cious, shall, er and 11:11N•li:/1/1e: and Jelin Niel
owing., µweedy, to that tethappy little expe.
rime*, of his youth, must be reckemee




On leaving the house Beside and lobo took
their wny down the Ling avenue of blue
gullet This avenue wag old Silas Croft's
µarticular pride, for although it had only
been planted for about twenty years, thc
trees, in the divine climate and virgin
soil of the Transvaal grow at the most ex.
traordinary rnte, were for the meet part very
lofty, and as thiek in the stem as English oak,
of 150 years' stanilitig.
Down hint a•liarming avenue John and
Bessie walked, um] en reaching its limit turned
to the right and follower' a lithe footpath
winding in and out of the rocks that built up
the plateau on the on which the house
atoosL laassently this lel them through the
°retard, anal then came a bare strip of veldt,
a ray dangerbus spot in a thunderstorm, but
a g.sat safegurinl to tho house and trees round
it, for the iron shine cropped up here, and
from the house on(• might generally see flash
after flash striking daiwn on to it and even
running and ziezagging about its surface. To
the left of this eere POMO cultivated lands,
and in front of them the plantation in which
John was anxious to inspect moue. recently
planted wattles.
w hen he bad finished looking et the young
trees he returned. On getting to the border
of the plantation he paused to look at Bessie,
who was wee twenty paces from him,
perched sideways on the low sod wall, and
framed, as in the full, rich light of the set-
ting sun. Iler hat wie off, for the sun had
lost its burning force, and the hand that held
it hung idly liy her, while her eyes were
fixed on the horizon flaming with all the
varied glories of the African sunset. He
gazed at her swet face and lissome form,
and some lines that he had read years before
fleeted idly into his mind: •
The little curls about her head
Were all her crown of gold,
Her delicate arms drooped downward
Inalender mold,
As white veined leaves of lilies
Curve and fold.
She moved to measure of music
As a siren 14111/1 the strewn.
Ile had got as far as this when elle turned
and saw hint, end he gave up the poetry in
the presence of one who might well have in-
spired it
"What are you looking atr she said with
a smile; "the sunset r
"No; I was looking at you."
"Then you might have been better employed
with the sunset," she answered, turning her
head quickly. "Look at it! Did you ever
see midi a suneet I We sometimes get them
nee mat SE tnei trine Of tile year, wham us.
thundexstorms are about"
She was right; it was glorious. The heavy,
clouds which a couple of hours before bad
been rolling like celestial hearses across the
azure deeps were now aflame with glory.
Some of them glaswed like huoe castles
owfrahurringincoal.fire, 
others with the dull red heat
John steod and looked at it, and its living,
glowing beauty seemed to fire his imagina-
tion, as it fired earth aud heaven, in such
sort that the torch of love lit upon his heart
like the sunbeans on the mountain tops.
Then from the celestial beauty of the skies be
turned to contemplate the earthly beauty of
the woman who sat there before him, and
found that also fair. Whether it was the
contemplation of the gleries of nature-for
there is always a suspicion of melancholy in
beautiful things-or whatever it waa, her
face had a touch of sadness on it that he had
never seen before, and which certainly added
to its chisrm as a shadow adds to the charm
of the light.
ask"el‘c-Lhat are you thinking of, Deader he
She looked up, and he saw that her lite
were quivering a little. °Well, do you"
know," she saioi, "I was, oddly enough,
thinking of my mother. I can only just re-
member her, a woman with a thin, sweet.
face. I remember one eveningthe was sitting
in front of a house, just au the sun was set-
ting like it is now, and I was playing by her,
when suddenly she called me to her and
kissed me, and then pointed to the red clouds
that were gathered in the sky, and said: 'I
wonder if you will ever think of me, dear,
when I have pawed through these golden
gates(' I did not understand what she meant
then, bat somehow I have remembered the
words, and though she died so long ago I do
Often think se here" and two large tears
rolled down her face as she spoke.
Few men can bear to see &sweet and pretty
woman in tears, and this ittle incident was
too much for John, whose caution and doubts
all went to the wind* tog atm, and haven°.
since been heard of.
"Bessie," be said, "don't cry, dear; please,
don't! I can't boar to see you cry."
She looked up as though to remonstrate at
his words, and then las aked down again.
-Listen, Bessie," he went on, awkwardly
enough, have got something to say to you.
I e ant to ask you if-if, in short, you will
marro. me. Walt a bit, don't say anything
yet; you know me pretty well hy now. I am
no chic-ken, dear, and I have knocked about
the world a good deal, and had one or two
love affairs like other people. But, Bemis, I
never met such a sweet woman, or, if you
will let me say it, such a lovely woman u
you, and if you will have me, dear, I think
that I shall lie the luekiest man in South
Africa," and he stopped, not exactly know-
ing what else to my, and the time had not
come for action, if indeed it west° come at
all.
When she first realised the drift of his talk
DeStito had flushed up to the eyes. and then
the blood had sunk bath to her breast and
left her as pale as a lily. She loved the man,
and they were happy words to her, and she
was satisfied with them, though perhaps some
woinen inightlave thought that they left a
good deal te'be desired. But Bessie was not
of ant exacting natura
At last she spoke.
"Ate you sure," she said, "that yoa mean
all thud I mean sometimes people say things
of a sudden, upon WI impulse, and then after-
ward they wish that they never had been
said. If that was ao it would be ratber awk-
ward, supposing I were to say 'yeas' you
kn"oOwf." course I am sure," he said, indig-
nantly.
"You see," went on 13eesie, poking at the
sod wall with the stick she had in her hand,
"perhaps in this place yon might be putting
an exaggerated value on me. You think I ain
pretty because you see nobody but Kaffir and
Boer women, and it would be the manes with
everything. I'm not fit to marry a man like
you," she Went on, with a sudden burst of
distress; "I have never seen anything cc any-
body. I am nothing but an ignorant, half
educated farmer girl, with nothing to recom-
mend me, and no fortune except my looks.
You are differeut to me; you are a man of
the world. anal if ever you went hack to Eng-
land I should lie a drag on you, and you
would be ashamed of me and my colonial
ways. If it had been Jess now, it would have
been different. fin she has more brains in her
little finger than I have in my whole body."
Somehow the mention of Jess jarred upon
John's nerves and chilled hina like a breath of
cold wind on a hot day. He wanted to put
Jest out of his mind just now.
"My dear Bessie," he broke in, "why do you
suppose such things! I ran assure you that
if you appeared in a Leaden drawing room
you wank! ut most of the women in it into
the shade. :;"ast that there is ntuch chance of
my fr./venting London drawing mums
again," he addol.
"Oh, yes, I miy be good looking! I don't
say that I tun uot; but can't you understand
I ;limit want you to marry me just because I
ant a pretty WOITIIIII, EIS the I:Ohs marry
their at ives. If you marry me at all I want
you to marry mo teeaue you care for me,
the real mo-not my eyes mid my hair. Ols,
I don't loves whet ai er you: I don't,
LIP:o1,1!" and sho bega: ri cry softly.
"Do-sis, a:ear Iles. said Jahn, who was
pretty well Iseele meet by this time, "just
tell me honestly o you care about met I
am not worth much, I know, but if you do,
ail this just .goes for nothing," and he took
her hand and drew her toward him. so that
she haltslipped, half got off the sod wall and.
stood rOAV to face with him, for she was a tall
woman, anal they were very nearly of a
height,
Twicv she raised her beautiful eyes to his to
answer and t wiee her courage failel her, and
then at last the truth broke from her almost
stall a cry:
"Oh, John, I love you with all my heart!"
Anal now I thiek that we may drop a veil
ova'r the reet of these proeseetings, for there
are eine- things that should be saerel, even
from the tam of the Lietorinte anal the fleet
transports of Cue Live of a purr woman is 0110
of them.
Sullieei it to my that they sat thereliale by
stetson Cast seal wall, and were as happy as
pec te unilor mirth ciremaistanoes,
till the glory departed (rem the vaestern sky
anti the world grew' cold and pale, till the
night came down *and the mountains, anal
only the stars and they %ere left to look otit
sterols the duaky distances of the wilderness
of a very different Keene wwi being
smarted up nt the house, half &Milo away.
N,it mere than ten minutes after Jaahn and
his lady love had departes1 on that fateful
walk to look r.t the young trees, Frank Mul-
ler's sotheart form, monnusi on his meat
Mack horse, was to be seen leisurely advanc-
ing toward the blue gurn avenue. Jantje a-as
lurking about between the stems of the tress
in the peculiar fambion that is characteristic
of the Hottentot. and which doubtless; is bred
into hint niter tens of centuries of tracking
atemals and hiding from foes. There he was,
slipping froM trtink to trunk anal gazing
route! him as thaingli he expecte] (orb instant
to One-over the nsw-gui of an ambushed foe or
to hear the footfall of some savage beast of
proy. There vane abselutely no reason why
he should be carrying on in this Dushion; he
was eitirply indulging his natural instincts
where he thought, cubed_ y would observe hins
fro BE ooeiriatrzo.1 •
Enjoy Life.
What a truly beautiful world we live
in ! Neture gives us grandeur Of moun-
tains, glen. and oceans, and thinloande
of means of eujoyment. We can desire
no better' when in perfect health; but
bow often do the mojority of people feel
like givitig it up disheartened, discour-
aged and worn out with diocese, ohen
there is no oecaelon for this feeling, as
, every etifferer can easily obtain eatilifae-
tory preof, that Ws Auvust Flower,
will make them free from disease, as
when born. Despepola sold Liver Com-
plaint ere the direct cameos of aeventy-
five per cent. of etich maladies aa Bil-
iousness I nil igesth et, Sick Headaelie,
Costiveness, Neiiirmis- ['migration.
Ilea, of the Head, Palpitation of the
Heart, and other dietrefteing eymptimis.
Three doses of August Flotner will prove




Dr. Deems etre grerteol with all itn-
niense crowd at the cemetery Smithey
and his sermon from Rev. 5. 9., was an
exhaustive and brilliant defense of
Chrietianity from a scientific nand-
point. Ills sermon at night at the opera
bowie wee Bleu 'incited to by a crowded
house of our best people.
THE [PIO g•I'll ON THE CROSS.
The text was ill the 20th verse of the
19th thapter of St. John :
"And it war writtea In Hebrew, and Greek,and Lett u."
The eertIllti began by saying that the
Cries of Jesue Chrin was the central
figure in the univerar, the die/Win
epech in llie iiiefory of litintatiltvOind
the blograpily id God. From Eden up
to Calvary human idetory marched and
from Cavalry dovoll through the succeed-
ing ages. The purposes of God in crea-
tion feund their culmination at Calvary,
aud Calvary is the key to the ploy logo-
ploy of hietory and to the bletory of phy-
Weeploy. All that God did before seem-
ed a preparation for calvary, and all
lie has done since seems an o Mortice
trout Calvary. Therefore every partic-
ular is interesting, eveii this appereetly
small matter ot the epigraph on the
Crots. When n nine teu out to be
crucifitel It was the cuatoru fur heralds
to carry hie awcusation before 111111, writ-
ten on a tablet w hittned with gypsum.
Thet was :Jailed over the head of the con-
vict Oil the cross. As to the matter of
tide euperecription, itlinIglit have sacred
itigitifieeron, but all were hotended as a
reproacle "Josue of Nazareth, the
King ot the Jews." Pilate dictau-d It.
Perhoops it oneatit that thie poor forlorn
peewit lititigiog this ewes Was a
good el oligh king for those Jews. Or
Pilate might have 'tweet something like
title: "They said they would have no
kleg but Cre-sr : I crucifi'Jenie: if lie
be then king he is a dead king, and the
Indio by %Heti I larten hini to the cross
bind them to their rejection of all kings
but Cresar." In any sense it au in-
tended tor a reproach of Jesus or of the
Jews; but It au a testimony to Christ's
When one says the worst
he can ego Jinn evother arid the accuaa-
doe turns out to be crime it is great
proof a itniocence. Creear's govern-
Meet had tried Jesus and this was till
that could he Ills& out 'against hint. It
reatly set forth his aigeity. lie on@ the
kingliest num the Jewish nation load ev-
er produced 
'floe Dector here stated and analyzed
the testi y or three bad men as to
Jeeme, namely, Balsam, Caiaphea oind
Pilate. lie then took imp the latiguage
in %%idol) the oilierecription on the croon
was written, Hebrew, Greek and Latin,
the langtiage of the populace, of the cul-
tivated foreignere, and of the Roman
atilt said that this very ciretim-
*tatter eugg.eted several very great lee-
souls ;
First, that the way of the cruel was
prepared by the three differeut impor-
tant forme of human civilizetion. The
firet was the religione 'Doe
Ho brews were :tot a poetic, nor a phi lo-
popish., o,or a couqueriog people. They
proiluerd • line poets whou produc-
tion.' would live 'ureter, and eome phi-
losophers who wrought a ith mightiest
probletns, andel:tine warrior* wiwee gar-
ments were nailed in blood, but their
poets a ere the ports (if religion, their
philotsooliere -the phileimpliers reli-
gien, their warriors the heroes of reli-
giou. They were characteristically the
religious people of the worla. All their
literature, commerce, social life and gov-
ernment were the outgrowth of their re-
'fbat religion had three charac-
teristics. It was a holy religion. This
holitmee the Doctor forced to its intentie
snonotheiem It was a purifying reli-
gion; its ethical connectioes were rohed
Ift nesnothisieni and ramified all their
pri vete anol public life. It was a reli-
gion of expectancy., The other religions
of antiquity had their golden age in the
past, the Hebrew in the future; tlwee
hail their bards, this had its prophet... It
wall a great prepartion for the cross.
The Mettiiii Wag the intellectual civili-
zation; that of the Greeks. 'Me preach-
er showed that the imagination of the
Greeks produced their poetry ; their in-
quisitiveness produeed their philoeophy;
combination of philoeophy toed poetry
produced their language, the best moulted
to the embodiment ot religloire truth;
stud their restless activity otiffueed that
admirable language so that Greek be-
came tile organ of culture everywhere.
And this was a great preparation fur the
gospel which the Cross intopired.
The third was the civilization of po-
litical limier. The Doctor ehowed how
the pent up Rome gathered strength and
buiit eut constructed through-
out riltuoet the whole of the known
world a huge etroug frame-work of
power ;dyed by the euginry of imperial-
i
st:Rome. This very universality
propagation of the gotipel. So
the Empire was a prepartion for
known civilizatiums conepired this
The .ecotiol le.eoin Was th the reli-
glen of the to-twilled JetillS applied the
lack of humanity as presented by
three three covii.zatiooti. l'he Jew wae
Je lu
lo c.ititeed Ito rigkie4stern. The dying
sett litierlitnity into religiou
teught inostioeertully that he who
does Out lot to I Ss HMI unmet be
SLIgIldpilldilly God. 'Die Greek was
restless aii 1111Fa'i.fittl. The dying Je-
arrest the Whittle artiVities,
but hy he tiocrieto of peace expanded
ite al, gave it the needed cue and in-
tuited health into it. Tbe Roman was
pOwerful, but was wretched becatuie he
was ',rejoin. The Crops exemplified the
harniony of justice end mercy, and the
practicability of both being adminietered
iternioniously by power.
The next 'rum' may be outlined in a
etuitence, although the Doctor's illus-
trations were ample. It was this: Re-
ligions, intellectual and political, free-
dom, growth awl power, are at once the
prouucte end the propagators of the
Crose, eo that o hoever oppoeee the
CIVAS Illpfier thane, and rice versa.
"I he last es that all humanity
is intereigeol in the crUcifIgiiiii, It le no
tilt-re Jew Isla tratelatios.. It is tor all
ages. It vo nee teeigues, all liter-
teres, all lot nis of civilization.
The discourse closed 'by deeeribing
hew the cross of Jeans brought meta
awl ell thine together; and by. orging
;own all the hearers to bring all that
they load of speech Of thought or activity
b.) this Croes a filch the Doctor charac-
terized los the ((cue of the theughte ot
man and the ceutre of the heart of God,
I's eured M. C. Perch ng, of
Bradeneille, , of Weak Lunge, and
Liver mid K Wiley complaint.
An incendiary fire in Bowling Green
Motelay deetreyed 112,000 %sort!' of
property. Flank T. Gitmon, livery
Mali, In %how stable the fire broke out,
hog *beta $1.600, whit $s00 beim-mice.
About $2,000 worth of horses Ca lied by
various people, were burned In the sta-
ble.
Oar Wealthy Zen.
Much has been said in newspapers on
men who have mole large fortatire
eomparatively a few years in various
business industries. Many of these
articles are written by correspondent's
of protninent newepapers. and copied in-
to others ol leelb.n note. I 'orresoomients
generally are seldom men of business
qualifications and wrongfully picture
these men and their biteineee as a thief{ of
accident : this id not tile case with those
*e have met. We find diet where men
have made large fortunes by their own
business talent and industry they chose
with sagacity and forethought such bus-
ineues as would lead to success when
handled with business judgment. No
man has been brought before the public
as an example of success both in wealth
and migtoltude of his businees. (outeide
of stock and railroad noen) more promi-
nently than Dr. G. G. Green of Wood-
bury, N. J. lie is at the head of many
large buelness idustriee. amod yet com-
paratively a young man. When the
fact that August Flower, for dyepepeia
and liver complaint anal Boechee's Ger-
man St rup, for roughs and lung troub-
les, Ilas grown to a wonderful sale in
all parts of the world, it proves that it
was not an aeeident or spontaneous
strike at wealth. Hie medicines are
tee Mrnized as valuable and established
reinedies amid the business has grown
gradually and permauently during the
last eliehtern years on account not alone
of Dr. Green's abilities as a business
man or his 'good luck," but on the ac-
tual merits of two preparations.-Copied
from the N. Y. Weekly Suii,of Dec. 22,
1886. •
Itch Mange and Setatchee of every
OUR UNVEILING.
Soler of the Rice Mims Said About it.
The beautiful tribute of a great-beart-
ed man, to "the unknown dead" who
went to death in the vain attempt to
establish the Southerntontederacy, arts
unveiled at Hopkinsvitie yesterday in
preeence of thoueanole of American citi-
sem., who, in the healing balm of the
fleeting vear4 since the war, forgot that
they had ever been enemies, and remem-
bered only the Who. with which each
unknown grave spoke of the true Ainer-
lean eoldiees unfaltering devotion and
oourage.
There were unknown heroes who
wore the blue and died beneath the
blessed folois of the stars and stripes,
whom Mr. Lading!) *leo intended to
emumemorete, but they were removed
to the National eenietery at Fort Donel-
son before tile work on the monument
ha-I been corntnenevd.
It is • pity that they were not left to
repoae side by side under the ehaft that
perpetuates and glorifies the heroism of
American soldier..
it was a brothers' quarrel, and those
Who died in etrife, are not less brother*
than- those o ho survived to bless God
that, having canoe for quarrel,* Was
fought out manfully, and that the right
triumphed.-Evansville Courier.
•••
The unveiling ceremonite of the mon-
ument to the "Unknown Confederate
Dead," published in the Tribune on the
19;11,,was a moot signifioug occasion
and drew into our sister city no less
than 15,000 visitors. The exerchies w ere
cotoducted upon a Nide of ruagnifii,ence
that reflects great credit Upon tite enter-
prising cit.izenit of Hopkineville and its
lmspitable people were untiring in their
efforts to 'make the occasion ei joyable to
their vast hosts of visitors. That they
were auccessful is attested by the u
vereel verdict of all, who attended the
memorial exercises, and who came away
heaping praise upon the whole affair.
It was indeed an occasion of rare good
feeling and friendly intercourse and the
sv hole affair is not open to criticism in
one single particifiar.
Union ttoldierta anti veterans were there
to add their tribute of reopect to the
memory of departed foes: men from the
extreme North were there to plaee Ik11
rel a maths upon the graves of Confed-
erate dead : speakers were there from
far-away New England, and together
the blue and the gray had a gala day of
good fellou-ship.-Evansville Tribune.
The ceremonies attending the unveil-
ing of the momituent dtsdicated to the
ueknown Confederate dead interred in
the Hepkinsville cemetery were observ-
ed under most favoring conditions last
Thursday, and the eplendid proporttona
of the event outran all reckoning. The
affair was admirably ordered in all its
details, and reflects unlimited credit on
the city, through w lime intelligent cit-
izenship such gratifying results were
accomplished. In completeness of ar-
rangement and systematic observance of
lio*pitable entertainment the occurrence
is almost without precedent, and the
labguage of liberal completnent is ne-
cessary to its proper treatment.-Oweros-
boro Inquirer.
••.*
Hopkintiville did herself print] yes-
terday. The unveiling of the monument
to the unknown confederate dead was
the biggest event that lieuttscky has ex-
perienced for many a day, 'and people
from all the neighboring states were
present to unit in the noble work.
The name of John C. Latham, the
man of nobie impuleee and generous
upirations, who bore the burden of ex-
pense attaching to the cause, will live '
as loug as the granite column which
eoinmemorates his fallen comrades shall
stand. All honor to John C.--Lathani,
whosie heart goes out to his native mate
in such generous fashion.-Nashville
Union.
MR. LATIIAN'll OPINION.
tisw YORE, 5,-40-87. /
JAMES M. How':
Your telegram received. It ruffles
me very much. No higher oom ment
ceuld be paid to any Ameri citizen
than the community at kineville
have paid me. I thank yo particular-
ly. I thank all the conagatttees, as well
aa the City Council. Aside from the
feature of the unveitieg ceremonies, I
befit ye the town wi./1 be greatly bent-
fitted thereby, blteiuse it has brought
into contact with our people thousands
who have never met them before the un-
veiling of robsonneait ceremonies. They
have beersielegraphed throughout the
civilizest world. 'I his alone should be
a feabatre that will encourage the pro-
gtisomi of the town.
JOHN C. LATIUM JR.
GOVERNOR T•TLOR'S DIST•TCH.
NASHVILLE, TENN., May 19.
Hoer. NO. C. LATHAM, Hopkineville.
I regret beyond exprefteion that sud-
den illtoese prevents me from being with
you at the uuveiling of the monument
to the "Unknown Confederate Dead."
Those who sleep in unknown serraves,
furnish the brighten example ef un-
selfieh love of country. Undistirirlieb-
ed and unknown, unheralded b'y *fame,
they marched to the field of death and
gave their life-blood for a cause they be-
lieved to be holy. nue are indeed an
example of patriotism, which should
command the profoundest regard of
friend and foe. All honor to him who
honors them to day in the beautiful
moutimeet at HotikInsville.
ROST. I.. TAYLOR.
Whether on land or at sea, on the
prairie or-in the crowded city, Ayer's
pills are the beet cathartic, being con-
venient., efficacious, and safe. For tor-
pid liver, indigestion, and sick head-
ache, they cever fail.
CONFEDERATE DEAD.
Honor the Men That Died for Cs. and
Especially Remember What lien.
Frank Cheatham Did.
Naahville Uslon.
orgavization has just been mom-
pleted to erect a suitable monument in
contederate circle at Mt. Olivet in mem-
ory of the deed heroes who fell fighting
the battles of our beloved south. This
Should have been done long sinee, but
the Wen will now be carried through to
cempletion. This will be a monument
that will do honor to the dead many re,
ao•ti be a credit to those who gave their
triune and time to have it done. All
eralse to) the noble men and fair women
of tide conntry who are engaged in so
grand and patriotic an enterprise. Gen-
eration yet unborn will biese all for such
a oleed of love for these dead patriots.
But we have a hero, old and tried, on
many a battle field. His name is famil-
liar to ell the groat], and all Tenneesee
especially. His soldiers, %Ito fought
many battles with as their leader,
marched many long miles through dust
and beat, ice‘and snow ; and all remem-
ber this hero was always cheerful, al-
ways had a kind, gentle word for the
Maya, anti when the storm of battle was
raginig he Was always with them to say,
"Come on boys." Ile never turned his
back on the enemy, and.would share the
dangers and hardehips o his nien at
all times. Thie hero Ha now in Mt.
Olivet, no teblet marking the spot where
he is buried. We ask the brave men of
Frank Cheatham's old division, are they
willing that this ehould be eo? We do
not believe that they are. Let the men
of the old division. mattered all over
Middle and Weet Tennessee, come to-
gether, organize your clubs in the dif-
ferent counties ot the state, select a good
man in each county and give him the
amount you are willing to give for the
erection of a suitable monument over
the grave of our dear old Frank Cheat-
ham, and let the money be cent to Nash-
ville to the general treasurer. Let this
monument be built at once. We will
orgenize here and will look after all the
details of erection, etc. Die not let thie
matter sleep. but go to work now and let
every mato give what he feels able to
give. None so poor who cannot give $1
and many can give more. But let this
be a work of love to this graeod old hero,
and we will feel proud of what we have
done. Who will:make the start In this
work ? We feel that it ehould be done
allti Milk be done, but we arc slow to
begin. Now is the time. Organize in
Naehville, boys, and start toe ball and
we feel sure It w ill roll to the father of
rivers in a very few days. het this mon-
ument be built this s ear; and let every
man of Gen. t Itestliam's1/4 divieion have
a hand in the work. The money can he
raised in sixty dap. Let the Int in
Nashville organize at olive.
ONE or Tax OLD Divisitgi.
kind cureol in 30 minute.' by Woolford's
Sanitary Lotion. A sure cure mei per- John Batik. of Greenville, 0., says
fectly harmless. NVarranted hy 11. B. La-cu-pi-a did hint more good Shan ally
Garner Druggist, llopkineville. other medicine.
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low Era hieing and Publishing Co.
81 A YEAR.
or- OFFICE NE ERA BUILDING
7th, street, near Main,
1110PNLINISTI RRNTICTIL Y.
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Ous inch, first insertion, 11 SO
week adeitiomi tosertloa, - to
Rues by tee niette. %tutelar or emu, chit h*
dad oa applicetion to the Proprietor.
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seeding Iles item and nettees of preaching pub-
lished gnats.
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Tuft SUP•T PUBLIC INSTRUCTION,
J. D. r.ckrrr,
of Fayette County.
FOR ReGISTIR OF TR1 LAND OVVICR,
THOMAS H. CORBETT,
of McCracken County.
roa STATIC 817NATOR Gm DISTRICT,
ZENO F. YOUNG,
of Hopkins County.
FRIDAY, MAY 27, 1887.
The soldiers have taken Washington
and the President has gone a-fishing.
The Louisville Times says "Down
with the corset." We thought the
'Times was a modest paper.
A good many things are just now
pointing towards Cleveland and Car-
lisle for 1888._If so, why not Blaine and
Bradley?
Mr. Blaine has at last concluued to go
abroad. lie will leave his plumes at
home however for the boys to dangle in
the face of the multitude.
The dates tor the June Opera Festi-
val at Louisville have been changed, the
first performance occuring Thursday
evening, June 2, instead of Wednesday.
The Pennsylvanian wbo diet! from
having swallowed a lizard carried his
secret with him, for the world has yet
to learn the posture to be seemed to
gulp down • lizzard.
The Irish editor O'Brien, though con-
siderably disfigured, seems to be still in
the ring. After while people will quit
trying to kill off editors, seeing the im-
poesibility of the thing.
The "nigger in de wood-pile" is not a
very "numerous" feature in the Repub-
lican side-show that is preparing to fol-
low our big Democratic hippodrome
over Kentucky this season.
The Salvation Army has come to
grief in Kansas City, nineteen of the
"soldiers" having been "jugged" by
the police. Salvation doesn't seem to
be as free as it might be in the wild
West.
Jones' successor in the Senate from
Florida is one Pasco. Pasco has a little
the better of it in the way of • name but
for true American, illimitable, inter-
minable sentiment, Jones takes the rib-
bon over any of them.
A wife-murderer named Leggett, has
just eacaped death in Georgia. The
nooee was adjusted, the Sheriff just
ready to cut the string and spring the
trap, when the wretch's lawyer arrived
with a respite. These aame lawyers
are about the only fellows in the coun-
try who manage to put off' everything
and cheat even the devil out of his
dues.
Hon. Jacob S. Golladay died at his
home in Logan county Monday, after
an ilineas of several days. Col. Galls-
day was a man of note in the third dis-
trict and while hie career ar a politician
was an unfortunate one, be had friends
and admirers all over the country.
Personally, he was kind-hearted, gen-
erous and possessed of many qualities
that endeared him to his friends and
greatly ameliorated the aeperitiee be-
tween him and his enemies.
The Democratic Committee of Madi-
son county has empowered its Chair-
man "to declare Mrs. Amend/ Million,
the Democratic nominee for County
Superintendent of Public schools, pro-
vided no opposition to her candidacy
develops by the first day of June next."
This is all right, of murae but if it is
on the programme to take our women
into politics, let them get out in flocks
of a half dozen or more for the game of-
fice, contend together upon the hust-
ings and lock finger nails and spit-curls
in the regulation Democratic Conven-
tion. Then they can get some fun out
of the business.
Gen. Lew Wallace has delivered his
lecture on "The Turk as He is" in both
Louisville and Nashville recently.
Wallace makes the 'Turk out a very en-
viable creature, possibly with hia extra-
ordinary descriptive ability he could do
the same for the Hottentots. At any
rate the best people of these two cities
are now ready to be metamorphosed
into 'Turks at Gen. Wallace's cennmand.
It is to be admitted that the 'Turk is a
happy fellow. His doctrine of "Fatal-
ity" is replete with comfort and coin-
poeure, and therefore he suffers riot
with the nervous and imaginary trou-
biaand succeas of the rest of mankind.
Louisville Post: Dr. If. D. Standlford
has been taking *trip through the West-
ern portion of the State, and has made
hundreds of friends. The reception ac-
corded him has been cordial on all sides.
Many people meeting hirn for the first
time are struck with the mistakee esti-
mate they had formed of hem. Ile is
!tech a close student of all economic
questions, and is a clear-headed man of
such marked ability that those who have
simply known of him 'as a millionaire
are always agreeably surprised on
meeting him. If Dr. Standiford had
devoted hid abilities to politics instead
of to money-making, he would have
been United States Senator long 'ere
Col. Breckinridge's speech on unveil-
ing day has been largely commented
on. Ills grand, patriotic and wonderful
picture of the future of our country at-
tracted the attention of every one. It
seems even now as if men of the longest
vision are ignoring the achievementa of
to-day to a !mire the grandeur of to-
morrow. Some one once said that
k the continent of originations,
Europe the continent of differentiations
.and America the continent of re-un-
ions." Wonderful Indeed will these re-
unions of the thought and culture of
past ages be as they are concentrated In
our country, The American is a boaster
by nature, but his brag is always backed
by facts, and the conjectures of our
orators are more than the babblings of
strained eloquence.
Bradley And Buckner.
The followwg correspondence. has
passed between Col. Bradley and Gele.
Buttner, Col. Bradley'e letter having
appeared first in the Cinchnsati Eliqul-
rer: •
"LANCAellitt, KY., May 17, 1387.-
Gen. S. B. Buektier-ny Dear Sir:
Having waited tive (lase tor reeponae
from your committee arranging a toilet
camerae of the State, and ha% het Wei to
receive any auswer spiwrtaiiiing to the
fact that our time tor canvassing she
State in short at best, I have the lionor
of notifying you that el will speak at
Somerset Memlay next, 233: at New-
port, Wednesday, the 25th; at Coving-
ton, Thursday night the 2We aiel at
Louisville, Saturday night, the *Vele
Would be plesowd to have vu present
on eaeh oceasiou. I do not intend by
this to withdraw the requert for a pint
celestite+, hut hope to near from peer
committee a, an early day. I am, with
great respect,
"W. 0 Bit•DLEY."
Loutavittx, May 20.-lion. W. O.
Bradley, Lancaster, Ky -Dear Sir: On
the 18th iust. I received your letter of
the 17th, inviting me to meet you at cer-
tain 'specters' appointments you had
made tor the present month. On the
mule date I replied to your letter, sta-
ting my inability to begin my canvass
Until the SO) terith of next month,
and informing you that it would give
me pleasure to meet you, after I should
have entered the canvass, at such plates
as woold be agreeable to you and not in-
consistent with appointment's made for
me by the Democratic committee.
-Before it was poesible for my reply
to reach you, have seen fit, through the
press, to give publicity to your ()en let-
ter; from which I must inter that it wee
designed for the public rather than for
me.
"Under the circumstances, I deem It
appreeniate to withdraw the propoaition
contained in my letter of the ltith
ssiti to say to you that it you still derire
a joint-diseumion with me during the
pending litt12130, that you refer the
matter to the appropriate committees of
our respective parties, which will doubt-
leas be able to arrange appointments
without departing from the courtesies
and proprieties which usually prevail
pending negotiations for arranging for
a joint discussion between opposing can-
didates. I am, sir, respectfully yours,
S. B. litCINKR."
if thia first break of the gallant Colo-
nel is indicative of the tactics of the
campaign, It is not likely that Gen.
Buckner's equanimity will be much dis-
turbed.
WHY NOT BOON
Accounts of our recent unveiling cer-
emonies have been sent abroad threiugh-
out the country. Strangers ftom Maiue
to Texas, almoet, were with us that'day
and not a single one went away with an
unfavorable impression of our town and
county and, to-day, Hopkinsville ia ad-
vertieed literally from ocean to ocean
and the lakes to the gulf. Why not do
aonwthing to improve thin opportunity?
Do we not leant to boom? Is It notste-
siratile that we should develop from the
big country town that we are into a live,
prosperous city? What binderf that
we do it? We have capital; we have
brains; we have labor.. We have a con-
tiguous mauntry unsurpassed for agri-
cultural purposes, with mineral and oth-
er natural resources almost unlimited.
We need public-spirit, pluck and energy.
We need to realize that we can't do huili-
nese after the genie methods successful-
ly employed by our grand-fathers. We
need intelligent investigation of the un-
developed wealth all around us. We
need generous, whole-eouled, man-to-
man organiz-stion-devoid of petty jeal-
ouaies and dog-in-the-manger moss-back-
lem-that will give ua the strength of
unity which always wins. Add to our
stock-in-trade theise elements and we are
bound to boom. Invest money In fac-
tories, foundries, mills, railroads. Give
employment at honest wages to our poor
men instead of lending them money at
usurious rates of interest and finally
selling them out under mortgage.' Buy
everything that the farmer can raise at
the highest market price and sell him
goods cheap for cash. Give Hopkins-
ville the reputation of paying big pricee
and selling geode cheap. Try to make
a dollar by helping along your neighbor
rather than by striving to outatrip hitn
in the race of life and get the dollar he is
after. Wake up and go to work ; and just
socertain, as sowing brings reaping, our
'boom" will begin.
THE COLORED 10TE.
From the manner in which the Re-
publican party in this State is treating
the colored contingency it Is clearly evi-
dent that something will break loose be-
fore long, and that something is going
to be the complete unification of the
colored vote, devoted to Its own interests
and serving no party that will not
serve it.
It bas for many years been a fact that
the colored voter merely wanted to
catch the eommand of his Republican
office-holding master and he would exe-
cute it to the letter. Under the devel-
oping. iroduelices of freedom and free
educatioti, the negro has reached the
point *here he, too, wants a "pull at
the offices." He has made the demand
and his request has been promptly re-
fused. In the State Convention not
one or them was respectably recognized,
and that, too, when the Republican par-
ty is bound by years of pledges to be
his especial friend and deliverer.
In this county it is a well known fact
that not one of the colored voters has
been given an ottise unless the white
Republicans were forced into conceding
a crumb when a full loaf WKS asked for.
Not a single one of the more responsi-
ble offices has been offered them. When
they have appealed to their executive
committee, that auperb guillotine of all
office seekers outside of the ring, they
have been sadly left. Thus the fact is
demonstrated that the white brother
has no use for the colored brother, fur-
ther than for his vote. The result will
be, and almoat now is, that the cohered
vote in thia county, like In the State at
large, will brew( allegiance to the Re-
publicans and vote only with those and
for thaw who in truth and in fact do
most and best of what is done for them.
The. Rumellville Dispatch Is about
the worst "sold" newspaper we have
heard of. R. Y. Thomas, Jr., started It
and sold a half interest to J. E. 'Ozer-
then in Florida-and leased the other
half to two printers. Mr. Thomas then
went back to Muhlenberis arid turned
his attention to politics; Mr. Riser came
up shortly afterward aud took charge;
the two printers then absconded and
now Mr. Rizer has sold back to Mr.
Thomas, and says in a card In the
Iterahl-Enterpriee "should lie not con-
tinue the publication of the paper, he
has bound himself to meet all the paid-
up unexpired subscriptions to the
same.
Among the subscribera referred to
there can, perhaps, be found the only
person in the country who wants) the pa-
per. Thomas and Rizer are both clever
young fellows and we deplore their
tough luck ; but then, what is there
about the newspaper business that isn't
"tough,"-excepting, of course, delin-
quent subeerlbers? •
Up In New Jersey a Colonel Rey-
nolds has beers fined $200 and sentenced
to imprisonment for a year on a charge
of blasphemy, the offense being the
circulating of a pamphlet argument
against the infallibility of the Btble,
which contained also scurrillotes illustra-
tions of local churches. He was elo-
suently defended by Col. Ingersoll, but
tne great infidel's rhetoric was unavail-
ing against the "Jersey Blue Laws."
Dr. Deems, in his Met excellent ser-
mon at our Opera notice Sunday night,
Raid that the modern attacks on Chris-
tlanity had been productive of much
more good than harm and that Inger-
soll had done a vast daal of aervice
the cause of Christ. The idea is a Sound
one. Turn the cranks loose and let
them agitate. Religion, like everything
else, must keep up with the procesaion.
Turner and Patterson.
The negro Pattereon, at Louisville,
has been cestieletuned to death, the jury
taking only teelve minutes in which to
find the verdict, A strong defense waa
made his eemesel and the Poet alai Com-
merriel both claim that he id illGOtletit-
having established his alibi, or at least
so nearly dime eo as to leave guilt s
question of "rearonable doubt." The
accused Siertainly presented. a respecta-
ble alibi an't it' the exact thne of the com-
mittal of the crime could be fixed, Pet-
terson's coenection whit it could easily
be determined. Ad is, he felled to
clearly aceount for 'cliniself for over a
half hour of critical ti$se and the strong
cireemestantiel evietetwee coupled with
Teirner's evens-Won Woe enough to sat
lefy a jiffy e Wend much trouble.
Turner is to hang shortly and it Pat-
terson gets no new 'equine, they should
go together; and their execution should
bei public and in the heart of Louisville.
The class from which such viciousness
as theirs is coqstantly beleg developed
all over the country needs ,every lesson
and every warning possible to be given
it. It is made up of ignorance, super-
stition and moral cowardice and is won-
derfully effected by all matters of cere-
mony. A public hanging of two such
criminals from it can not fail to be net,
eticial to the class.
MEN OF MARK.
S. II. Morse, the Boston sculptor, is
making a bust of President Cleveland.
oldest living member of the Su-
preme Court is Juetice Miller. He was
appointed in 18e2
Don Carlos, the Spanish pretender,
has set mil tor Bratil, traveling as plain
"Dr. Coma."
Plunger Walton tells a New York re-
porter that he is "through with racing
and with betting.
William J. Florence, the actor, was
once a drug clerk. Hie re al name is
Cotilheand one of his brothers ie Pence-
Captain Conlin.
Joseph Jefferson say the only place
he ever visited when his acting was not
appreciated was Reaulhig, Pa. He lived
there when a Loy.
Ex•Gov. Homily. of Obis>, says he
could not, in justice to himself, accept
the appointment to the Sepreine Bench
as successor to Judge WoOd even if ten-
dered him.
Mr. Beecher's Peekskill home, Bosco-
bee hais been leased for the is  by
Gen. Thomas, Preeident of the East
Tenneesee Railroad Cotupany, with the
option of purchasing It if it suits him.
Gen. Buckner. the Democratic candi-
date for Governor of Kentucky, occu-
pied a box at the Republican State
Convention on the invitation of Col. W.
0. Bradly, who Was chosien at the con•
**tendon as the Repuhlican candidate.
Senator Sabin, of Minnesota, believes
that his Presidentiel boom Is growing
fleeter than any other in the country.
Leto month he had three pledged votes
and now he has six. By the rule of
three he thinks be will have a respecta-
ble following in tnue to capture the core-
yntion.
Fifteen (Aileen; of the garrieon of
Grate in Hungary, were recently
obliged to fight duels with as many civ-
ilians of the town in the course of one
week. Two of them were killed and
most of the other fellows were badly
wounded. This very large and high-
toned row was all about one lady.
Justice Harlan, ef the United States
Supreme Court, has three ambitious
sons. One who wae graduated at
Princeton four years age ie now a Prea-
hyterian minister in New York City
and receives a salary of $6,000 a year.
Another son is a lawyer in Chicago,
with a rapidly increasing practice.
William B. Page, who has broken the
American ruenhog high-jump remod by
clearing G feet I inch, will be graduated
from college in June. He will thenseale
for Europe to try for the amateur
ehampionehip of Eriglaud. It is proba-
ble that lie will eventually break 'the
world record of 0 feet 234 inches. Mr.
Page is only 5 feet 634 heelers in height,
and his jumping ability is an athletie
marvel.
STATE POLITICS.
A 'Squire Gregory has been nomina-
ted by the Union Labor party for the
Leglilature in Graves county.
Blaine and Sherman are to be invited
to take part in the Kentucky canvaes of
Vile year.
There will be six eandidatea in JeFea-
mine county for Representative. W.
1'. Jetties was eleelared the nominee in
April. touia Pitcher is an independent
Democrat on the George theory. .The
bolting Demerara, eight hundred strong
in the county, met at the court house
and resolved that they would net kelp-
oort Jones, and ratified the nomination
oi" N. D. Mike. The Knights of Labor
will nominate Kinney Mom or vote tor
a Land and Labor candidate. The Re-
publicans met and sojourned to meet
the third Monday in June and nomi-
nate a candidate. Miles and Jones are
beth recent converts to the George theo-
ry, and Pileber(will probably withdraw
before August. The Prohibitionists will
nominate John A. Crutcher.
There is a political rivalry between
Logan and Warren cottnties this. year
that is quite differeet from that of last
year. Both comities expect to increase
their Democratic majorities, arid the ri-
valry between them is which shall add
most to its Democratic vote. Warren
hopes to atid GOO votes to the grand total
elle gave Cleveland, which will give
her greatly increased repreeenratacm in
the Congressional convention next year,
and hogen hopes to do even better,
while Todd and Simpson will leave no
atones unturned to inereaee their votes.
What is going on in this particular he
the Third district is art example to all
the others especially the Second. There
should be a rivalry between the heavy
Democratic counties of Henderson, -Da-
viesa, Union aud Hopkins, while Chris-
tian can help sonic favorite eon, be his
name McKenzie or Wood, by pulling up
500 additional Democratic YOWL It is
in the timher to give Buckner 50,000
majority this year, and tbe young De-
mocracy should join lit with the old and
do it.-Louisville Timea. '
Cleveland on Temperance.
Netion of the President in direct-
that no liquor shall be sold on the Na-
tional Drill camp ground is universally
conitnended. The President, indeed,
could not have (lone otherwise than to
issue such an order, as the camp Is on a
public reservation, and the law proilib-
ita-the sale of liquors on such.
Repreeentative Crain, during a recent
interview with the President, incident-
ally referred to the temperance question.
"The Preehlent," said Mr. Cram, "re-
marked that the subject of intemperance
wee a serious and difficult problem to
solve. In regard to drinking customs,
lie obeerved that our people were, to a
great extent, cosmopolitan. 'l'ake the
state of thiugs ifi Buffalo, for instance,
where there are a great many Germans,
and they are a thriity people and 'make
good citizens. There sou might see on
a Sunday, a German with toe family
around hint sitting at a table In a gar-
den taking beer, and quietly enjoying
leitneelf according to his OWn notion.
It would iseein hard to deprive him of
that erojoyment. On the other hand it
occaeioilally happens that ,young men
get together and drink to excess, and on
Monday morning are with for business,
and go on until they lose their employ-
ment and become outcasts. It also hap-
pens sometimes that the excessive use
of intoxicants drives teen to the coin-
tnistion of crimes, and even to the gal-
lows. He had drunk wine and beer,
and hail seen no reason to object to oth-
ers doing the same in moderation.
There is 1.0 doubt that the Irian who
uees liquor to excess is not equal to the
temperate man in the pet-romance of
his duties, and he had observed this
when he had men working for him."
TOBACCO SALES.
Salem by lie nbery & Shryer, this week,
of 72 hied*. as follows
10 Mids. good leaf, $12 00 to 7 70.
31 " tned. " GO to 5 10.
15 " corn. " 5 00 to 4 00.
16 " lugs and frosted, $3 90 to 1 00.
Our sales this week show a marked
Improvement over the sales for the past
month. The market is very strong and
active, especially PO on the medium and
lower grades who have bad few friends
for several weeks taro, We confidently
look for a steady market for the balanee
of the season. We have ample lieconi-
modation for teams and teamsters, free
of coat. Send us your tobacco and we
will give it our persoeal attention and




Pe-ru-na cured M. C. Pere/Ong,
Bradenville, Pa., of Weak Lungs, and
Liver and Kidney Complaint.
THE ENDING.
Down In the swamp where the cypress grows, 1
DOwn where tee sluggish bayou flows,
I Come and I'll show yie, if proof you need-
I The spot well ehteen for darkest deed!
lie was stabbed to the heart-"a Inurder"-yots
gaY•Yee-found in the woods one Week to-day.
Maybe an ewl in yon tall pine tree
Boartlehe last groan. which seems to be
Echoing yet when the wind in its might
Walls a dirge of a winter's night.
And sound, from the swamp a weird like cry,
As a strange bard feels some danger nigh.
So straneers dug the grave out there,
Where the tv alibi will cloeer cling each year;
Starry bleasotna shine out in the spring,
And the naK•klug bird shall sometimes Ong
Its sweet lute sung in the cypresa shade,
Over the placeethere the victim is laid!
Over the greet, of the poor unkeiet n
While the piles keep up their ceaseless moan.
-Courier-Journal.
RICH T.EAS FROM INDIA.
Calcutta Sends Bettor Brands for Lew
Money Then the Flowery Kingdom.
Meet tea drinkers credit China and
Japan for their fragrant tipple. A great
eked of tea, and some of it very geed, is
;being brought here from India; Ceylon
land Java. Since 1876 the quantity of
itea imported to England from India,
Ceylon and Java has increased from 5,000
pounds to 72,000,000 pounds last year.
large rorusigrunents of it regularly reach
this country by way of London, and the
market ratos of India teas are quoted
daffy.
"Six years ago such a thing was un-
heard of in New York," said one of the
largest tea importers in the country. "It
is a striking instance of the richness of
Great Britain's India possessions and the
rapidity with which trade is being pushed
between England and her provinces."
"Is there any profit for American deal-
ers in these India teas?"
"Nos their importation too. far has not
paid at either end. The exporters have
operated .at a lora and importers here have
made no money. But the growers of
these teas believe that they will eventually
eupplant all others in the Unitod States
rui thee have in England, and the exporta-
tion of them will le continued even at a
temporary lora"
'•And you say they are aa good aa
China and Japan teasT'
'Better. English retail dealers long
ago found out the value of fine India teas,
SS the mixing of them with Congou or
English breokfast tea producce a flavor
that can be got in no other tea."
"Is India to run China and Japan out
of the trade, then?"
"Oh no. It is not clauned nor' ex-
pected that the trade from China, Japan
or Formosa will be killed. China's high-
er grade green teas are very fine. So
are the teas from Japan. Probably no
other heist grade teas equal them. For
the India teas it is claimed, however,
that the clwaper grads* are far superior
to the same grade from any other Coun-
try. Hence the India trade will give the
le a better quality of tea at a much
er prim. No coloring matter what-
ever Lenses' in curing India teas, and they
contaia absolutely nothing to affect the
nervte. Yet they are stronger than the
other branda. Let me show you the
difference in color when thee are drawn."
The importer took a delicate shallow
china teacup from a shelf near by, and a
little swinging copper teakettle from the
stove.
"Here is; the green tea which we get
from China. You see it is very light,
not much darker than water. Then,
here is the Formosa Oolong. a medium
shade. This is the India tea, darker,
stronger, and more fragrant than either
of the others. Take a whiff of it."
The reporter tried it and found it
pleasant. The tea was almost a coffee
color, and it gave a rich, aromatic fra-
grance.
"In point of purity, also, the India tea
beats them all," continued the importer.
"The fact that the inspector of teas of
the port of New York has shut out con-
signments of all other teas, some because
of adulteration, others for exhausted leaf
or coloring, but has never shut put a
pound of India tea, proves its euperior
quality, The Madooree Garden, tho
Dooloogram, the Parakau Salak, and the
Laliong are a few leading brands of India
teas. These are all shipped from Cal-
cutta."e-New York Sun.
DiMenetie* of Science.
Even the most learned men, from the
humble one shirted savant to the great
ecieptistie among the crowned heads and
cratiked heaihe, hare never been able to
tell what ,causes the wonderful northern
yel to solve that great problem is
a mere logetelk when compared to the
task of prescribing a formula that will
cause the mild rabbit of Kansas to eschew
the succulent bark of the young and
tender apples tree. -St. Paul Herold.
Shrinkage of the Wires.i
Iron says that if a continuous tellegraph
wire were strung from New York to San
Francisco and a rain atorm should be in
progress along the entire route. the
shnnkage caused in the wire by the rain
would amount to 1:29 miles, and for
'smaller distances rtion would be
the sams.-Home Journ.
enema Brie-a-13 de
The scarcity of Indiaif ric-a-brec in
rnl'fornis. is a ne w ph: of the Indian
question. A string, shell and hone
beads is worth S50, end erampum, frag-
ments of benes and other relies are rapid-
ly becoming extinct.---Chicago Times.
When Baby was sick, we gave her Criteria,
When she wee a Child, she cried for Castoria,
When she 104/arne Mts., she clang to Cadtoria
When ahe had Children, she gave then% Caatoria,
•
THE MARKETS.
Retail pre ie in leopkinivil/e; corrected tor






Flour, ranee, patent .
Flour, Standur 1 . - . .
Bran and etheistuff, less than 10 be.
Corn Meal, - - -
Pearl Meal, - - -
New Orleana hiolaillies, Fancy,






cut. nails, retail, -
Beene, navy, per bushel,








Sugar, N. 0. -
Clsrieed, New Orleans.
Granulated, .
salt, Kanswa. 5 bushels,
Salt K lemma, 7 bushels, -
saganaw, 1 bushel', - - -
saganaw, 7 busliela, . - .
Potatoes. trete per bushel, (seed)
Sweet. per bushel. -
Maekerel, No. 1, per kit,
Maekerel Barrels, No.3. -
Lemons, per dozen, - -
Oranges, per dozen,
Corn in ear, per barrel, -
Oats, per ouahel,
113 y, per cwt. ;clover,
Timothy, per cwt.
Hided, ilry, dint, -
Hides Green, -
Tallow.


























Bet:oar-per lb Wore  







liSt gulalgdeArs?4-.. ......... ...   Pte Ito fee
Clear nit sidw   r4
Clear sided ........ .. .
L•att--
Prime steam 
Choice leaf ... ......
tee 
 7•i to 8
Settee Cease Maitre--
Hams   . 11013
Breakfast bacon 
eboultters i  1%
, Bei gl) BRIO-
























I •  .1
No.2 longberry ....... .. ..I 82.
coca- .
, NO. 2 mixed .......... e . !Pie
No. I white  44e
Ear    43' 5c.
titers- .
No. 2 mixed ,.;  30e
No. 3 white  SIM
RYE-
No., 87
Carrcs-ciood to exun shipping, or
export cattle  4 25 to 4 lie
legal shipping  :  4 00 " 4 25
1.../ sell good to exerts s  3 So " 4 U0
. -oxen cummon and rosigh..1..  2 75 •• 3 bu
Bulls i  3 IS " 3 25
eight mocker.   2 .40 "s so
Feeders, good  a 40 •• 4 00
hoteliers, best  4 00 " 4 25
Butchers, medium to good ... ../. 3 54) " 4 te
litacners, eorntnon to merTium,/... 3 00 " r. 26
Thin, rough steers, poor cows sad
scalawags  e  1 50 " 2 15
Hoes--Cbolce packing andAnitehen i 65 " f 71
JAI/ to good butchers  ille " 4 KS
Light medium butchen  00 " 4 76
Shoata ,'  i 00 e 4 25
WOOL-Dealers' Weskits are held at Me for
clothing and 29c ir combing IA and ei- blood
We reerte at 21 for country Mixed lore of Ken-,
tueky mete 1100la free of burrs, reentry
packages. urry and rotten wools, 1/01,2s;
black, lee lc &nil tub wa.heil, 34(gelle for main:
ey lots aide 3te• for (teeters' lots. Pulled wool
112c.
WEATHERS-
/ New  as
Mixed  Is to 3:11.11Dee_
Prime flint  ISly
Prime dry settee  13No. I 0 0 . .7.. . 10
POISON IN iilEASHES
What the Mt. Lebanun Shaker3
Found-Incillent in the His-
:: tory of a (Niet Community.
The Mount Lebanon (New
York) Shakers are a quiet com-
munity, secluded4 from the fret
and worry of the outside world..
They are widely known, how-
forlkir strict honor and
prObity in business.
The Shakers 'believe that na-
Imre has a remedy for every dis-
ease: A few have been found--;
the 'rest are as yet unknown.
Many were discovered by acci-
dent. Others came to light R3
the result of patient experiment
and research.
Nervous Dyspepsia is a com-
paratively new disease, growing
out of the conditions of naslern
- life. It is a johrt affection of
the digestive organs and of the
nervous system.: These two
were formerly treated as sepa-
rate ailments, and it was left
for the clear-sighted Shakers
to prove that the basis of this
terrible and often fatal compli-
cation lies chiefly in the disord-
ered and depraved functions of
digestion and nutrition. They
rearned thus:"If we can in-
duce the stomach to do its
work, and stimuNte the excre-
tive organs to drive out of the
body the poisonous waste mat-
ters which remain after the-life-
giving elements of the food
have been absorbed, we shall
have conquered Nervous Dys-
pepsia and Nervous Exhaust-
ion. -And Alley were right.
Knowing, the infalliblei power
of Shaker Extract eSeigel's
Syrup) in less coniplicated
though similar diseases,
they resolved to test- it fully
in this, To leave no -ground
for doubt they - prescribed the
remedy in hundreds of cases
which had been pronounced in-
curable-with perfect F11CCd'ss
in every instanee where their
directions as to living and diet
Were seriipulously followed.
Nervous liyspepsia and Ex-
haustion is a im-mliarly Ameri-
can disease, To a .greater or
less extent half the ,people of
this country suffer from it-
both sexes and all ages.- In no
countiy in the world art there
so many insane asylums. tilled
to ON erflowing, all resulting
from this alarming disease. Its
leading symptoms are these:
Frequent or continual head-
ache; a dull pain at the base
of the brain ; 'bad breath; nau-
seous eruetations; the rising
of sour and pungent fluids to
the throat ; a sense of oppress-
ion and faintness at the. pit of
the stomach flatulence; Wake-
fulness and losa of sleep; dis-
gust with food even._ when
weak from the need of it ; sticky
or slimy /water on the teeth or
ill the mouth, (»specially on ris-
ing, in the moriong•, furred and
coated tongue; dull eves; cold
hands and Teet• constipation •
t 4
dry or rough skin ; inability to
tix the mind on any labor call-
ing for continuous attentio14;
and oppressive and sad fore-
bodiri!-1 and fears.
All' this terrible group
Shaker Extract (Seigel s
preir::•("1).‘f:;;, bdyireictts P;s-et
painless and gentle action upon
the functions of digestion and
assimilation., Thole elements
of the food that build up and
strengthen the .system are sent
upon their mission, while all
waste matters (the ashesof life's
fire) Ivilich unremoved, poison
and kill, are expelled from the
body throtigh the bowels, kid-
neys and skin.- The weak and
prostrated nerves are quieted,
toned and 1„(•,1 by the purified
blood. As the result, health,
with its enjoyments, blessings
and power, returns to .the suf-
ferer who bail, perhaps, aband-
oned all hope of ever seein,-;
another \yell day.
HOPKINS COUNTY.
eineison% Me Times, 21th.
George itycroft, who is a brakeman
on the accommodation train, was quite
sever-ly hurt at firtiree last Saturday.
Miss I.izzie Beaumont, returned home
last Wedneedese Slue his been teach-
ing near Hopkinsville for several
months.
Doe McNary ;Bone iwrformed a
etirgical op ?ration ou Solomon Weir last
Wednesday by removing a •iiiitor out Ida
,jeW, Which weighed two pounds.
The big picuic of the osieen will be
given at the eo-operative Hanoi.. IV eti-
nedilike, June Stir. 'The iihject is to raise
Nude to build a distriet wheel' bonne at
that place
The trial of the Price boys for the
shooting of Coffman which was to Iteve
taken piece last Setts lay has been piiMt-
114111C11 until next. Siete ley. Cioneitin,
the wounded man, i* ge log well.
Gee wan 11 inCliVeraii ICII %ell
wan dug at the lie'ition hotel, and
burned there for diejs. Mr. : L. Hen-
dricks, intern's, et an early y, to re-
epee the vein tied see if gas in
paying quantities.
An intereating relic of fornie days
was imearthed on the fartie ef l) M.
Brow near Dalton, a few these .e.
It was an 'when tom 'hawk, liem•
or hoe I piece being brokse off, "tle
hatchet part being whole. There were
twelve notehea cut deep on this.
i The general store of Ilaylees Sum-
mers, In Oils edge of Slublenberg
ty, was tourgherized last Weniesday
night. The burglars geined eminence
liv pryieg open the Irma deer. They
ritiell the sale of about $100, will took
some socks, yellers, canned (Vetere, etc.
Sennetime during the night, laet Wed-
nesday- night, a mideight marauder in-
vaded the prettiiees of 51r. George Col-
lins, in thie place. By putting a ladder
against the hourte neounteel to and en-
tered /111 upper a itelow, Where two
young daughters ed Mr. were
rleepieg. tele of thein was awakened
by the eniell of chlorotorin end screninee,
wheal the listruder ran and ciecaped.
Oar Dr. Metcalfe.
Dr. V. M. Metcalfe, of llopkitiville,
Komi, ky, was here Tuesday, :eel lee-
t tired at the sourt ilotere where he al
• •xhilelted needs rep eof corn, oleos,
nee' mei enCtil properties. 11 is
elltre a its charming and of the grea,-
.-.r hio re sit, being eephete a ith vele
fprinatieon o( incaloulable value te Germ-
; era especieliy. Whilet be talked rapid-
' Iy and is very explicit mei fiendlike one
'lever tires to heat lam Ile etelniiilt
is a grand finer for the farmer. ills 111 -
are invaltinble. It Is to be re-
gretted Oleo leis stoming was not knewn,
so that 111,1re of our farmer's (../11111 e ye
ard But e are glad to an-
nounce that he lees poitnieed to come
(mu our midst agniit, and at
the urgent, request oi a number
of those alio heard him, he has
consented to be resent at our F. If in
Srptt tuber next, when he will :a 111 till
• 01.1.11) limp. 'yid give our tanners fur-
ther lectures analytical exhibitione.
Ile is certainly thoroughly 'wormed on
Oils subject, soul t cenelpetelit to im
tart a hat lie knows Dr. Metcalfe rays
he will be pleesed to WINN er any guess
dons whit-11mq of our fanners inav
propound to :din, end will reply
through the Reporter, so that all tol our
reader* May have the bentits or ilia III-
We eitellti to oUr farmers the
pri%ilege of I sing our columns in this
manner. Ask your questions on :my
subject. relative to the soil and its prop-
erties or producer, and you a-ill get a
veltiable arise er. Dr. Metcalf is a gen-
tleman of profound learning, courteous'
deportment, awl a fluent, grateful
apeeker. lie Is sleet eixty yeare of age,
but very enthusiastic in the extese ot
agriculture.-Somerset Reporter.
Mrs. T. S. Eberline, of Keokuk, Iowa,





Probably the moat remarkable will
ever made was drawh up by Ald. Hart-
man, of Pittsburg, on Thuretlay, Feb.
17, 1887. The wester, Ambrose Het-
harge, who is fifty-two years of age, af-
ter dispothig ot $10,000 reat estate,
directs as follows:
"I direct that my body be taken to St.
Michael's church, and, after the proper
ashes to be put in a small bottle and 
SICK4HEn_lieDa!aCcHhEe:
religious services are performed, that it
be given in charge of my family, who
given in charge of the Gernian Confetti 
i ii enziress (70111.'11)a-
will convey it to Sameon'a crematory
and there leave it burned to ashes, the
in Pittsburgh. Thie gentleman will-
then forward nay ashes to the Consul in
New York, wily will give them in
charge of the captain of the German
steamer Elbe, who will place them me-
curely in his ship for the ocean voyage.
When at mid-ocean I direct the captain
to request one of the passengers to dress
in a seafaring suit and mem' with my
ashes in hie hand tosehe top of the top-
most nista. and, after pronouncing a
last betiediction, to extract the cork
Oven the bottle mid east its contents to
the four winds of heaven. I direct,
•irt0, line this ceremony Is being per-
termed, that It be wane's/see' by all pas-
eengers on board. After the Elbe has
completed her trip and returnee' again
to New York, I want a full statement of
my death and the scattering of my lushes
mi41-oceatt published II/ the Pitts-
burgh papers, PO Otto my friends in this
city slinll know my burial place."
Invalids' Hotel and Surgical Institute
Staff of Vinbleco Lxperiesteed end Neill.
rail PlaysIclaar. amid naselp-asaa.
ALL CHRONIC DISEASES A SPECIALTY. -
Pittlente treated here or se their lamp's. Many
treated at le ..... t hn nigh ofirrealsondence. tin
suctesisfully if here In pertain. Own. nod
flee us, or seed ten rents In stamps for our
"Iwrelids' OwitheMook," which giros ell partic-
ulars. Addeo': wenetsete Inseeesenr sis.ni-
eeL Aseocierpes, eas Main St., Buffalo, N.Y.
For " worn-out," " runelown." deleittated
wheel teachers, mil/twee at einnt n WA, 11((into-
keepers. and overworked women trenerally,
Dr. Piene's Favorite Profieript10/1 is tlai• Nat
of all r mon-tete- too 11 is riot " Isireeill,"
but admirably fulling a singleness et purpnee.
being a Imre potent Set-elite for all those
Chrohic Weaknesses and Dieettere peculiar to
women. The treatment or nutny thousand.
of Iii1(.11 ret the Invalids' Hotel and Sure-
teal it ate ling afforded n large exPerieneeadapting neeedite for titi•ir cure. aed
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription
is the remelt of tido %met experience. For
Intern:it competition, Inflammation
and uiceratitin. it Is %pee I Ille. It
Is a powerful general, as u as uterine, tonic
and nervier-. and imparts Igor ane strength
to the weole system. It mine weskit.. as of
stomach. inderestion, hioneine, weak beck.
nervous profit nit Ion, <Atha ustion, tit Nifty and
aleepiesate es. In either se x. Env° rite Prescrip-
tion is sold by drueirists under our positive




Send 10 cents In stamp, for Dr. Pierce's large
Treatise on Disease of Women (110 entree,
paper-covered). Address. Wi Midi's Deere-
tar MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, Otla Mute tereot,
Duffel t, N. y.
Horsey, Cattle and E. hiatus.
For colic and grube, for lung fever,
cough or hide-bound, I give Simmons
Liver Regulator ill a maeh twice a day.
You call ITC0111111n1111 it to every one
having eteek ae the best medicine known
for the above complaints. In using it
a ith my chickenis for cleoleni and
gapes, I [nix it With the dough end feed
it to them once a day. By this treat-
ment I have loot none %%here the Regu-
lator Was given premptly and regularly.
E. T. Teviou, Agt for Grangers, of
Georgia.







and RI lions Attacks,
promptly curd le Dr.
Pierce's Plea•ant
loarnettve Pellets. M
cents a veil, by Drugs; awe
1114FRECF.DIENTEO ATTRACTION!
Ile over a Million Distributed:
CAPITAL PRIZE, $300.000.
L••L•
LOUISIANA STA TE LOTTERY COIIP
Incorpor.zeti by the legislature tin
Educational and Charitable pbrposses, •nd 1
tranehl.le melt. a part of the present state Coll
stltut WO, in lase L) an overu heetung popul
vote.
Ito Grand Slagle Number Dray/
lass take place menthly. and the grew! Semi
Annual Drawings regularly every ex taunt
(Jule. and 1/eceinher
We (to hereby' certify that we supervise t
arrangements for all the Monthly and Semi•
Annual Drawings of the touican• state
tery Company. anti in person manage tool con+
trol the Dra wi rigs themmi ves, and that these
are condurtell with honeety, Nanette, and
good faith toward all parties. and we aut
the Company to use this certeleate, with
similes of our signatures attactiel, in its adv
e'en:lents."
Cousiniseioners.
We the underaigned Mint* an(1 Banker; wil
pay all Prizes drown in the Ltimaiana StateLettere% wheel may be presented at our coun•
ters
J. H. OG LENR
Pres. Louisiana Matteotti Hank
P. 1.t,4 al N.,
Railroad Golthle. P res. %tate National Flank.
A. BALI. Pi 1 • ,
President Norton, of the L. & N., is ( Prete. New Orleans National Baulknow In Meliete and the knowing ones c MOON.
say that tire Mexican National Rail- Pres. I alien Nations 1 Baulk
road of %Li miles will soon he added to .
ita system. It extetela from Laeedo, '
GRAND SEMI-A NNUAL BRA W/116'few, to the City of elexico.
It is mai(' that arrangements flee, In the krielemy Muer New Orleans Tit .11' 1( K lith, *ready been made in Lends's: and New
York to raise all the finals necessary to
complete the system stud equip it in
style equal to that of any in tee eoun-
try. A commit hast been entered hoto
with the 31 isa011ri Pacith to carry the
freight from Laredo to New orleana,
and fr  Ceere it will be taken by the
1. & N. to the Etat.
It ie the ambition of the men alio ere
at the head Of the L & N to make It
a corpowation equoil extelit 1111-
portailice to the Richmond aria West
Point Terminal company, the Clefesgo
Burlington and Quincy, (lie Miearturi Pa-
vide, and 'similar great railroad compa-
nies. The & N. Moaners are isaid
be ni al, excellent condition, and the
credit ot the fool in New York, Lon-
don atoll A nesterdem is praetleally un-
limited. Its eariiinga are greater than
ever before known in ita hietory anti
the directere fe el like extentlisig the
mystem.
013-2T














A • o 1 • h .-'• ;,•-• .iie ei.01 00. ealh
- t.eitulne. Sea
1,111 A Trade- 'lock • tite 1,11 title((rt f -out 01 %V • ' the .14e




$10; Quarter. $5; Tentle it; Twentieths 51.
1110,000Tieketo at Twenty letllanteedi $11300a1:0011
i 1 " " 100.00u is
,
I Pill% li OF 1300,0110 i.
LIST or Pitt Z Ittli.
111005526:.°1700n°211 P 11:1Z ES ."(111.p ti.10:::: : naa   er tt.,
lioe e
too erise.of es 0 approximating to
li.r0 "
00 -•
101 Prix -et of $.500 approximating te
25 "
5 e




" 5 0 are
172s"u52.0:,1:,5""'"°:0....... Priae arejoy Pepe of $111111 a pprOXImoting to
jeeeet Prtee are 2 I, CO
TLIILMINAL /Mirka,
LOGO Prixse of $10u derided by $.300,000
Hems
1,0 0 eerr,ilaat"$100 decide I by 1100,010
Prize are. . 100 000
I _ -
3.713e- Prises &Mounting to
For I Me Rates, or any further in blirInitlatIra
apply ie the tireteregere Your henewrii leg
inue be distinct an I S(gnittore plain. it eit
rapid return mail delive'-y will lw artsured hi
your enclosiog an Envelope beanag your full
11"sibcire"end *POSTA I. NOTE+. Espre.s M•)net
()Hen.. 0 New 1 ere Exchange in "reeler, let
t•r. earreticy by exprese (at our repeater) aeldreedeil to
M. A. DAUPHIN,
New Orleans, La.,
or M. A. DAUPHIN,
Washington, D.0
edit nee Registered Letters to
NNW ultLICANS (NATIONAL 1NE,
New Orleans, L••
Elqi,111411 14; R pre.istirtm.real
and Early, :Mt are in charge of the ileavrnge
rittrantee of absolute rainless awl integrity
that the chance. are all renal. anti that no on
esti poasibly .11Vine te hat remittent will draw
Pr LP
KEYS that the pa3' merit rd Prue,
Gee littelerIKED RV FOUR 1N44.
TION AL ISANKisa New Orleana. and the
'Tickets are Punned by the l'reselmt of an In
'mutton, e hose chartered rights ttre rerognix
ed in the herbed tonne: therefore. beware o
any inetattens or anonym lun erhetnel.
SHOW_!i_uvalLCASES
DESKS
OFFICE & FIRNITLRE& FIlTI RES.
Ask for Illustrated Pamphlet
TERRY SHOW CASE CO., Itsbyille,TenD.
McElrees Wine of carelid is fur sale
by. the following merchants Christian





11 1THOROUGH BUSIttS,AS EDUCATION.
wrint42,
topper & Son,






onderful Pain-Curer the world has ever
Its effects are instantaneous.






. We are nopiested by Logien county
olHeinle; to ;state that a girl named Dully
Mitchell, who once lived in this eternity
with a Mr. Wheeler and who recently
returned here from Logan, will be
wanted IP a very important witnees at
the July term of Logan Circuit .I'ourt.
Let Doily show up and get sonic witness
fees.
COLLEGE,
corner Third and Jefferson Street', isville, Ky.
prreAses Timm sTare
Banking, Penmanship, Short-Hand, Teleirdphy
AND ENCLISH TRAININC.
For Co.talog-taa A-actress Collee-e
BENEVOLEST SOCIETIES.
floral Nri IAEA 1.0106i. N.). Ift, A. F. a A .
It. M lairle gli W. M.
resets meets at Mb. rue Hall, Erd akar%
Tbouilmost Block, Met bionday BIOS eaeb
Montt..
ORIENTAL CHAPTER no. 14., L.. A. M.
Tbontat /biennia, H P
Stated convocation. 2.1 Monday of eaeh
Month at MA/ODIC Hall.
etoouts. euablitenattv E. is
Sr. Et. IF. L. Waller. E. C.
Meets 401 Monday in each mouth at elseosse I!la I
ROTA L A KCANUM, HOPKINSVILet etitDe
CI le NO. We
Joe. I. Lamle., limiest,
Meets Risme Ith Thursdays 'Leech mutant at.1. I. La. de: °Mee.
MOATON COUNCILNO.n.2114011KPI FS/ Rh /kr
Lipatine, Chief Counselor.
Meets st I 0. F. Hall, Id and 41,11 Monday itearh month.
_ _  
uHRISTIAN LODGE, NO. trei, K. Or H.
R. M. Anderson. Dictator.
Meets ist an-I ent Tuiachy in meth men h at
It, IN. A Where/ell Hall.
EV eRGRE EN LODGE. NO. 3e, IL or P.
Jame. Breathitt, .
Lodge meets the et and 4th Tearsdays In *v-
ery month at 1 CP 0 le Hall,
ENDOWMENT RANK. IL. OF P.
L. R. Davis, Preet.
Besiege' Monday in *very month at NI.Anit•reme.
KNIGHTS 05 TH it GOLDEN let.USe.
V. W. Crabb, N. C.
Meets the 1st and 3d Frelavs is sack null'.In basement of 1 umberland Preattyterlanchurch
ANCIENT ORDER 05 t1NiTiror WIJKAM
W. H. Lee, M. W.
Time of meeting, al and 4th Tuesdays at Mc-Cluny, Bente a C.o.'s .
URILIN RIVER 1.1115b12.„ NU. KC I. V U. Kr.
W. le It/tattle. N. G.
Meet., every Fr day 'eget at 1. 0. 0. Y. Hall.
MERCY iNCAhlrkIENT, NO. 111, 1. 0. 0.
F. F lientler•on, C. P.
Lofts* meeta 1st and Id Thursday nights at I.0 0 le Hall.
ORDER OF THE IRON HALL
John Moay on, P. C. J.
Meets 4th elneetlay in each month at John
Mos) °ea
FLORENCE LODGE. NO 27, /5.111.744HTIt224
OF REBER A.
Meets 3r1 Monday night •t 0 0. F Hall.
COLORED LODGES.
UNION BENEVOLENT SOCIETY.
Meets let and el Monday evenieg In eacbmonth, 1,-e o'clock, at their lodge room, Mainstreet, seeond story r ver Homier mid to resets-ses building. R. eicNeal, President; Nett Tur-
ner, Soe'y.
FSEEDON LOINIE, NO. 75, U. et.
Meets lat ard Tuesday nights is Postelie
Hall, court street. E. W. Glass, W. It; L. S.
Buckner, Secretary.
MUSA DORA TEMPLE, NO. IS, 8. Olf T.
Meets Id and 4th Tuesdays in each month it,
U. 11. F. Hall Pesten** block Court etreet.
•ugusta Motnea, W. P; Carrie lianks, D. P:Katie Lasky, secretary.
MOritINsviLLN LODGE, NO. lefde
OF r.
• Meets het and lth Monday nighta at Moose,
sad Oversh forret Ha 1) Main street. Chariot
Jesup N. I.,: William Gray, V.13; W.
P. 8; William Clark N. P.
MYSTIC TIE LODGE. NO. lel, G. N. 0.
OF F.
beets 1st and Ir4 Wednesday nights of mid%
month. Silas JohnsOn. ls. C IL RuMn P. .8
•tss SILL Loto:S so. 15 u. it.-nteets Ind
4th night 113 each month at their Letter room at





Without Cheep led with Speed Whiled
SHORTEST AND QUICKEST MUTE
From St. Louis, Evansville and Heedereet
to the
SOUTHEAST & SOUTH
-eilent-OH efeseHES frost •hore elm.* to
Nashville lord ..'hattaocioga, making direct coo.
nectione with
r'1.1.11=ci. art. al a c e Cato
rut Atlanta, Sav•unak, Macon, Jacks...114,
sod points in elorete_
C.innectiona are made at Guthrie &rid Nun-
vele er all pents
NORTH, EAST, SOUTH & WESTI. Panama Palms Cars
Seeking homes on the
line of thus road will
receive speca•1 low MOM
Sce Agents of tbid Company (or 1ttss, metal.









OR ef TOOTH DyepseatiLWantotk......tbf A pesetainIdarmd rssibialte .otb.
anianaly eared( ileoem maw
cies and Noma reedy, see
force Relives. the mind
•nd aapplie• Brain Power.
buffering from complaintelwee-
I tar tn thelresa will end in DZ.
MoRTran IRON TONIC •
oafs. speedy cam Gives a elm,. healthy complazioa.
All attempt. at tonnterfeiting may adds to its_paca-
larily. I M not •aperimant.--ret On.1011,•1. AIM Rare
lyr. HARTER'S LIVER PILLS(Cure Conattpation Lem. Complaint and Risk
Beedeohe Loop/. Dodo •nd Dream nook
mailed on reootpt of tee cents in postage.




ens the Menai,* organs. regulates
elle bowels., and are unequ•led as am
ANTI-BILIOUS MEDICINE.
In malarial districts their virtues
are widely recognised. as they poo-
mem peculiar propertied; in freeing.
the system front that poision. Mete
small. Nicely sugar rooted. Price,
• cent• per boa.
SOLD EVERYWHERE.
Office, 44 Murray St. New York.
(Dr. Telt s Manual beet free to any mkt rese)
$25,000.00
IN GOLD !
11 ILL Be PAM/ FOB
ARBUCKLES' COFFEE WRAPPER&
I Premium, • - $1,000.00
2 Premiums, • $500.00 each
6 Premiums, $250 00 "
25 Premiums, $100.00 "
100 Premiums, 1550.00 "
200 Premiums, • $20.00 "
1,000 Premiums, • 010.00 "
For full particulars and direetione are circa




The Fall Lem %am epen en slioNit 5V, AU-
lit 81' 'le:. An experienced faculty, thole
°ugh oistrui Lion and tering as heretofore For






I wish to inform the citizens of HnpkInavIlle
aod surriainding country that I have in my
sales reeni the largest and lineal eeleetion of
Monumenial Work in the South.
Awl hare Ft-ripener feeilltiea for sopplyIng all
kin& of Marble Rod 1iranite ork 4100111011. 1
manufacture not xg but the lest NI table. Im-
porting T from ITALY and SCOT-
LAN le enable. me to deicer...fully ...meet* with
en• honer is the revelry. A laige and fine se-
lection of desires always on hand oilers so-
butted.
Agent tor IJANIK A IRON VENCE CQ ,
spridglielit, QV° Iteopectfully,
SAlel.110DGSON
JO° Pt:inting neatly exeented aNM this office at low prices.
IRIVwH
%IAN
The only brand of Laundry Beep
awardi-d a first class medel at the
New Orleans Exposition. Guaran-
teed afreolutely pure, mid for general






Peery cate suberriber to either the Weetly,
at 41.tie a year, or the Tn- Week ly, at JO; and
every subscriber now on the list whe pays all
&revenges ht date and for one year in advance,
to either paper, geta a
TicketilltheDravim
which rives him a chance te dortire, without
Net, a valuable premium The let einbrecies





$210.00 4'11̀ ,""',.., :1e.:).rg.7""untano
Octaves each. sold and fully
ruaranteed by li. It. Beide:a
eo., Louisville, lit .
light fine ateet eneravings•-





One -Staadare 4-Horse Weems,
made of thoroughly Neadoeird
timber, %take! in oil.
One Seholarehip Certilleate in
southern Dustpan COI (ere,
Is.uu, die, Ky., good for a full
c.iuree of Practical Beek-keep-
ing and Commercial Artthme-
t ic
Premenne each an elegant
e loth bound beake-ritsodatre novel -














An ehtga-t W heeler W 'loos
Sewing Machine with ail aid
latest improved •ttecbmenta,
mold and fully warrantml by C
1. West. and cm exhibition at
his office Hopkinsville
One lateet improved "New
Home" sewing nasalise, with all
attachniente fully warraated
.5 floe W ire-Twist. side- an.ap,
breach leading. shot -gas, war -
ranted lest-class.
A liandanale, library Net of
Dteaen'a complete Works
Three Tuition Certificates la the
 lilt Commereial eotiege,
good (or face value in tuition.
Two Mail Scholarship Certell-
CIA da in Louisville Short -hand
aad 1 ytet-W rating laetttute.
An Elegant e ook ing Steve
witb all pie attachments, ei-
ther for wood or coal. mold anal
warranted by Caldwell Randle.
A fine Rua of Clothes to be se•
lected by the purchaser.
A fine Silver Watch. &madam
male, and warranted ena-
cted* is every reseect.
A handsome decorated Dinner
Net of tuna.
live pnim burns. each one year's
autecnptiou to the Tea-Weekly
New Era.
One Tobacco Screw. mode by Me
Mescaite Mimosa %trios co
$12.50 (./neet4Taci=..eUreewtU,r1M•gAit!Oby
$12.00 Webster's Unabridged Dictates -are. "alert seialoa, fully illus-
trated, leather-bound.
$10.50 
One "Nu RI" Oliver chilled
Al:riutTan,e:v asnim(lizat le Fes tle ra en Is
1.0.00 iteeV:e54,11'fitO 7jsc"
$10.00
$10.00 ,F.'„,v1,;57.17,11'lleti I b°1 ""
Two premmins each 1 Sae Oil
$8 00 One "Davis" Swing Churs
$10. ,00 C. brunet. worth Mee.
Ten premiuma. each one Caliee
$ rut • e ,Atpreunoeuunweethesc,1 onkel y yeNare:
$7.50

















Worth of advertising in T'ri- WoOlt-
ly New Kra
Worth of advertising in Weekly
New Era.





worth of Dry Goode.
Worth of Queensw are
Worth of Grooenes.
A hen biome heavy plate Never, 5
bottle castor
Worth of Keeney from nee Re-senfield, Clarkaville. Tenn
A Pair of Vine lexica.
One "No A 1" Oliver Welke' plow.
$4.00 :tiianhiee silver plate *nil glare Neel.
$3.50 ..14 Floe Hat.
The ieekly See-neat. • meriean$3 00 One year.
$3 0 Set tine trIply.illate.1 Koren. Kim ea.
$2.50 A beetle ful little niceel cloak. war-ranted a read time keeper
12 Two werth of Tube Paints.
$2 I. ,1( eta. e worth of A maw.' materials ot
fletere'o  klami:Wit:el'e'lacered• len, heavy-plate rolled
02.00 filo. - Plated Sleeve Buttons
$2.00 I pair line Venecian Vases.
I12.00 Ilene...um Toilet get
Two (Milani worth of Fine Stationery.$1.50 A heavy gold 'Mated watch dohs.
9111.105 1011:Lie rtill''eah: ILSI.ulbscriglove.-ptieebesttomakWeee'kly
.sjiTivrnerl-Ipilated nutter-lino*
scoln.00ner
SI Four large Linen Towels
SI Six One Linen Handkerchiefs, geatimmears.
SI Six Ladino* liandkerchiefp
III Pour pains gentlemen'. British hone,
SI Four pales Lattice' Hose.
$1 One dollar's worth of Sheet Music.
111 OMB new Folio-vocal.
SI rine Music Fut le-inetru Melt lel
SI One line Ornamental Ink-stand.
.75 A fine solid silver thimble.
LOANS
ON PROM iittOR /11 °FEU.
W ANTED-Notes of well rated business men
for one month to In elve Mtnthit. A 'Bonny
$1,000 i1,00s,000, strictly conditential and
/Me. Floods given, settlements matte. t orrice-



















—PUB! DUI ED BY—
low Era Printing and Pubkaking Co.
$1 A YEAR.
AGENTS
Who are authorizes! to collect sub-
scriptienia to the New KRA
I .ess Thacker—Lafayette, Ky.
Dr O. W. Rivets— Williams; P. 0.
( •. A. Braelier—t'roftoio.
Gilliland Keisiately—Bainbridge.
is• U Artnetroeg—Ceruleatt Springs.
W. W. et J. P. Garnett—Pembroke.
J. W. Riehantosen—Fruit 11111.
W. B. Bre Fairview.
1RIDAY, MM 21, 1881.
wolf
u me anti Sociriv.
Z. T. Drake, lit rt000ville, is in the city.
Mittss Gaat. Owensboro is, in the city.
W. D. WI sou, Trenton, wasi in the city Wri-
gley
J. W. McRae, Cagsky,•peat Weglm mlay la the
etty
Jao Proem went to White Plains Wed-
n. F. Cou:ter sot family art visiting Mrs
theiTett,
&inertia Cardwell, Nashyi le. was in the city
Wednesday
P B Sherrill. Bennetistown, was in the city
tv esiaavesy.
Soy. I N Dieken, of lagri iew was in the
eity 11Sianday,
Jaz„ (Mo. F. Smoot, of Nebo, retdrned home
Frol•y night
Cy Brown and Max Ilanbery opeut Wed-
nesday in Crofton.
M is& Geneva O'Brien, of Iladenav ille, is visit-
ing Mugs Sallie Hutt
J. Z. Smith, of Greenville, is visiting his
brother T. I.. Smith.
Rev. V. M Metcalfe Is makrig a tour of the
''Purehase" this week
Freak Cook, Birmingham, is spendieg this
week With his parents.
Mrs. Carrie Killibrew, Fort Worth Texas. is
•isiting Mr. H. B. Garner.
Col C W. Dancey, New York, is in the city
attending the tobacco sales.
Mrs. Faanie Hart and Wiwi Katie Thomas.
Paducah, are visiting Mrs Hunter Wood.
Mum Geniis Wallis went to Louisville Monday
to \axe her eyes treated by Dr Cheatham.
Mrs. A. G. Bush and Misr Edith Boulware
are attending the Collrlaa1011 in Princeton.
A. B Long, Clay McCord and A. B. Croft,
Crofton, attended the tobacco sales Wednes-
day.
Mite Aphelia Davis, ot Morton's Gap, return-
ed home Saturday after a short visit to friends
ia the city
Mrs. Ad Yost; has returned home to Heal -
demos. after 'a weeks visit to Wel sgsfar Mrs
Z. G. Retiree
Mrs. Walter Kelly. accompanied by her moth.
et, Mr. McClure of Frankfort. returned 
Mon-
day from a visit to relatives in Frankfort an
d
Louisville.
Dr. and Mrs. Gish. Dr. Berry, Mrs. Dr.
Tana& Mims Mollie Vaughn and It S l'ampbell
have gome to Princeton to the Sunday school
coevestion
Masers. Jarred lad Wharton Crahb left the
city Monday moraine for KASSA* City and
11,1w Western pot. la They will locate M
vitiate of the booming towns"( the growing West
and we trust they may reap the measure of
Ureed111 that they cle.ser, c.
Dr. Deems, Messra.• M. J. Verdery. Joolma
Brown. New York, Mr and Mrs Thom H.
Allen, lientph el; Mrs James A. and 'Wise Jen-
ase Glass, Owensboro, who were guests of Uri.
Firgiaia Latham during the uovelliss. have
returarl to their respective homes.
Mrs C. L. Gregory, Las Vegas, San
Miguel Co., New Mexico, ie 'satisfied
La-eu-pi-a tared her life.
Atteatien Illetkediest.
The Rueseilville District Conference
of the M. s. Church will meet at Fair-
view, Thnnemy June eoti, continuing
in pennon till the eth. Preachers and
delegates going by rail will huy tickets
to Pembroke. Full fare will be charged
going and one third fare returning;
but all parties must, when buying tick-
ets. get certificatea front the agent that
full fare has been paid. Conveyancers
will meet the :Ielegates at Pembroke
Wednesday and Thursday.
Before and After.
A large. and cultivated audience as-
sembled at the Opera House Tuesday
night to hear the eloqvient Dr. Deems
Mecum' "Bet e and. After Marriage."
'Die lecture was an illimitable Miscue-
sion of a subject well understood by
about one half of maiskind. It was hu-
morous, pathetic, els quent, abounding
in 'strong antithiree and Meshes of wit,
while throughout the entire discourse
was Interwoven a thread of common
iseisse that captivated the highest judg-
meet of the audience. The lecturer ad-
vanced the theory that "matched were
made in heaven" and that any boy or
girl has only to wait and hiss or her
mate would ecome—a most consoling
doctrine. The audience applauded at
decreasing intervals and everybody
lett the house feeling glad that they had
beard the lecture.
Ceurt Noses.
Geo. Petree, col. another violator of
the prohibition law, was arrested Wed-
ties hsy and locked up.
At the last term of the grand jury,
Walker Moore, col.. was indicted for
violating the prohibition law. TlIrlIIIRY
Sheriff Boyd arrested lain on a bench
warrant and in default di bail was com-
mitted to jell.
The alauve cases were:called for trial
Wednesday afternoon before Judge An-
'tenon* Witness Zack Ryan testified
that on several occasions he "chipped
in" with others and had accused pur•
chase • quart of whisky for them On.
several occasion* he had bought it out-
right from them, paying ten cents a
drink for it. The accused both testified
that they had never gold Ryan a drop,
but had bought several quarts for him
end others, from dealers before their
licenees hail eepired. Without argu-
meet the case wee sebinitted, and both
parties were acquitted of see yiolation
of the prohibition law.
5.
Thdeugh The Hoeft.
klaturlay night latest a colored dance,
near Herndon, Charles Kimbrough,
motored, of Todd oonnty, shot and iii-
&wetly killed Henry Garnett, colored.
The fasts of tile killing are about as
follows: Garnett fired several shots
from lois revolver. dome discussion
aruee as to who 'lid (lie shooting, and
Theo. Luttrell chargedolt upon Kim-
beough. Garnett endorsed the charge,
and a Ask ensued between Kimbrongli
anti himself. Bgit one shot was deed
and Garnett was a corpse. The ball
pierred the heart and Garnett expired
inonseclietely.
Klisibrough was snorted and brought
before Justice of the Peace, Mei ir. The
Squire put hire under bond of $211000 to
appear for trial before himself RIO
Slitlire three, on Mends,' at 2 o'clock.
Tee illefebilint failed to appear and it
now hocks like the b nil was not go good
as it might have been. County Attor-
ney Payne had been stotilled and had
arninaed for the trial here yesterday be-
fore Judge Anderson.
The Committee's Thanka.
The Executive 4 ommittee OH the. un-
veiling of the Latham Monument to the
Unknown Confederate dead at Hopkins-
viii, Ky., on the lgth inst., beg leave
to express their heartfelt thanks to Mr.
J. R. Caudle and other citizens ot Chris-
tian county for their timely and gener
ous aid in contributing provisions for
the immense crowd in attendance. 'The
*bend:int supplies of fine barbecued
meats and other eatables and the ardu-
ous personal gerviee rendered by Mr. J.
R Caudle and others during the day,
contributed largely to the comfort of









For list of ituids for sale by Joint W.
Payne, see fourth page.
Frank Regetlale will receive Embry'a
wool so the Eigene Mills office at depot.
Over 2,000 people were fed,at the gen-
eral reception rooms on unveilieg day.
The largest stock in the jewelry line,
and honest prices, at N. D. Kelly's.
Mr* Sarah Tandy, of Fairview, who
has been ill so long, we are glad to gay
is Improving.
Wallace Embry has 1013 Cutewold,
Southdown and scrub eees for sale at
from $2 :25 to $3.
Monday the engineers were engag-
ed in locating the, fences around the
new "Driving Park."
Breeders of good mules and horses
should examine Polk Causler's stock.
Lige Sebtet 's horse "Harry Glenn"
won a 34 mile race at Louisville, Friday,
beating seven or eight competitors.
Tug Brewer, of Crofton, sent J, K.
Gant a ground-hog the other day and
Joe says it is How a ground-hog case
With him.
.1.110. B. Cansler died near Consolation
Sunday evening of consumption. He
was a brother of Mr. Polk Crueler, our
livery man.
W. E. Embry pays 35 cents for free
washed wool, sells good young ewes at
$2.25 anti pays $4.25 per 100 lbs for
early lambs.
Mr. T. C. Grader, a home mason, put
up the handsome curbing around the
Confederate Monument and as a'neatjob
It deserves especial mention.
Foe Setm—First-class platform spring
barouche anti harness, set chamber fur-
niture and brussels carpet. Apply to
Mae. Too BURBRIDGIC.
Clifton Cave, eon of Rev. R. C. Cave,
well known here, was drowned in
Panutnky river, N'irginia, on the 5th.
He attempted to swim the river on
horseback.
James E. Boadee, of Crofton, died at
Hot Springs, Ark., Saturday evening.
He was well known in this county and
his death is deeply deplored by a boat
of his friends.
County Clerk Breathitt has received
the CO031816410119 of the Justices of the
Peace. and all the Magistrates are re-
queened to call and qualify on the first
Monday in June.
Mrs. Virginia lattliam has the thanker
of the New Elea for a most delicious
lunch of delicacies from the reception
feast. It was highly appreciated in ev-
ery grime of the word.
Means. J. A. Boyd arid A. B. Croft,
sly there will not be a halt a crop of to-
bacco raised in the northern part of the
county this year, ow lug to the limited
supply of tobacco plants.
That part of the Cayce warehouse next
to Gant ct Withers, is being raised to a
two story pone 'rite improvement will
greatly facilitate the Eugene Mills Co.,
in handling their wares.
We are in receipt of the card of the
First National Bank, of Natchez, Mies.
oftwhich Jo F. Foard is President and B
W. Owsiey Au% Cashier. The two
gentlemen are well known lore.,
R. B. Withers' fine colt, recently pur-
chased at Lexington, attempted to jump
a picket fence a fewt dap ago, and got
killed. The animal was a beauty and
coot Mr. Withers the round sum of
$350.00.
Col. A fl. Clark will deliver an ora-
tion before the 0. A. R. Pont, at Crof-
ton, next Monaay, decoration day.
A number of our citizens will attensl the
speaking to hear the Colonel in one of
his happiest efforts.
Hon. George R. Wendling, one of the
most 'toilettesl and and eloquent lectur-
ers of thia country, has been engaged
by the Masonic fraternity, of this
city, to deliver his celebrated lecture on
"Stonewall Jackson" on the evening
of June 25th, St_ John's day.
One of the handsomest displays un-
veiling day was that of Or. II. U. Sher-
man, who not only eiacceeded in achiev-
ing the 'littlest success in the decorative
art, but alio get one of the finest lunch-
es ever placed before our people. Ile
deserves to be highly complimented on
his hospitality.
Early Sunday morning a mad dog
was making things lively about the
premises of Mr. James Pyle. Mr. Pyle
tired three shots at the dog missing it
each time, when Mr. Richardson, the
night wateloman at Forbes a Bro's,
appeared on the scene and killed the
dangerous canine.
Mr. W. E. Fullilove, while attempt-
ing to shoot some birds with a pistol lii
time country hue Friday, accidently shot
himself. The ball entered his right leg
at the call and ranged upward, lodging
it is thought, near the knee. The
wound is quite a serious one but not ne-
cessarily dangerous.
The following members of the Latham
Light Guards left Saturday morning to
attend the Washington drill: Walter
Campbell, Mat Mitchell, Louis Starling,
Ed. Meacham, James Ware, John Sav-
age, Warner Campbell and Deo. Wills.
Our boys will join the contingent from
Bowling Green, at that place, and com-
plete the quota of company A.
Wm. Bradshaw, col., was tried before
Judge Anderson Tuesday, for coal steal
lug, but the testimony was not suffi-
cient teeconvict. Immediately after his
acquittal for the above offense, he was
erreeted for carrying concealed weapons.
As he hail the pistol in his pocket the
proof was positive and his honor im-
posed a fine of $23 and ten days in jail.
Rev. T. J. Puncan, motor of the
Methodist church at Pulaski, Tenn., was
delivering a lecture on prohibition at
Springfield, Tenn., lest Thursday when
two ilynanfite cartridges were exploded
in the rear of the building. The house
was cousiderably damaged and the
ground torn up for some distance around
tuit nobody was hurt. The scoundrels
who did the work bare not been discov-
ered.
The young Republican meteor, Hun.
James Breathitt, ms.dt a magniticent
speech at Hopkiroville Thimelay. Un-
ite other circumstances, and coming
from a different source, it Auld be
printed in every paper hi the land. It
the war Is not over, It is only in the Re-
publican ranks ; but Mr. Breathitt de-
livered an oration to peace and liermeny
between the two sections that would be
well imitated by other Republican
speakers.--Paducali Standard,
Iii a pleaeaut chat with Dr. Deems
Friday, lie said that lie bail traveled
et egret deal end lied witeeseeel
one public gatherings, but lie had never
seen a place where there were so many
chances for a slip in the exercises as we
had here at tint unveiling, that had been
earned through %Rh so much system
and good order. The crowd tees so
good natured and well behaved. He is
deeply impressed with the open banded
hospitality and culture of the people of
this portion of Kentucky. Ile said he
had known and loved the people of the
Blue Grams region, but he how took In
all of our noble people into his heart.
Something seems to be the matter
with the supply of gas being furnished
consumers in this city. For a week
I past it has been very poor. The night
before the unveiling, the merchants
*ere complaining that the light was en-
tirely insufficient to light their stores.
Last night it was very difficult to light
the gas at tile Opera House, the blaze
being about the size of a half-dime, and
giving the appearanae of a lot of light-
ning-bugs sitting on a limb, waiting for
the moon to rise that they might "know
each other there.';, Gentlemen, the
time has arrived and past, suppose you
unveil our gas jets end turu on the
light.
',The Tobacco brakes this week are
very large.
The tobacco market this week is very
strong anti active, with a tendency to-
ward better price l all around.
Rumor says thete will be another
weading next week in this cite, on
South Main street. Wonder who it is?
Nashville street is in a very bad con-
dition, !Old the street Superintendent
can do no better piece of work than to
repair it.
W. E. Embry shipped last Tuesday
to Tatum Embry cit Co., Louisville, 150
Philadelphia Minitel. The finest lot sent
mit in a long time.
Rev. Fred D. Hale, of Louisville, will
preach at the Baptist church next Sun-
day morning slid deliver the aanual
sermon before the young ladies of
Bethel Female College on Sunday even-
ing.
Policeman Bill Waddlingtosi a as call-
ed on to kill a rabid dog Tuesday after-
nom!. It is flow about time that a shot
gun epidemic 'should prevail among the
canines after the nuoinei of the one last
year.
The Church 11111 Grange sale takes
place to-day. The "magnificent din-
ners always set by the ladies of the
Grange as well as the splendid show of
stock never fail to attract a large atten-
deloce.
The wheat crop in this county is•
abundant and better than it has been
for a number of years. in the vicinity
of Meat Shop IA' especially fine, the
"noteo" crop being a 100-acre field of
Esti Dick alelteynoldsa The Squire
counts on at least 40 bushels to the acre.
Take notice of the "$1,000 reward"
offered by our enterprising jeweler, Au-
gust 0, Reichert. Mr. Reichert keeps
up with the procession in every depart-
ment of hie business and lie is especial-
ly fortunate in having Mr. Olvey, a
most skillful, practical watch-maker,
connected with him.
Hon. J. H. Pow ell, of llendereon,
will deliver Um literary address on Tues-
day evening, May 31st, at the Opera
House. The exercises of Bethel Female
College are always looked to with inter-
est by our community, and the concert
of that evening as well as the address
will be beard by many.
On Wednesday, June 1, the Southern
Kentucky and Tennessee Jersey breed-
ers will sell at the Union Stock-yards,
Nashville, Tenn., about fifty choice Jer-
seys. The contributors to this sale are
well-known breeders, and not_ traders.
Their cattle will be at the Unfon Stock-
yards in a few days. Parties who wish
to examine them can do so.
Burglars Arrested.
Oil the day of our unveiling ceremo-
nies last week two strangers, represent,
leg themselves RA detectives, walked in-
to Gus Young'shardware store and
bought four pistols. They also asked
for a pair of band-cuffs, which Mr.
Young could not supply, They left;
satchel in the store while they went out
and gut shaved. Mr. Young thought uo
more of the matter until Wednesday
when he was notified to come to Ruemell-
vine as a witness against two men, giv-
ing their names as L. W. 'I'. Brown and
T. W. Williams, who were arrested on
the train at Nortotiville Monday for a
burglary committed in Ruesellville last
week. Mr. John Young went to Rus-
sellville Thursday.
Long-WIley.
Last bight at the Cumberland
Presbyterian church, Mr. W. A.
Long Was united in marriage to
M WI Maggie Wiley, Rev. A. C. Biddle
officitating assisted by Rev. J. N. Pres-
tridge. No tickets ' were issued In
this city.
Miss Wiley is the beautiful daughter
of Mr. 0. W. Wiley and is a young lady
of rare culture and attractiveness. She
ie well known in this city and lies long
been a reigning favorite here.
Mr. Long is orie of our leading young
business men. He is eminently a suc-
cess because of lite industry, frugality
and high chrletian eharecter. Ile is a
young elan of ability as an architect and
many of his designs have been hew-
porated into some of the handsonieet
buildings in this city.
The Sett Ea offers them the warm-
est congratulations.
To be Dedicated.
Next Sunday will be a big day with
the Cumberland Presbyterian congreopt-
ti011 here; the occasion of it being tile
dedication of their hancleoule new
clitireli on Seventh street. Rev. W. J.
Darby, ef Evansville, will preach the
dedicatory sermon at 10:30 a. m. and
he will also preach at 5 o'clock at night.
Rev. J. U. Gill, of Elkton, will assist
In the exercises and offer tise prayer in
the morning, The seating oapecity of
the church Is 300 but ace•ourmexiations
will be furnished for 500 on this mew-
don. We are requested to state tliat a
meeting of the entire oangregation is
vaned for Saturday eight, at 7:30. Dr.
Darby wishes to meet every member.
Thome who belie made silloserletion to
be paid before the dedication ere reques-
ted to easel the money to the pastors or
Mr. Jas. P. Braden at the Bank of Hop-
kineville, to day or to-morrow.
The Babies Cry for It.
Anil the old folks laugh when they tied
that the pleasant California liquid fruit
rt usedy, rup of Figs, IA more easily
taken and more beneficial an its action
than bitter, nauseous medicines. It is
a most valuable family remedy to act on
the imwels, to cleatme the sy nem, and
to dispel golds, headaches aud fevers.
Manufactured only by the California
Fig Syrup Co., Kan Francisco, Califor-
nia. For sale by II. B. Garner.
Letter List.
-
Letters remaining in the post office at
lIopkineville, Ky., for 30 days, a Wei',
if "tot called for in 30 daya from this
date, will he gent to the Dead Letter
Office at Washingtoii, la. C.:
.teitioey, Robert. Baird, Pink,
uelt.ner, Mrs. Maria. Bailey, Hiram,




Iteowiten, William, glin,....T as
Drools a Taylor. Item,. A W.
BroWden, Nice, calophs, Jeanie,
Crabtree, lens. Rhoda. Chery. Mind AO•le,
Crabtree. Mrs T c, sewing., Jaime,
harrier. Jot,. Dillard. Harry,
elites, ors petiole, urea. eenjawine,
Gardner, C A. Hall. lieu is.
Gartner, Esther, Berle. ore lobbies,
II sloe. hits id. #.1101,011. slide LaIllla.
Hickman. Mr. Finnic, .lea limp., Eddie,
June*. J 1', Jennings, Tate,
Jolla... Prof. Harry, Joky, Miss EMMA,
Johnson, Jeff, h og, Laura,
Knight, Mr ,t Mrs Geo W, King. c has W.
lirentz. Arm!. Lacy, Miss stogie.
Mayor, Mavis-on, t•ing. Jo,
Neutron s Maels011, Moore, ..1, e,
iialstt, Mi... Eel), MOrria. T H,
McKee, Mrs Na'. Morrie. Perry.
MeCord. John K, Moore, Mum Mandy
Hider, Mia• Fannie, Moore, II tram,
ai ill,. Allen li Moore, A 5,5,
Miller, Mrs lArll, Murray, .1 l .
I/Vert00, I. C. entwine., P W.
O'Neeal Mrs Jamey, Folk, James K.
Koury Wrote Putter, Jobe J
kged'I. 'Harr), Roach, Mrs Barrett*,
Reynolds, Wm II, Russell, I harlott,
lillaW, George, Sharks, James,
Sharltoo, Jul, standeld, N 11,
Softer, Mi.) 1.u, Steele, her
Smith, Rachel, Mel, Henry,
'turner, Nellie. W ardeld. Willie,
Trowber, seder. waists. V. P.




Wilson J 14 Weallarn. MIIMI Martha,
Wuolf,'James , White, Loweaser,
White, John, colored.
Persons calling for any of the abov
letters will please say advertised.
J. B. McKeeszie, P. al
May, 1887.
Syrup of Figs
Manufactured only by the California Fig
Syrup Co., San Francisco, Cal., is Na-
ture's Own true Laxative. It le the
most easily taken arid the most please
&aptly effective remedy known to cleanse
the system when billoos or costive; to
dispel iseadachea, colds anti fevers; to
cure habitual constipation, iudigeetion,
etc. For sale in 541 cents and $1.00 bot-
tles by H. B. Garner, Hopkinaville, Ky.
For Violating the Revenge law.
—
Deputy Marshall John :Rule, of
Greenville, arrested John Ely for vie-
letting the revenue laWs of the country
lest Thureday, unveiling day. Ely was
carried before U. S. Commissioner
Judge J. I. Landes, -who after hearing
the evidence in full, released the moue





Last Saturday night about three miles
from Trenton, Henry Perkins, colored,
shot and killed a colored man 11811110d
Cross. Perkins killed another negro at
Trenton about 2 years ago by the name
of Waller. No one saw the difficulty on
Saturday night, and we were unable to
obtain the full particulars of the kill-
ing. Crofts Was shot in the forehead
and evidently, his death was instantane-
ous.
It is thought now that Perkins is hid-
ing in this city and the officers are mak-
ing a thorougeli search for him. It is
rumored that lie only shows himself at
night and it is highly probable that he
will be captured if he remains here.
Another Bald on the Moonshiners.
---
Last Friday night Deputy Collectors
'I'. W. Buckner, G. H. Moores, G. W.
lemmata and Deputy MarshallJno. Rule
made a raid on the "moonshine still,"
in Grayecon county, which furnished the
plot for the recent thrilling adventure
of Deputy Collector Moore, a full ac-
count of which appeared in the NEW
ERA at the thee.
The officers aboved mentioned had
been informed that the "boys" .who
were so fond of manufacturing "moun-
tain dew," had moved their still to a
et ore secluded spot, and having located
the same, they made a bold sneak on it
and capturea three of the illicit distill-
ers. The three were marched into Leitch-
field Saturday anti an examining trial
was held which resulted in the "free
sons of the sell" being heldzever until
October, when they will begiven a final
hearing.
Amotker KIlliNg in Logan.
BUSBELLVILLY, KY., May 21.—News
has reached here of another killing to be
chronicled in Logan's gory record. Jack
Mason and Jack Norris, two young
farmers, lived near MIlltOli'S Mill, ill this
county. There had been an old feud
existing between them for some time,
though cherediad been no open demon-
stration by ,either up to Wednesday
night. About dark that evening as Mae
eon was driving along the road toward
home, two men stepped out from". the
shadow of the fence and told Kai they
were going to whip him, and approach-
ed him a threateeing manner. One
of time men was Norris and the other a
Man named Barbee. bloom was with-
out any means of defending himself,
and getting off his wagon On the oppo-
site side of the attacking party stai tett
off down the road, The two men fol-
lowed rapidly, and soon overtaking him
one of them ntade a murderous assault
upon, wiyi a club. ldason had 1.0
weapons except an °Hillary clesp-knife
anti opening ado he made a desperate
thrust at Norris' throef. The blade en-
termi Norris' neck just under his left can
making a gad' across hie throat about
seven inches long, and indicting a wound
from which Norris died hest night. Bar-
bee, seeing Norris' throat cut almost
from ear to ear, turned and lied, and
hes not been heard of since. Masan
went immediately to Ailairville and
gave Fantod( up to the authorities'. Nor-
rid bore the reputation of being a res-
pectable citizeu when sober, but a dee-
penult> when drinking.
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh that
Contains Mercury,
as Mercury will surely destroy the sense
of smell tied completely derange (lie
whole system when eiderieg it 'tot-mooch
the mucus eurfacee. Such article* shosild
never be used except on preset-Ohms
from reputable phyeicians, as the dam-
age they will do are ten fold to the good
you can possibly derive from them.
Hall's Catarrh Cure manufactured by I?
el:Cheney *Co., Toledo, Ie. metaled no
mercury anti lit taken internally mid ecta
directly upon tioe blood anti lemma sem
faces of the system. lei bio hig Hall's
Citarrii Cure be sure that you get gee-
ulne, it is taken internally and 'mule in
Toledo, Ohio, be F. J-Cheney co.
'Sold by all Drugging, price 75c
per bottle.
Kentucky
Mr. J. D. Carneady, the florist from
Evansville, while returiiiiig from the
cemetery last Thursday, W28 overcome
by the heetaust lie was passing Mr.
'I'. M. Eilmundsonas residence oa North
Main. lie istaggered through the gate
in a feinting cotelition and, although an
entire stranger, eke moat kindly oared
for by Mrs. Edinundson, all day mid to-
wards evening recovered. Saturday
the expreesmait delivered to Mrs. E I-
mundson 15 pots of the loveliest and
most costly flowers ever omit in our
city. With the handroute gift was the
following note:
EV•NIIVILI.X, Ian , May 20, 1857.
Mas. 'I'. M. Kuut•Nnsox
Dian MADAM—Ill return for your
kind hospitality extended to nie yester-
day, I send you a basket of plants which
hope will give you as much pleasure
as the remembrance of your kindnews
affords we. Without the attention se-
cured at the hand of yourself and fair
daughters, I should have been tuiwerehle
indeed, suffering as I was from ilatese.
Bet your geberoui boopitality dispelled
the prim and shortened the weary hours
of sufferingt ahould you or any or your
farniiy visit 'our city it will effort' me
great pleasure to welcome you to the
Floral tient green house. Again thank-
ing you I ain
Very truly yours,
J. D. CA lente DY
PREFERRED LOCALS.
A few more Sailors
left at Shyer's corner,
cheap,
A large line of Ham-
burg Edging also Laces




Do not buy your hat until you inspect
the line of item goods at N.
B. SHYER'S corner.
Attention Farmers.
Having recently sailed to our large
flouring mills the only complete roller
eorn mill in this section of the State,
we are now prepared to furnish the best
roiled meal made. Corn thoroughly re-
duced on ironic. Bran separated (Foul
meal by bolting. No loos in sifting. Keep
fresh simply always out hand. No wait-
ing for grinding. Can exchange or
your own corn. Satisfactory teetitnon-
ale from tilos't using our meal. No ad-
ditional toll for having this complete
mill. Your grinding solicited and sate
inaction guaranteed.
F. lo Moos ct Co.
See the double sided
combination Pongee







Deep Rock And Waukesha
WATER
—  
PICKLoS AND LUNCH GOODS IN
/ GREAT VARIETY.
J. B. Galkeath & Co.
109,Mein,Street.
FOR RENT.
One (Mier° front corner rooms with
entrance on Main street with back out-
let. Rooms newly painted and papered
and well ventilat&I and lighted. Nicely
suited for dootoror !surfers office. Ap-
ply to N. B. Shyer curlier Main and
Ninth streets.
WHAT IS IT CHARLIE?
/ I will dell you a 5 drawer Helpmate
for $20. IA 5 drawer Jewel for $19.50.
A 4 drar Union for.$19, and if these
figures ate too big for you, swear by
the. gray autire in my !Mad, I will eel]
you a smoking bran New Sewing Ma-
eldne for $15. I want you to remember
I AM.
C. E. WEST,
'I'llE SEWING MACHINE MAN.
reara.'t "'rola Forget It
or Sale.
The Burbridge House.
This Well known, first-
class Private Hotel, lo-
cated in the business
center of the city, with
all its furniture and ap-
pointments is Low for
Sale on easy terms. A
good' opportunity is of-
fered for any person
who wishes to make a




Vacant Lots and some
Business Property for
Sale, well located in
this city.
A few Choice Farms
for Sale.




in case of loss.
Negotiating Loans a
specialty with us.-
We rent houses and
collect rents, and pay
taxes for non-residents.
Come to se us if you





Commercial CollegetlXiNUOTON. KY.K RS
I
',gloss ANL, (mai MELEE Cheapest & Best Business College in the 
World.
Gal Melba evert all maw (-snort itt
am before you teeday toannomice to wessija ripaaitamer 14...oa of Wasa01_,••!IM21.1.4
JOU that I gin etiatin businesse to my old itzemet.lexteszsettres. e..d 15usd 
isex
nand, with a fail Bite of every thing riellsaele. Lozw:seltrasVeotserattiv.rotealsea
usually kept in a Confectionery and ' ow•
Fant•y Grocery, and I would say to you
that I have the best Soda Water to be
found in the city. My Syrups are
made trout the natural fruit and not
front Alcohol. My lee Cream l'arlor Is
furnished with the hest of Ice Cream
(made from George Green's well-known
Jersey Cream) and Sherbet, and I have
the nicest and cleanest line of Cakes to
be found anywhere. Please give me




Never In the annals of Hopkineville's
history has such a beautiful line of
Prints Wen on exhibition as now can
he seen at 9 N
1 C marI 203
Main Street. 
eisterprising will not delay. Grand outllt free. gua
WM. F. BLUM,
totiri114‘.01agorks
Manufacturer of Staineo and Enameled
431. .42L. 161
for churehea,rnemoriala, soil other church w in-
ilowo, in rich deautn. Etulitammed and Etched
Glaao for halls, dwellings, etc.
211 W. Croon near Second St.,
oul.vhhiØ,
CI,' CO 'PEI I
Our stock is new and complete in
all styles.
ICONSE; ?
! m Ladies' Furnishing Goods.




KFRANKEL &SONS HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
DRY GOODS.
























The ladies of the town and county are specially invited to call at once
at my store and see the largest and most beautiful stock this side of N. Y.
Spring Dress Goods
are being received and opened daily and the handsome patterns—all the very latest—and
bargains in these goods cannot be duplicated in Hopkinsville.
Spring Clothing.
I am. now opening several cases, which came direct from the manufacturers; made' to or-
der for me and guaranteed the best. All I ask is a chance to show the goods andliame
the prices.
e Spring Boots and Shoes.
I am now offering the cheapest stock in town, and by "cheapest" I don't mean the lowest
grade goods; but the best goods for the same money—either fine or low grade. Come
and see my goods and compare my prices.
No Boast) But Business.
I have no goods to give away; am not making any forced sale; can't afford to work_for
glory alone, but will make good by goods and prices all I say and treat everybody honestly
and fairly. Come and see me.
M. LIPSTINE.
Mrs. Carrie Hart has returned home and would be glad to show the
ladies of Hopkinsville and vicinity her large and handsome stock of new
millinery—the largest ever exhibited.
Carpets! Carpeats!
Velvets, Body BrimsPls, Tapestry Brussels—with borders to match. A good Brussels Carpet at 50 cts. Full
stock of best Extra Super Carpets, Cotton, Chains, etc. We have the best stock of Carpets and Oil-cloths ever spread
out in this city, with the lowest prices.
DIRJ=55 c+coons_
We have all the fabrics and colorings in the new and stylish goods for Spring and Summer wear. We can get
up a handsome dress of any kind at the smallest possible cost, In LACE DRESS GOODS, especially, we have
something new, unique and very stylish.
Hamburg Edgings, Flouncings, Etc.,
all new pretty and cheap. A bran new line of Table Linens, Napkins Doilies, Sze. Our SHOE DEPARTMENT is
full of good shoes of latest. styles, and best makes at lowest prices.
Our business motto is ̀ Crood Goods at Lowest Prices." Call and see us.
J. D. RUSSELL.
HOPHINSVILLE LADIES
—Will find it to their interti.-t to visit —
11011zi.S.
--Tee master in style. angl prices, exclusively in—
MILLINERY AND FANCY GOODS
Direct importations received daily. Franklin Street, Clarki•iiie, Tema.
$1000 Rewari!
Will he paid in each to any one that s.11 tiring
sailefactor) pr.s.f that Ai it. G. REICHICIST I.
not the leading Jeweler and I iptician for low
Driers. fine g001114 and beet workmanship in
Ilttpl ilk. I ill it 10:.• Rho lat., and see for
yourself.
N. TOBIN & Co.
Merchant hilors
C. W




And blithe • Specialty of Repairing
gimes and HUI Machinery.
We have recently added to our factory a
General Repair Department,
where we will do repairing of
WACONS, PLOWS,
ISHOEINC
and such like. Our smiths and wood-
workmen are
Mechanics et Experience.
Our Iron Cistern Top
lathe most onnveniect. durable and cheap -
OM top Manufactured. We manufacture
OUR PUMPS
michum the beet of materials.
Wrought Iron Fencing
m an designs,
WROLGHT IRON TOBAGO° SOFtEWS
And Ratchet Screws.
We are mat:infectors of the America
Combination Felice
For Christian, Todd sadliTrigg oosattes.
It us the test sae,
CHEAPEST
Fence menesetarea. en] and exam:
ins it.
We manufacture all goods we lad
Guarantee Them Fully.
Shall be glad to quote prioes or make










Opera Building, No. 108. GUNS, PISTOLS,
AND AMUNITION!
Fine Cutlery, Knives and Razors!
HOUSE FURNISHING GOODS!
CALL AND SEE US!
Elegant stock of Spring and Summer Suit- v1-413 ssiE511
ings at Lower prices this season than ever.
M
- urr)tbeu mat:iteucaCel reitivIcsinlitwan3
y,uui free, iof great
t slue and Importance to you,
that will start you in busineist W Well will Isrina
you in more money right away Mau anything
rge iv the worid. Any one can do the work
AEA lieu' at home, Either sea, all ages. Some-
thing near, that just coin. Money for all work-
er'. We will start you: capital not petaled.
This is one of the genuine, important chances
of a life-time. Those who are ambition!. and
Atkin's, Taus a co.., Augusta, Maine. ranteed.
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-• ad All Points In -
Arkansas and
Texas
IfillenikTieleMe are now on Sale. on or
address
B. F. MITCHELL.
Gen' Pam. and Ticket Agl, Louisville, Ky.
TIME TABLE
-OF ThiE-
Owensboro & Nashville 11.11. Co.
Wad. Mixed.
Depart- From Ilwenshoro.. 2:30 p re A :40 a m
A rriye-Owensbero . ... 10:45 • in 6:10 p in
Deplixt--Central Cily  s,t50 a m 1:30 pm
  4:21 p m I :00 p m
Arrive-' " .  4 :2.1 I, m 11:15 p m
•• . '•   tilial a es 1:00 p m
Depart-Rumellville.  6:66 • m 9:01 • m. to:IS p in
Arrive- "   6:10 p m 4:90 p Ili
.. 
OA 
6:911itesDepart-Adairrille  5:30 a an
Arrive- Allure-We 9.15 p m
It W ILLS, Goat' Man'ter. Louise die, Ky.
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THIS GOOD OLD STAND-BY
si-trsuplions for everybody exactly wits* Wartime
firm One of the resents for the great popularity .the Kustang Liniment Is found inns universe
a at I leabi I ty. Every•sody needs such a medicine
The Leineersnen needs It la case of accident.
The Ile•eemlfe needs It for genera family use.
The estimator needs it for lee teemeand hh, men.
The Mechanic needs it always on his wore
bench.
The Miner needs tt ease of emergency.
Thic Plieueer needeit-eane get store srithoet It.
The Farmer needs it in his house, tits etahl•,
and as steak yard.
The Steamboat man er the ftentman needs
it es liberal sweldy alem end aeh•ere•The Ilerse-faneder needs it-lt Is he best
friend and safest reliance.
The eteck-grewer need.' It-lt will save hien
tre "mends of dollars and a world of trouble.
The Railroad man needs is arei will need It or,
1,05 as as les Ise mend et accidents and deheers.
The lischmasesterreas seeds It There Is nativ-
ism like 16 as en antidote foe the -lawn to Life.
sedieeinfort weleti surround the pioneer.
TbullinteSitat needs tt about rits store among
• emplayes. AceAdenta will happeu, and -alien
Ilbseetegme Use Nestling Llament Lica/Mil at one.,
Atop a Bottle 1s the Iliesee. 'Tel the host of
eseemay.
Kegs a Settle In the Fee-tort. Iteirnmediat.ow to eon of accident same pate and ass of wok:es.




My Fine Standard-Bred Stallion
BAYWOOD
Will make the season at my sable is Ropitiss-•thie, Ky., near Yancey's coal yard isoncommences march Ism arie ends June 1SthOnly a Mated number of mares will be served.harem meat bare a pedigree.
DESCIIIIPTION ollr BAY Wools.
years old, 1Yee hoods high, rIc'ep nay withbeautiful mane and tad, is perfect in torso
PEDIGREE:
llaywoon was sired by Blark wood, Jr . et yr.Melt 1.22'e), be by Black wood, he by Bel -!wood's dam was hy ChhaftaluLhe byChief. His second dam hy gdwis Formethird ilam You be' Membrin• Ode! Meam was Old Lase Hayes need roadsterau takes taaay presides* leatacky
HENRY DREXLER.
AYE R ' S sugrIcated
conies torpi ifIf the Ur: th•e-to PILLS.
bowels are constipated, or if the stowed,
fails to perform its functions properly, use
Ayer's Pills. They ate iuvaluablo.
For some years I was a victim to Liver
Complaint, In consequence of which I
suffered trom General Debility and Indi-
gestion. A few boxes of Ayer's Pills
restoral me to perfect health.- W. T.
Brightney, Rendemen, W. Va.
For yeageM have relied more upon
Ayer's Pills than anythiug else, to
Regulate
my bowels. These Pills are mild In ac-
tion. and do their work thoroughly. I
have used the-tn. with good effect, in
cams of Rheumatism and Dyspepsia. -
G. F. Miller, Attleborough, Mew.
Ayer's Pills cured me of Stomach and
Liver troubles. from which I had suffered
for yearn I consitler them the best pills
Male. and would not be withonit them.
-Morris Gates, Downtwille, N. Y.
I was attacked with Bilious Fever,
which was followed by Jaundice, and
Wan so dangerously ill that my friends
despaired of my recovery. I commenced
taking Ayees rills. anti soon regained
my customary strength and vigor.-
John C. Pattison, Lowell, Nebraska.
Last spring I suffered greatly from a
troublesome humor on my side. In spite
of every effort to cure this eruption, it in-
crewel until the flesh became entirely
raw. I was troubled, at the same time,
with Indigestion, and dietressiug pains in
The Bowels.
By the advice of a friend I began taking
Ayer's Pills. In a short time I was free
from pais. foed dimisted prwerly, the
sores on my body commenced heali
and, in less than one month. I was cu
- Samuel D. White, Atlanta, Gm
I have long used Ayer's Pile'', in my
family, and believe them to be the best
pills made.- B. C. Darden, Darden, Miss.
My wife and little girl were taken with
Dysentery a few days ago, and I at once
be 'ying them small doses of yer's
Pi is, t inking I would call ads r if the
disease became any worse. short
time the bloody discharges PP•d.111
pain went away, and health was restored.
- Theodore Ealing, Richumnd, Va. ft
Ayer's Pills,
Prepared by Dr. J.c. • yer fk Co., Lowell. Masa







4M--- refuse hactianty and  
PENSTILIIA TION orNTHLY SICKNESS.
meersor and danger will be eiroidecL for
Ir taken during the CHANGE 01 LH%
nttea tissues TO Women; malted
IMAXamMe. ihsoosasse po., mhos& Os.
AYER'S
Ague Cure
Never fails to cure every form of disorder
pecaliar to Malaria-infected districts. It
Is Warranted,
in every case. when wed In necertlenee
with directions. It contsinsi tio teenier.
aod not only neutralizes !ileum:die pokee.
but stimulates the Liver tu bealthy actiOn.




"Dr. J. C. .4yer t  Co.:
"Gentlemen: For mere than
40 years have lived in locali-
ties abounding in Malarial
disorders; have been the suleeet
of their attacks in many forms,
and found no remedy so reli-
able and safe as .4yer's .4gue
Cure. Taken according to
directions, it will never fail to
Curt.
J. B. M. HUNTER."
Ayer's Ague Cure.
PREPARLD ET
OIL C. ATKI Ss CO., Laval. Rasa.
Sold by all Druggists.







The Simplest K 'totter,





We have a full stock on hand of all slots. Wewarrant every wagon to give perfect satisfac-tion or refend the money. Buy your wagonsat borne where the w Arra Mee geol.
The Carriales and Billies.
We. now have the moat T•omplete 'Leek ofBuggies,_1. eremites. Sprier Wagon., Am, inMeek. We eell the CALI "SUNand One Carriages They ere to „be relied onse drst-elsa goods
Belting`of all Sizes.
W• Can supply all thresher men at lowplea's. We wise to sail special attention tothe fact that we keep the largest stock on thisMarket.
Separators & Engines.
We represent a full line of the leading Sep-arators ant Kngines, straw.staekers and allOther Threehing Goods.
















1, tit Oil Cans.
Ottr desk Is complete in all departments.Prime can he rebel en as being low.
FMCS & Bro.
JOB WORK
Neatly and promptly examted atmorales corm:345:
c..errespoDoe.9c4a.
4.444.••,•44 ••• ••••••••••••••••••44,4•••••••• ••••44
Citsky FIshbar Jointe.
'rho,. Steele, of II atlensville.
liN.h:),tettait.eil by Mre. %thetas° !lee-
ry e'ritlay.
M hoe S eine opeet Mulishly In
rhopping.
Henry Yoosig is A Well 011
Rev. W. le Ciisks'o place.
'Seethe W. le. Werth hi spent Satur-
tiny in thipLinaville. •
A passieg Irani killed it lot of sheep
belongieg to 'Squire linen last wet k.
Mr. Alla Mrs. Chas. F. Jacketel were
*nem"; the visitors to the station sit-
u:1;7i):: letchttint Cooky allele several
.143 s lag %seek viaeiiig the family of
Rev. Lee thistite.
Capt. Dm Kelly epee t Mend* • on the
oectiou here in the telest of ter roil-
way:
Capt B. II spent hitmlay hning with
WIlielOri }leery returnitig Clarksville
l'Ineeehty.
Thore with been eoloreil excellent to "lie
ob ploiniee" K011ese from this place
Ethel-Ay.
:
Clover teeth' ill hw lit order in thin
locality next w ok. The crop is tuitisth
ally due.
Bre Weaken anti bro Duke, commer-
cial nemionarieo were ammig the vieitors
to our chins lest seek.
Laf yette Beale. had two film mules
ell by Helen:Mg loridan. They had
j• teem flattened to the Ienee by their
liver whin had gone muter a sleet to CS-
nape the rain. .
Cid. Larkin Horned shipettLa carload
of dee tobacco trout this place Moitiley
1
 te pertiee le Claekeville. - .
P. IV. Dreher Ions moved Otto hist
own -toe. .iii Nerth Nlein tercet, mid
has fitted the result up in first class




CROFTON, KY , May 19, ItSh7.
lethier New Era
• The lightening express rile eine; Oxen
forty miles an lister kiewke 1 a vow be-
longing to Niles Gensler froirethe track
here this monaug killieg it inotantly.
This town has an ordinance prollibithig
the running of trains through the ti»vii
limits of a greater rate ef speetl flute Bix
milts per hour-an ordinance dna stems
to be totally disregerded by the railroad
eien. Freight train* fregsneetly pato
through at a rate equel to the midi and
exprees. Such reckless dleregard of the
orumary rules of unitrutry railroading
to reapect town laws eielsegcrieg as it
thee the lives of persons atirt property.
nterits pupil/kinetic as well eo meantime-
The comp:Ley [hot 1136 been boding for
coal oil Jemee ColtUeli'd lend me mile
eut of Mennington have struck a vein
of coal thought to be about 5 fret thick
aed are tnow runnieg reliehe of hands,
day anti night sinking a shaft to it.
I am placed under obligation to Mus-
ter Rice Duliii, tut six bunches of Med-
Card that weighed feur 'menthe • It was
dein:lotto anti tootheoute, *lid Rice
knows how to makes fellow. feel gem'
all over.
Frank Richarhoon, for the Rankin-
Snyder Hardware Co., initerviea ed our
merchanto yesterday.
Alonzo Pennington, of the .Stuert
precinct, died late night of pneuwonsin
fever.
Hon. A. II. Clark, of your city, will
deliver the oration before the John V.
Boyd Post G. A. R. memorial they, May
30th.
The man that draws to an ace full
when the other ace is up the other fel-
lows sleeve has nether poor eoluce-the
aole-ace belongs to the opposite man.
Men may talk of dilemmas, uniform-
nate situations and euch, but the word
or sentence remains to be coined that
will express the eituation Of the num
that ems a tiling about ionic one else,
not II:tended for his earn and the other
Mall gem of it, *lien the that
made the amertion tries to heir wey
apologize and half stay allude to die
whole matter as a jest. The Mall that
can make any show of euecesa, satis-
factory to himself or the other Mail
either when he att&mpta it hae a iodate
in his hands it lie can impart the won-
derful secret to others.
C. ..k. B.
A controlling interest in the Nash-
ville American has been mid to Mr.
Nat. Baxter, of the Tenneosee Coal,
Iron and Railroad l'ompany. There Is
e renter that Col. Colyar, of the Union,
will be the editor of the American Lau-
der the new managereeet.
Little River church s ill hold a Sunday
wheel pithic to day.
CROVTON, KY., May 21, 18S7.
Editor New Era:
Mrs. Rogers, et Consolation, Is armed-
ing a few days with her daughter, Mrs
Dr. Pool, of our town.
J. O. Wash, of our town went to
Pembroke yeetetelny to see his daughter
who is sick.
Louis Davenport went to Trentton tide
week on businesses connected with les
uncle's estate.
Miss Minnie Hord, from. your city,
is visiting Miss Bunnie Hancock, of our
town.
Industry is a virtue that those who
do not even practice it themselves ac-
knowledge, when practiced by others
Lestsonhef that virtue might be profita-
bly taken from animals and even in-
sects who practice it from inginet.
'these little /nieces mem immetinies
have reason enough to try to impart len-
ient]. in this virtue to men who sadly
need it. The honey bee 'sometimes
gives a few practical, lessons by Indus
triously aesailing hat most pi eminent
organ of a sluggard, his nom, and when
that sluggard begins to feel for that bee,he does it with a dexterity that shows
his remarkable aptitude In lemons when
properly and sysitematically adminia-
tered. So of the alit, who !lever fells to
stimulate him with an energy anti a de-
sire to lose no time in making his at.-
quaintatwei with an ability that would
do credit to the most usoldtiouo laborer.
Lemons so inculcated may be of no
practical benefit to the man directly
receiving them, but they fire of bolting
benefit to perpetuate the reputation of
the bee and the ant as the representa-
tives of the great intustrial league.
Joe Bourland Is thought to be slowly
Improving from the terrible ordeal
through which he lias passed.
Lhicle Sam Is not unmindful of
defenders. Field*/ Blandierd, WM. Fort-
ner and John T. Hays, all el 17th hy.
Infantry, have just been allowed pen-
sions.
Dave Wiley and Joe Gant were here
to-day interviewing the tobacco mer-
chants.
Several farmers Thilre planted to-
bacco during tile late rains.
The old saying that "where there is
a will there is a way" fails to some-
times materialize. A young gentleman
stepped into a store here yesterday
arid concluded to size up his synth-du-
pole on the scales. After vainly run-
ning the beam trout one end to the other
and aeeiing that it failed to give him any
definite satisfaction he turned to a clerk
and began to abuse the accuracy of the
scales, when the clerk suggested to him
he had better get both feet on the plat-
form at once, when the young man dis-
covered to his -Mogen that he had been
trying to weigh hirnaelf with one foot
on the males and the other on the floor.
ile had the will but felled in the weigh.
C. A. B.
The mtrongest Nan in Oho
lo said to be George C. Arnold of Cleve-
land, 0., who lees than one year ago,
owing to chronic liver trouble and
Bright'sdhwase of the kidneys, weighed
less than ninety-five pounds, but by us-
ing Dr. Harter's Iron Tonic has gained
in strength and weight until now he is
admitted to be the giant of Oleo.
The Sandwich Island Queen speaks
no English. Queer that the Queen of
Hawaii cannot say: "How are ye?"-
Evening Poet.
Not a Failure has Been Reported.
Mr. R. B. Glover, Randall, Ark.,
writes: "Out of all the Hughes"Fonic
I have gold since I have been owning it,
not a failure has been reported. Every
bottle has given perfect satiotaction. I
recommend it-a certain, safe and
speedy cure for chills and fever."
Prepared by R. A. Robinson it Co.,
Wholesale Druggists, Louisville, Ky.
Sold at retail by Druggisto generally.
The dived which the New York all-
thortles are ouppresoing includes the
dive from Brooklyn bridge.-Philadel-
phia call.
Dr. Sage's Catarrh t metly aurpasses
all.
1 he McElroy (Oise.
-
' Ilentiereon Jeurnal.
The JoUrniul pleads for iiet anti a
cm-coition nf noisy ilivetely . It is true
that the petiecce or cur rook itae been
tried to the lawmen an that some have
been: t!cludeti hy t it ecirminustatitial
evitletiee'sitel the e, as if &intent-
ateatial eVidenee i not often better and
11141111 COlieltisibe tali elirect evidence!
Circinnistatiers lay not lie, but many a
conviction lie wen bad 1115111 the 'we-
hired teeter'. iy or witnesset who swore
they saw t et! tretisaction ins question.
But amid the hurly-burly it Seems to
hove tie ni torgotten thst tircemetitialitl
eyelet e that lie ea-4 the Mall ill the
‘% 33 3 a jAli Mist wise iite evee the best
inst McElroy, for the jury hail
tires thein the confeseleniO matte by
cElroy hi Union, eirVebeter slid Hee.
•kine couniles-teatieemn hich agreed
mud Itstrestint-zed etch the other eel-Mime .
lit t se vase. Three elietessioile a ere
proven Mahe (dearest amt Moot tdritele-
Lek rib:e tileimer by gentlemen ef (horse-
ter mid melt r eireenisteeces Hell ren-
dered cellusitut inipeeeibles. them
conferaione McElroy admitted Ilea he
was the man who eceompailied Mart up
the road. Teis being proved, there is
no wae of clearing him of guilty con-
needful viinli the murder of this no:intent
man. We express confide nit e, thereto' te
11151point:1. a ill be 'dour inn the mid, and
ase the potpie to bide their time.
seats tor His Excelleney, J.. Proctor
Knott, We. lieve no expressions to a ith-
draw. We ere informed that responsi-
ble perneme here bad written him Warn-
itig him that the lives ot divers eitizems
would be jeopartlized by Isi.4 iiiterferetwe,
• otatieg the fleets the mow. We
rive also informed that Mut Osie petition
went tip trom ilteitiereon xecti-
cieinehey. ' The ininnler ea. coin-
initteti ie this county; NU Udell gent
Bender/1mi jury tried Ilie coati. lentlied
the beet legal mimic dafelideol mid
yer, for eeheli, the Governor, ogitiest the
',ruche. mtill unbent conaultilig live-
d-Tem einhor or eit•z goes over eur
hwiels lams time) petition trom an-
other comity so vital a matter cob-
cereiog sate-Rite tit live. in
our midst int the preeervathen la•v.
and Order iy our people. A few ef the
'work tof beefy-rem niey have insulted
Exet•Ilelicy eiece dhe respite AVILA
issued, hut etirely the Jesuit was no
.greater dam that heapeh eosin the pee-
ot limitiereen by the Governor by his
contlect inS this matter.
As for toe part taken by our tliatin-
giiisheti (them', 1. A. Sp:titling,
lit sweerieg the respite, we !neve only to
say that it he acted as an otterney toe
McElroy, mid Gov. Knott knew, or heti
good rennin to know, that lie woo thus
• it ohifts the whole responoibility
upon the Governor. Oto the mere fort
hat Ise wits a 'weenie' friend and au ap-
pointee of the (levee, Ur' 81101114 not
cherige his retationo when actiug in the
capacity of an attorney retiree-reline a
client.
'llie..lournia1 dims not advisie
big in effigy" and that sort of thing,
amid the little eitistele which enocurrol
here hist Frithie night is looked epee
rather in the light ot Manlike. vaporinga
in which kit principally ttenk part,
though it cattiest he drilled that tepee--
thing of indigent/on Warrt meant to he,
exprenwel by a etuall portion of the
crow-2.
ilenidersein hos el ways admired and
stood by Mr. Spalding; but mu U elfin
county friends alambi put. themselves'
in uur place, 96 it eery. Seppthie adiele
Henderson attorney-Jas. Clay or
John Young Brown, for insance-lie-
ing on temps orperoonal frientlehip eith
the tit ivernor, hail /stepped in shortly
better the exeeutiori of Caton' or Few lor
anti asked a respite for either ef these
men, and without comuilting the peo-
ple of Unien comity or iniorminig them
as to the fetes on whiter the action it'al4
based, the Gevernor had 'aimed a respite,
on the simple ground that the contlemo
reel might have another oppertunity to'
prove ha ionecence? What would the
people of Union have thought ? Weida
not the light of reaaon have forever tied
in the deluge olf pamion that followeal?
It is but redeemable , to sonepose thitt
such would have been the tame
What Cart be Done.
By try hig again and keeping ter cour-
age many tidings nowteingly impewelble
may he attei its it II u retie or hopejess
l'ases or Kido,y sod Liv,r
have been mate! by Electric Bitters, af-
ter everything elite Mal been need in
vain. So, don't think there is no cure
for you, but try Electric Bitters. Theie
Is no. medicine so sate, so pure, mid so
perfect a Blood Purifier. Electric Bit-
ters will cure levapepola, Diabetes and
• Disemes of the Kidneys. Inveltiable
In affectione of Stomach anti Liver, mid
lOilletilties.overeom_es all l'rinary
Large Bottles only 30 cents, at IL B.
Garner.
Mrs. Summers.
Mrs Jolla Summers (ear Beath-, ass
horn Nov. 21st, IS55; Was married to
Wm. IL Summer*, of MIA county,
187G, and die!' hlarell 19:1r, 15:47. 5,4011
after her marriage she joined the Steele,-
diet chunile mid remaimel a realm's,
working member until her leot illeteas.
She a as not tIontent to be a mere mem-
ber of the church, but looked after the
poor and ditereseed, vise watchful of the
needs ol her pastor and hi* family, we,
ever ready to visit the sick, slid to talk
to the unconverted and entreat theist to
turn to God. She was a lady or rare
mental and personal ottractions, anti
Was beloved and appreciated by her re-
lationis mid acquailitatuae as one so !-
dont ia. About teo werke before her
death, her huebanti said to her, "If 31111
should become ill, is yeti'. wev bright ?"
She promptly ' replied, "Yen .1 feel
ready and willing nogo whenever (In-
here calla me." Her oiater expretased
fears that heel' questions mould excite
her. But she said, -No, it will not ex-
cite me." And aa her litishand telketi
to her of the many happy Melts which
they had apt nt tOeether, anei tif the
eternity which they would etihey
heaven, she eats as calm anti peacenil
as when preparing to go to church.
Filially the angele came for her, aod
without one. pain or struggle. her oweet
smirk ascended to God who gave it.
"Asleep in Jesuo blessed sleep,
From hich none ever wakes to weep."
In addition Hs the above. written hy
her berenved companion, 1 desire to
bear teetiniony to the niftily exec:lent-he
of Water Summers. As her pager, hav-
ing frequently visiteti her (always found
her a mote lovely character, devoted to
her home end the church alie loved so
well. "Site did what she could." Auld
the many Christian' kindnesses eitjoyed
at her halide elideared her to our hearts.
The clitireh him lost one of her brightest
ornament/1,11er home has lost its light,
anti tenderest guardian, her pager a
tremisred Hiegel and the cone inellith
%VIII not find lier like again.
"Homo Sweet Home" Our/Pete forever:All the pilgrim journey past;
Welc • Moue to wander never.
Sal% eil titre' Jesus-14nm at last "
J. W. Biuitem.
- - ---- 
In General Debility, EniaelatIon,
Consumption, and Waging in Children,
Scott's Emulsion of Pure Cod Liver Oil
with Hypophites is a moot valuable food
and medicine. It create,/ an appitite for
foal, strengthenis the nervous' sygern,
and builds up the body. Please) read :
"1 tfied hicott'e Emidoion on a young
inan whom Physicians at times had giv-
en up. Since lie began using the Emul-
sion, hie Coegh has ceased, gained desh
and from all appearances his life will be
prolonged many years. Lhave been in I
Iloapital Service for the past twenty
yearp, and !lever have 'toed hey prepa-
ration with greater satisfaction."-Joite




Our Washington correspondent sug-
guests a new Democratic nominee for
N'ice-Piealtlent in Senator Cockrell of
Missouri. Suppme the ticket should
be elected anti the President should die,
one shudders at the thought.of a Presi-
dent of the United States by the name of
Cockrell! The New York Herald wante
Mr. Henry W. Grady for the place. Our
own impression is, however, that if It
Southern. man is taken this • year his
name will be John Carliale. The
war was misled conolderably more thau
twenty years ago, anti we ohould nova
have reecho-the gage when both parties
could put a Southern man on their tick-
et.
.•-
A Very Lucky California Merchant.
Two portions of a $153.000 lottery
prize won here. One of them It hap-
pened was number GG.sat tlrew the first
omits.' prize of $150,000 in the March
bowing of The Louisiana State Lottery ;
Joseph Dannenhatim sent for one-tenth
of that amount arid received Ills motley
through the London, Paris apel Ameri-
can bank of this city. Ws firm is well
known here anti in San Diego and Val-
rjo, where they have stores. Another
holder of a one-tenth received his $15,-
000 through Wells, Fargo h. Co's Mink
of this city, but ids name has not trans.
pired.-Sau Francisco (Cal.) Call, April
Gth.
TillE NE ws.
Five' of the conismirators in tlo. n ceint
c1)1110tet 14.1 hi° 14. 
tie the iCzer hove been ore
I
. Mr. Ben Perley Poor, the veteren
Waeldingtou journeliete,is reported so 111
that p tysticialie tette-tale but little hope
.
of his ecovery.
'Ube Key West -Board of Health has
efilelally unite:unwed the appearance of*
case of yelleiw fever there The city Is
lila otherengere.
Fimieompaides of State Guards have
'dread entered for the connective drill
41111,11 the Masted(' vellebration
in 1 uisville St. John's day.
4
'i'lle Eerie's,' convention between
England at tl Turkey hits been genie&
Its prinelpel provienon is that I.:nettled
Allan nithelrew her temps from Egypt
in dile years
An tx:rm ateelon of Coegrese lit °tete
her eel be called if Speeker Carlisle
thitikeit neceseary. Cleveland and Car-
liole liave an engagement in Jniie to
diem', the situation,.
At o apirittial malice at ilarrod'a
creek hear lemisville, a little girl eight
yehrs hl wee frightened hate couvul-lit
giolid. lad a lien she recovered it was
round dist her voltam hati been de-
throned.
The Ordinance of Seeossien of hie
State of V ireinia, which elioappeared
'tiring the occupation ot Richmond by
Federal troops, ham beset dna:levered in
pmeisseinstVottui.ot the widow of a soldier le
II ot . Wm. Berkele, Itepublitan nom-
inee r the Legielature in Garrard
count ham declined to mccept the nom-
node , oti the grimed that lie liva Liven
twice it member of the-Home and a von-
test Air a third term email produce
"tienereatetry excitement."
Rev George W. Bollinig, a celored
itBlip!' mitileter, etarroe ly ce.aped as-
s:mein flint while preaching erona tlie
pulpit of iii• chereli at :Stanford, Ky.,
Sunda night. Sotne one fired at him
throes i the haek whitlow of the &linnet,
the le let iteteitig a flesh wound in his
arin. There ia 'es apperent reason for
the at tupteal pannier.
Tbe Dome-retie State Central Com-
mittee met at Lexington Monday. It
was 41 +led te open de campaign June
15 wit I ftfl old-faeltiotwil barbecue near
Lexie tote on which emession Gen.
littekoer. Smettoro Beek anti Black-
burn, Congresemen Breckenridge Will
NIcCreary mid other I setnineratic toretore
will be present and addrese die people.
l it Ido annual seldreast berore the State
Board ,if Ilealthe delft-moll in ihnitsville,
lnr. Pi ichney• l'houipeon, President tit
the B rd, decktred that consumption IS
a eontagious dimase. anti that Mope sick
of that malady should, as far as possible,
Le leolated foam the evil. The theory
of" lir. Thompson wee inulorerti by the
It,Iiiiet.n-e. eminent inetileil men in atten-
In discusoing the tilleStiOrl (if land re-
norm, Seertettry letitar is quoted as say-
ing that “a11,11it" lands Whiell liat'e been
withdrawn front RettlellIelit at various
tittle@ to allow the land-grata corpora-
done to eelect indemnity land' from,
might to be reopened without deley to
settlement, and this is wl.awt all aizIlil dboe.
Every hide/unity withdra
revoked by me without delay." .
An bevention recently perfected In
Mississippi, and which Mel its first trial
in London last week, premieres to revo-
lutionize the (maul' aeol trade tif the'
South. It re:nen-es the es at or soft cov-
ering of the med, so diet it Call be
packed or ohipped without danger of
heating or sweathig. Through lla use
the Southern planter will be enabled to
seed hio seed to London, where there io
u good dement,' at high prices.
There. is im daeger human life
emore to be dreaded tleini ilea %Web
arisee from vitiated blood In apepsie,
theinnetitell, Ithelitche, gelierel de-
bility, ell reoult; from it, Hull are cured
by the use of Aly S en two ill*. Take
It 111111 ttttt 11111. 1:4IX bottles, $5
Crofton Items.
' (Otto-mos, Kv., May 24th, Isoe.
Ediew hoer Era:
The Chilqwe Metheinie Compaily
left here yroter „ay he Iteliana.
John Clue). rettireed to his posi-
tion of railroad agent At, Mentiliteton.
Edgar Retention, who lives in
WM'S preciinet, says they lialfe nio
Tele of conotopiensce elect. Fehr-nary and
Oita many goings sire goleg dry.
,Mrs. Bow les and Ferdiniand Bowleg'
errived here last night eith the Ootly of
.1.tineet E. Bee Ie.. Wlis interred to-
day at Mrs. Clink's, a large protassion
aothinpainiog the tem:time from this
tenth. Mr. nee les e on. a member of'
Knights of fluienr, of the Hopkineville
Ledge.
Roy. NI. L. Pope organized a Univers
Palls( cherub at old Petersburg Isst Sat-
eveilleg edema la may mem-
ero.
Mr. Porter hels rhsisoied his position
Ks night operater at this poine and
ha.' tree eterteeded by W. W. hther-
ge •
It io /laid that the milliner of suicides
in Russia I. iiiercitilihg. .1 list like tide
enuetry. The foole that are tee ing to
prove that the top of a wagon %%heel
rims fester than the teem:in, rre nee
among the number however.
Sonie paper sap; diet the Mall hist
eats Lineberger throw IICVCr III1011t
a crest. When he cam it near e mite
thett has a sensitive olfachiry login lie
generally mokee *scent follosseel clortely
by the tooth pick end of a No. 10 shoe.
Seine fellow is foolish enough to write
of the habits of the herthig MI If a her-
deg had any well lb filled balk bilt
get into a ptinare ticx and atiek.
A newspaper 'now without a puzzle
departineitt is a thing ot the paet. 1' he
heavy eillteriala' ale thually the most
puzzling to average lenient.
Joet•ph Chupbell, en( your city, was
here to-dayhin busies ,
Polk canister and Mr. Gots Bowles,




THE TENTH OF $7)0,000.
Hew A Colored Boy Beennie Inch. tied
the Effect his Wealth hike had Up•
on hint-One Dollar In The
LOIlelitilit !gate Lottery.
Of mune. a in:thorny of our cltizerie
mre oppostel to gambit mg, but there is
hinaiOerable pleasnre whet' you try it
to know that you are goleg to play a
game that falr. Clliferal J. Tweedy,
the colored boy who was the lucky beetleer of the one-tenth ot tieket 23,899-the
second capital prize of $50,000-reeeived
about a week ago his one-tenth, or $5,-
000, and our readere would perhaps like
to know stomethilig of this colored boyh
life, and how he woe the prize, mei
what lie has done kid intends doing with
Ills money.
Clifford is a likely colored boy, about.
twenty-one or tweeey-two years of age
am' wais raieed by Mr. 'leery '1'. l'eay.
with whom he ham been for the plat
sixteen years. At the time of his drew-
Mg the $5 000 lie was it) the employ of
Mr. Piety, getting $8 twr monith. Ile
luta retained hiss position with bi r. l'eay,
doee his work as feithfully as ever.
After receiving his $3.000 he depeeit-
ed $4,000 in the Georgie It inroad Bank
and took one thotwand tionare anti di-
vitled a portion of it Amongst his poor
colored relations. Be it said to his credit
too. he did not forget lea employer, Mr.
Peay, to whom he gave a present of
fifty dollars).
Ile says with the four thought.] dol-
lars that he has depoeited in the Georgia
Railroad lie intends to buy Angusta real
estate, Another sign that he hail • level
head. In answer to the question how
much he had inveged before winning
be replied that he 'heel bought a ticket
regularly every month for the last fif-
teen) menthe, and it was the fifteenth
dollar that di.1 the werk.-A ugusta (ela
Chronicle. April 30.
Senator Stanford Ineto at Vine, Cal.
what Is prebably the largest vineyard
in the wor1.1. On a 30,000-acre ranch
he has 3,500 acres planted in bearing
vines. The vineyard is divided into
500 acre tracts, and most of tine work Is
done by Chleeee.
Win wove!) be plemed to know of man
or woman who haeliever had headache
or been subject to constipation. As
these mem to be tint vermal troubleo a lit-
tle advice may be in order. Why intuited
peraons cram their atonntelia with :mum-
eating purgetive pills etc. which sicken
and debilitate when ouch a plessaia and
internee remedy ite Priekly Age Marro
will act mildly and effectively on the
liver, kidney, /etiolate' and bowel*, and
at the same time tone up and otrengthen
the allele oyster!), causing headeclie,
constipation and ali,snuch digressing
evils to quickly diaapCear.
---resees
The Waterbury A rilerican has inform-
ation that "Philadelphia draes the Ilne
even at barber poles."
PHANTOMS' OF THE PAST.
Up from the gulfs of time, the blind abyases,
The radioet phantoms of the. past arise,
And bring again the perfume of their kisses,
The peril and the oplarcidur of their eyes.
But co'd their lips, they Lreathe no warm &Hee.
Den,
Anti cold their lieasts ae frezen heaps of snow;
Their luminous eyes are but a vague relleetitp,
Stray startactinui iu the lot-beep, stream below.
-Charles L lielilreth.
BROTHER GARDNER'S ADDIIESS.
Caravan Johnsen About to Start for
Kentucky.-A Few Wholesome Words.
"I should like to spoke a few words to
Brudder Caravan Johnaon if he am in do
hall to-night." said the president as the
triangle emmthoi.
Caravan flipped on his shoes andrame
forward, and the president continued:
"Brudder Johnson, I War dat you am
contomelatin' a journey down intu
soh."
"(twine down past Leweyvillo to see
some of yet ntlashunse"
"Yes, sub."
"Det's what I haus!, an' I hope you a
phemant journey. As you will be a
representative of dis club while absent, I
want to say a few words to you in a
fatherly ispeerit. In de fug place put on
a clean shirt to start out wid. I believe
der' am ino' battle* won by cltean ehirts
dan free. generalship. A clean shirt
conunands nispeck, eben if de
wearer's boot heels am all run down.
It's a sorter sign of de wearer's decency
an' honesty. It won't pay yer way frees a
alente, but it will make de toll man duck
his head to you an' remember dat you
wasn't a hoes.
"Purceed on yota way quietly. Yer
doan' own dtestait of Michigan, an' you
don't kerry Detroh in your teed pocket.
De man who entere a town aid two brass
hinds ahead of him an' a crowd of peo-
ple behind him has gut, to be a good
Lelker, a smooth liar an' a chap full o'
promises or he will fall flat.
-Keep your money in de too of your
shoe in do daytinne, an' at night hide it
in de straw bed. A man may Lc ciao so
good, an' great, an' wise, hut if lie be-
comes dead broke among grangers nine
people out of ten will take lem fur a
sharper playin' his leetle game.
-Only half de read belongs to you. Dc
odder half ant reserved by law fur de man
ovine in de oppceite dreckahun.
-When you arrove at a fust claas hotel
to put up fur de night, dean' seek to
coot° the ith•ah dat you got dar' by
sposhur train, an' dat fried oysters,
banana fritters an' champagne make you
tired. You will simply be given de
poorest room in de house an' charged de
hightet price when you settle up.
-Doan' start out wid a revolver in
'e'er pocket, an' as you werk siting frew
Ohio an' Kentucky let politics alone, hey
no disputes about refigure an' concede de
fackt dat de world wasn't created speethu-
ally fur your benefit. You may now
take your seat, an' de hull lodge will jine
wid me in whiten' you a sateen' pleasant
journey."-Detroit Free Preen.
Athletes Are Born, Not Wade.
"Of course you find a great difference
in the natural aptitude of different per-
sons for such things?"
"Oh, yes. The athlete is born an ath-
lete; the gymnast is made, and some-
times made from very unpromising ma-
terial. I can take almost any youth and
teach him to be a good gymnast. But
sonic persons seem to have a quicker con-
, nection than other» faetween the brain
hand certain maseitet, and these excel in
what requires immediate obedience of
the muscles to the will. There is a physi-
cal tact just as there is a mental tact,
and an apparently difficult and dangerous
feat Ls accennplished by using just the
right stress at just the right moment.
There is, of course, a certain knack in
using the apparatus. This is taught in a
email part of the time in which it can bo
acquired by practice without the lee/norm
A good many of the gymnasts' feats
wlech are apparently done so easily are
the result of long continued practice. As
some one has said. an uneducated eye
can no more meweciate the difficulties of
certain gymnastic exercitss by seeing
them done with so much ease than an
inexperienced ear can estimate thost• of a
piece of limbic by hearing it played."-
New York Mail mei Exprees Interview.
Celluloid for Water Proofing.
The water protifing material recently
discovered by M. Tanin turns mot to be
simply diseolved celluloid. The mixture
is prepared with pyroxline, which is pre-
pared by disaggregating some cellulosic
with paper or with rags in a mixture of
oulphuric acid and erotic acid. This pul-
pouts Matte Ul Ida in camphorated
to wlech is afterward added a mixture
of alcohol and etiwr. The compound is
applied on hard objects/ with a brush, but
stidre are dipped into a bath of the nee-
ture.-Frank Leslie's.
A Valuable Mexieen Product.
Pita Fibre, a Mexican presluct, is found
tugely in Honduras. It grows in canes
nom live to twelve feet high and 'nen
two to three incites in diatheter. Efforts
we being made by tlw Mexican govern-
ment to encourage its cultivation. The
Indians mu it for the manufacture of
bootn and shoes. nets, &hi:4T lines, halters
Led cans. Mats of greet beauty, some of
them valued as high as CAI. each, toe
matte from it. It aLso makes a good imi-
tation silk.-New York Tribune.
Are Net Cloud Cleavers.
W. W. Story, the sculptor. says that
statues should be placed near the ground.
That BecluS to he good 64.11WI, and since
Stery recommends it, there is little doubt
but it is also geral art. The old style of
placing etatues on the top of columns and
pinnacles, where they would be out of
tight and low their natural pnsportkets,
had the effect to hide art. Human be-
ings an.. land animals, awl it is unnatural
to thrust their statues into the sky.-
Kansas City Star.
A New Apperatus.
The megaroecope is a new apparatus
lately breught to the notice of the Acad-
emic des Science,. It is armed with an
incandescent light, and is used to explore
the stomach, LI:elder and other cavities
et the body. By its means an objective
lens may be carried into the cavity and
magnified image of ite interior be ob-
tained for the physician's irepectiutL-
lialhs Journal of Health.
A Peck of Peaa , P's, .
Here are a Peck of Peso, sweet Peas,
if you will. Perseverance, Patience,
Promptnema, Proficiency, Pug' and Po-
Renege. Add to these Dr. Pieree's
•'Pleastant Purgative Pellets" and you
will get well through the world without
much trouble. The Pellet, prevent eon-
atipation awl surplus of bile which lead
to many I cemplaints. Eneloaed
in glass, always fresh, entirely vegeta-
Me, prompt, end perfectly harmless.
Ally druggist.
Forest firers surround Houtztlale,
Clearfield county, Pa., and it is feared
the little place ill be destroyed.
Excitement in Texas.
Great excitement lies been caused in
the vicinity of Perin 'lex., by the re-
markable reeovery of Mr. J. E. Corley,
who was so helpless he could not turn
in bed, or raise his heath everybody said
lie 'was tlying of Coneuniption. A trial
bottle of Dr. King's New Discovery was
sent him. Finding relief, lie bought a
large bottle and a box of Dr. Kingh New
Life Pale; by the time lie had taken two
boxes of Pine anti two bottlee of the Dis-
covery, he was well and had gained in
fiteth thirty-oix pounds.
Trial bottles of this Great Discovery
for Consumption free at 11. B. Garner.
Why is Dr. McGlynn like a stray
goose? Because he does not follow the
Propaganda.-Independent.
The Best And Cheapest College.
The Commercial College of Kentucky
Cnivereity, received the Highest Honor
awl Gold Medal at the World's F:xpoel-
Ion over all other Colleges for System
of Book keeping and Realness Educe-
Ion. It le eltuated in the beautiful.
malthy, and renowned tity of Lexing-
on, Ky., accessible by the leading rail-
road. Arrange now to enter this College.
as studente cati enter at any time. Read
advertisetneut of this College in another 1
mistime and write for particulars to
Presideet, %hems R. Sun it,
Lexington, Ky.
Have the grass cut if you want your




The Beet Salle. In the world for Cute
Bruiees, Sorts, Salt Rhe ttttt , Fever,
Sores, Tetter, Chapped lianas, Chill-
/Nino, Corns, and all Skin !eruptions,
and poeitively cures Piles or nu pay re-
quired. lc is guaranteed to give per-
fect satisfaction, or money refunded.
Price 24 testae per box. For male by 11.
B. Garner.
Work •f Nature's Sculptor.
'We are aceusti,med to associate 11111*
gigantic water carvings as the Calmed,
canyon an,' tbe Niagara gorge with elated
inconceivable periods of time, yet hushalas
oes are numerous of the weeds( frau
the solid rock of gorges hundreds of feel
deep by two or three centuries only of
I work. Lyell mentions the case of the
Simeto, in Sicily, which had beeu dammed
by lavas in 1503. In two and a half
centuries it hal excavated a channel fifty
to several hut dred feet doep, and in tame
parts forty to fifty feet wide, although the
rock is a hard basalt. He also describes
a gorge in decomposed rock, near Mill-
edgeville, Ga., that watt at first a mud
crack a yard deep, but which, in twenty
years, was 300 yards long, twenty to 180
feet wide and fifty-five feet deep; and
Lillis describes a eimilar gorge, of twice
the length, in Brazil, nut& in forty years.
But it is in the low lands bordering
rivers that the flood artist finds the plas-
tic material that may be molded with
each pawing sawn. With high water
the streoms rapidly wear into earthy
banks. commeecing new bends or cutting
ter old ones, and even opening new chan-
nels for diacharge. The great and turbu-
lent Hoang-Ho is noted for its devasta-
tions, says Dana. In 1850 it emptied
into the Yellow sow, now this mouth is
dry, and it 1ms a new channel opening to
the Gulf of Pechele, nearly 300 miles
north of its former outlet, and it departed
from the old channel more than this dis-
tance from the oonst. This is the last of
many changes, back and forth, recorded
by the Chineee during the past 3,000
yearm-Arkanaaw Traveler.
The florae Not Intelligent.
It always seemed to me that there was
a great deal, ite• amerstition, I may say,
about th- -scelligt.nce of the horse.
Same !....g up to an expreesznan at the
corner of Monroe and Dearborn streets
the other day I said to him: "How much
does a home know?" -A horse, sir?"
he replied. "A home knows a, much MI
a man-just exactly. My horse there
knows everything, just like a man."
This is the way everybody talks who
OWIla a horse or a-ho tench; horses, and it
all seems te me to he nonsense.
I have men horses walk around a pont
until they had wound up the bridle and
then Nand all day with their heads
bound down to the post because they
didn't have sense enough to walk the
other way and unwind the bridle. I
have seen them get a foot over the bridle,
when tied to a ring in the pavement,
and then go into Is because they didn't
have sense enough to lift their feet over
the bridle again. I have seen them
premiss around in a burning barn, with
their tails and manes on fire, and burn to
death, becauae they did not have sense
enough to run out. Anybody can steal a
horse without any objection from the
horse. A home will etand arid starve or
freeze to death with nothing between
him and a comfortable stall and a plenty
of oats except an old door that he could
kick down with one foot, or that could
be opened by removing a pin with his
teeth. If this ie a high degree of in-
telligence, even for a brute, then I am
lacking in that article myself. Cotn-
pared with the dog, the elephant, Of eTell
the parrot, the horse seems to me to be a
perfect fool-Chimgo Journal.
A Northern California Forest.
Here the trees, of gigantic proportions,
grew in Ruch close contiguity that it
seemed a fettle for life through lack of
space; and the trail I followed narrowed
until horse and rider had barely room to
paas between the trees. The outspread-
ing branches, interlocked in inextricable
entanglement, formed a stolid canopy of
foliage, excluding /sunshine and light-eo
impenetrable that it was uselems for me to
gaze up tuward the hearers, or even to
guess the time of day from the position of
he sun, or from any glimmer of its rays.
Not carrying a watch, and accustomed to
tell the time by the length of the
shadows, I became anxious from my in-
ability even to guess at the time of day,
and feared from the darkness of my sur-
roundings that the sun must he descend-
ing far teward the horizon. But after a
couple of hours of painful anxiety, I at
length emerged from the dark, dense and
depressing forest. to find myeelf once
more under the blue canopy of a Califor-
nia sky. and the sun with five hours left
to reach its resting place in the west.-
Dverland Monthly.
Itussin's Militia Force.
The militia of the Russian empire com-
prises all able bodied men between 20 and
40 years, whether they hare performed
their service or have been previously ex-
empt. It is divided into two bans, one of
which may be called at once into active
sexvice, the other still acting as militia.
It is divided into battalions and squad-
rons, and the number to be called out at
any time is fixed by imperial ukases. Ordy
an approximate. estimate of the effective
forces el the entire Russian army can be
made. On a peace footing Reales ie able
to put into line from 700,000 to 800,000
men, or nearly-twice as many as either
France or Germany. Of them 500,000
are infantry. divided into 9t45 hattalions
and 31)5 batteries of 1,736 cannone. To
this figure, to find the number on a war
footing,' must be added 1,500,000 of the
reserve and 3,000,000 o( the militia.
making 5,300,000 men. This imnienee
force of men is divided into nineteen
army corps.-8an Francisco Chronicle.
Scouts on the Bicycle.
One of the novel features of the Easter
maneuvers of the volunteer soldiers of
England at Dover was the use of bicycle
and tricycle riders as scout& They ex-
ceed cavalry in swiftness and are able to
go much more secretly and to cross
rougher country. When the rider of a
bicycle would come to a fence he would
climb it and throw Inns machine over
quickly. Even in crossing heavy, plowed
fields and marshy strhe of land, bicycle
riders have outstripped the homes. 'Up-
ward of en0 bicyclists were thus; em-
ployed at Dover as scouts.-Frank Lem
lie's.
A Novel Lens.
A scientific novelty is a lens which
magnifies, yet is perfectly flat on bi th
sides. It is made at Jena by the manu-
facture of Proteaser Ablee's new optical
glass. Tht• lens consists of a single disk
whose density varies so that its refractive
power decreases regularly from the mir-
face inward.-Frank Lfthe's.
How to get Strong.
Dumb-belle and horizontal bars, In-
dian Liebe and the trapeze •re valuable
limier certain conditions, but they are
hetrir»enta/ rathe.r than beneficial if the
Wrest IS poor mid thin mei poisoned
with bile. Use of :the miaelt a stetwool-
rates waste ail well as induces growth'.
If tee blood deed me carry suffieient
nutritive material to reheir the waste,
loas of strength neeessarily and
grits th Is out of the (ideation, Perife
end enrich your blood with Dr. Pierce')
"Golden Medical Diocovery" and then
exercise! will develop and tot I:Onetime
your physique.
A iONGUE IN KNOTS.
I centrarted m alerts in the swamp. of !mili-tant w hile working for the telegrnph company,i seed every kind of ntedictne I espel hearof without relief. I at last eueetwiled in break-
ing the lever. hut it cost nie over 11 uo 00, andthen iny system was prestrated and saturatedwain mnlarial II01140/1 and I became almost hel p-lea. I finally cane here, my mouth so tidedwith seri s teat could scarcely eat, andtongue rev, and filled with little knots I noughtteu bottles of B. B. II. an 1 it has (dared andstrengthened me A 11 euteis of niy mouth arehealed end my tongue entirely idear of knotsan-1 serene.... sue I feel lite a nee man.
Jeckson, Tenn , April 'see.
A. F. Morro);
STIFF JOINTS.
A Meet Resstarkable Calle eif Scrof-
ula sod IfIsessusatIsme.
I have a little boy twelve pearl. oiti whosetams have twee drawn •Imodt double and hisjoints arm perfectly 'stiff, and have been in thiscondition three years, unable to walk pur-ity that time the med.cal board of Londoncounty examined him rind pronounced the dis-ease scrofula and prescribed, but no benefit ev-er derived I then wool • much advertisedpreparation without benefit Three weeks agohe Imeame perfectly helpless anti au Serial dreadfully
A friend who had aimed 13. 11. It. advised Iuse He has need env bottle an.I all painceased and he can now w•lk Thia has 1pronounced a moat wondered actien, a Msromplaint had baMed everyt Mug. I sh con-tinue to use it on him
Mite. Vireo Gitirrerai.Unita*, Tenn., Harem I Mel.
WEBB au ARK, BLOOD.
'Div In& totted E• E. B. she foond it to he allthat as e lei et, .1 fur at, I Coen mond it tO any andevery one suffering from blood poison. It liasdone nie more rued fOr leira • teener and 111 asnorter space of time than any blood purifier Iever noel. I owe the remfort of my life to itsIOW, for I have been troubled with a eeve re formof I. eitel lemon for 5 or years awl totted so re-lief equal to ilia( given by the u-e of B. B
W. C. klicti•i HEYWeb', City, Ark., May 3,





This powder never tittles. A marvel of earl-y -trengt anti hole.. ml.r11.... More oece101111.Ica I than the ordinary mile, aid rannot hewedcollipetitiOn Milli the multitude of ow scot,
short weleht aunt or phosphate isealers. Sold.444/y fa cans. UoT • L 11•113042 Puebla CO . 101Wall street. h. h •




01:nee-- p eteirs. tippeite the Court-house.
No.
Farm. containing 145 &env of laid, sitriatedmiles erred Id Hoek ineville, Ky., near Princeloaroad. There is a small dwellinr house upon ItLand is of dne quality. about cleared. Agood bargain ean be obtained in the pure:baseof Ibis land. Prece $1,400. Fermi, 4 cash, bal-ance and years, with intereat on deferredpayments.
No. 7.
Lot for Sale, contain:ns k.), are, east of rail-road and north of real te fair peeled*. It is acheap lot formate one Peering a borne in Hop.kiamville. Price 11110.0u.
No. It.
Farm for sale, connuning about VS acme otland, Masted on Sheol,' i.anten road, six milesfrom tiopkinavine. The land is of geed qualityand grows tobacco, cern, wheat, clover awlgrammes freely. The dwelling_ is not in verygood repair, but with a little expenditure ofmoney it could be made quite emnfortake.There Cis • yerharn an.1 stable levities otherampreeetneete on the Place. Any floe desiringa good farm tepid secure a gin,' bargain bypurchase ng this tract of land. 'rermi. and pricereasonsble.
No. II.
Howie and lot in Hopkiueville. situated onRnesellville street. The house i- a Jerre arolCorn Mod OMR one, hav ink a rooms, with kitcheu,servaot's room, and all ueeeessery out-bullit.Inge. 'fliers, is a guest new stable on the placethat will aeconmodate 9 head of horses, •good carriage- or buggy house. a good cistern,etc. There are 3 acre' et grouse! in the lot, 111.41upon it areover see pearl', pear aad apple treesin full heart ne. Tbe lociation is healthy atel theproperty is very desirable in every respect.
No. 14.
Lot In city of Hopkinsalle, Northwest cornerof Jackson and Kim streeta, in Jenup's additiontO said city. Lot fronts ou Jackeen street 91met mid runs hack leo feet to a le ft. alley.Lies beautifully anti Is well drained from frontto back. Price 116'0.
No. 16.
A splendid residence on Nashville street, thiscity, not far from Main. with good rooms, allof which are in exteillent rendition. Beside.this there are a sierv•nta room,' kihdien. stable,coal house, anti in feet all neer...airy teal wild -angst. A geed cellar and cistern aud quite anumber of fruit treee in bearing. Any personwanting a good home should eee this one. PriceMal term, reseunable.
No.
Farm, of ta acres of lend near fierraisiburg,roan's. count), Ky eat, :14. acres cleared andealanee le line timber. The farm locatedwithin I`, miles of the &pit of Lep 1. a. el% niderued which will penetrate ti.e cmulturrn part ofthe county, and is also heeded withea rune or 2churches and a school-bootie. There is • gooddwelling with good roems, • uew stable that willshelter Is head of neck. and all etheroutbuildings ou the place; aleo a bareariear=house 93 acres of tobacco. to acres of tbe lend areIn clover. Terms and price reasenable.
No. :.
A good house and lot for sale In the city of H op-inns vele with three good ruoles. 1111.Cluni. serve-etaroom, urstern, stable. dr., with le acre of land, siturit4•1 oo grown street. It is an excelleet honesend sweet bargain is In store fer SOWS one.
No. 19.
A farm for sale of 33 scree situated near thesuburbs of Garrettaburg. this county, witbmewl, roomy residence and all avower), out-buildings. The eon is of exeellent quality.Also atere house ant! teltacce factory in Oar-rettsburg.
No. 9D.
A good Misname house on Remaly Ole street.,within I-1 square of Maio, for sale or rent. Tnehouee hair a large store room with a couple ofrot ma. good for offices or bed rooms, above.
No. It.
House AIM lOt for sale In the city of Hopkins-rem aid In the 'southern pinion thereof. Ismcomaiiiing of all acre. Nice frauwith 3 good rooms and hall, kitchen, servant'sroofs) and all necrairary outbuildings A good ce-tera with pleuty of good water la It. Price, nee.
No. le
Farm for sale In Uri. county 4 or Dulles fromflopillostille mid tulle from Princeton plate, mfet acres,e5 or Wares of the land is riestredbalaneeis aue ember. There ls a frame house on namewith I large and comfortable rooma, kitchen.servant's room, good stable, barn, ea. The lead-will grow wheat, tobaceu. rem anti 'rase splendidiy. Here Is a geed Deegan for some one. Piecesad terms reasonable.
No.
A good and desirable store.hona, ennead aKelly,. station, and in a or le feel of Ow St. Louisand ei. K. It. It. The building Is • frame one, limafeet. with two good family rooms over sameThere tke, of IL/I acre lir the lot aud the •tore-houseIs adreirabiy adopted for the dry goods ur grocerybuslowie. Apply to for price. ternis Ac.
A house and lot forNmol.esiri; the rity of itopkins-
.
•ille, on Jeeup Avenue; there is 4 of groundattached. Home has eve good rooms, stable,with 4 stalls and loft, a good cistern, coal housemei all necessary out houses. There is also agood ptank fence around the premems. Primand terms neassonable.
No. I.
House anti lot on Jesup Avenue. in city ofHopkinsville. The dwelling ham 11,e goisameans, coal house and other good SAW necesetaryout buildings, and also a good plank feneearound same. There is 4 acre of emend at-tachtel. Price and terms rearonabie.
No. 29.
Farm of 114 acres for sale, in the neighbor-hael of Meteebee's store, Christian twenty,Ky., on Cerulean Springs mad. 9u *erre of theland are cleared anti in geed state of cultiva-
tion, balance in tuber, under rem] fence.There IAA dwelling house with two rooms andhall; crib, stable, smoke how*, an excellen
cistern. pleuty of fruit trees, a good vineyardwith choice gramme convenient to schools,cheretweand pet-tinee. and in good neighbor-
hood Terme and price reimunable.
No. 110.
Farm for sale, situated in this county, withiat miles of Crofton, containing asout 376 acres.
A greater portion of this land is cleared and laan excellent state of cultivation. the balance isat due timber. There is on the place • erst-ratedwelling with 6 good •nd comfortable MOUNDSbarite etrible an-I all other necessary out.home,. There is ale, on the premises a young
and aromas orchard, bearing the latest and
beet varieties of peached. apples, pears Ac.Churches, schools and poet tete* are in easy
reach of the place. Price And terms reasonable.
No. II.
Heuer aid lot for sale Just etiteeir the eorper•
ate limits of the city of Hopkins, ille, bet woes
tepees mill and the railroad. There is SO sere
greund atschal, a good frame cottage anti
cetera on the premise'. Property rents for Illper month. Price and terms reamnable.
No. 96.
Farm for • le situated ahem it miles northeast
of the city of liopansville, on the fuldrile forkof Little river, eentainine Ite scree. 76 acres
rendition for c ulti venue, e
of this land IS CIC1rC•I, 6111$131`. in esteem-h.
nerdy encumber. This iaveterty fioos tinofeisteebleleingt
suitable le the growth of wheat. tobacco, corn,and grasses. There Is plenty of drinking andstock water on the place. There three (le good,never-tailing springs and streams. There is,alee •sniall orehard of select fruit already lebearing, strawberries, raspberries. Ac. ThereIs a good double story log hour*, cabin, k lichergood stable, barns de., on the ',reunites. Terra.and price reasonable.
No. 17.
Propene for sale at Kelly's reatton.county, K•., cons:ape of 4 acres of grouad, logbuilding with ei feet rooms. misplace and 2 shedrooms, good cistern. There are aim On IIIV prem-ises quite a I:pruner of fruit tree* already iu hear-ing. Priew low aud term. reaeonable.
Nu. A.
trot:retro, for sam ronsisting of e smear of groundet aided at Kelly's Station, V'brlatlan county, KJ.There is • good log building tly stories berb, weble40 yards °raged. here Is a reel well on theplace. The property Is on the L. 4k.N. K. K.
No. 111.
Property for sale at Kelly's Station. Chrhitlancounty. 1Cy_ on the & N. ft. It 4, &CFI. of grouedwith box house with two 15 feet rooms.
No. M.
Property for sale at Kelly'a Station, Clirietlancounty. Ky., on L. le K. There are 6 .• ofground, waterer. building will, 5 rooms, ott andberx perch, lathed, pilastered and Merl papered,clot-ere. de. Mu flue fruit trees id
No. 41. 
bear-food
eropeny at Kelly', Station, C Istlan county,Ky. 10 acres of land lying near Peet. (rood logcabin on the place.
No. 43. /
Farm tor sale.-Tract ef' 170 acres, in thiscounty, 54 miles northesat of Hoek inaville. sit:natal immestiately ori the Greeuville mailSeventv-flve *tires oti" this land are in timber,
and balane,e eleared anti in an excellent stateof rule v•tion. T re A double log cabin lex
10 ft. Petry •nd a If high, on the plare, a tem -
neand all nee ary outbuildings. There are
also 2 good ba blacksmith shop, yeti spring
of never fail water and as abuneanee of•tork weepy. A se eight ruse l• Mard etpeach, apple, plum and cherr trees. Prim and
terms reasonable.
No. 41.
Farm, situated 7 miles west of Hopkins's-111e,
an the old Canton road, II4 miles feint end of
the pike, and 24 from I. A a T. R. R., nue! innstruction. Contains le10 acres of land. 1100capered, balance in timber; of Use cleared land
lee acres is in clover and gram., balance In goodstate of cultivation. Improvements consist id
comfortable de ening el 0 rooms, It Itehen,smokc,
house. lee Louie, carriage houne, and other nee--weary outbuildings, a good barn, cistern, go
In•aluable lit the eaustk.
stable for 16 or lelieed of stock. a DCW crib with
6 or eight head of coweattarlitel. These stables
been bin and shelling room and COW stable tot
he ve large, roomy lofts, sunk-lent to hold 15 ton- 
It Will Cure tchaesMeso.st Obstinate
if hay, one log and 4 frame cabins, tee
atter 1th 4 story above each Old orchard
o bearing an.1 young orchard of too select treesnoW set 3 >ears. Plenty of stock water and In
excellent neighborhood. Terms ensy. Apply
to John W. Payne. or C. L. Dade on premises.
excellent lets twist test with I pease/of doub-le lobed on the premises. • o MIA ram U weighthe place and affords e r teleal slunk web •during Use setae year, g o a leaver fairitilospring e Web furnseire ermk.ng eater nwacres aru eilegired. balance in Sue lute Ideacrta have beim is Weyer for years arbroken up this Thu tat WM of II e heattracts et lanotttelligelety. every foot el theevestEMilie P11101161-iseti ve en eel, tedteey reethariolsolleoollefi and wheet. she%(silent bourgets can be souared Intro Pr re amt.tame rtmunabie
No. 4.
Fara tor sale metalling mu acres efaituatect in the reuthersi peri,tos of the Iin Me Nernetead nelghburfilood. wale loghaaat a aft roulow kitchen. 011111311914 MIMbik34barn, cotter TM* lead 41111101:100waLau:, i•er. There is also a gesdasell Moeplat*. Ala, quite a taricty nowin Loran tag. A imej Ike ecru. ef .1111111fraillcleared, isalsope dee timber. Ekes Wet s•rich and ern adaptetiete the grower of fallisec...awn and • beat. Prialvised tonal resuelosho.
No. SA.
rat. for snit. of ItSu , attested ill+south Ubrodlitu coual3. i the Beristeadneigeborhmel. with .1wellieg reunite 3exhume smeke hetme. exoeilent blew tam,cribs, A large end ',cemeteries berm._ 'erealso I toe twit Isorde ea the premiers,serer-Failing epting. 'which *Sures a ri e •dairy Neese. ale. a large ciehere.are. of Una lead bs cellIvalAMA,IALIMilar it.dor timber. TM« lead is peculiarly adapted tetee prodtlellon of telatiseu. %sheet ater ewes. AMaga, can Itched in the perchers-of this tractPrice anti terms roe/wheat.
Nu. el.
Farm feriae, atuated in Chrtatian county.Ky., about holes frees Hoek :needle. tileNee Arad • icinity, foidg MO arrow ..f land,all of whirl' melt-tired to ',I. Veer* is • gnu.'cistern sal an attendee.* id owe* waterthe farm. There is a feeler IAA hift &Sorooms en Ike premises; ate, a mewl barns D-4-bowie ie. Alee:a young peach and &pier or-chard pt.tw in heart . 'flee uelpriteorlehel inwhich laid lard ie is • yeas! one. Pedestal"sod aberellesamvesusea. A ref mill wahir14 Mileeel sae elate. Irthe productivr qualityof the lead le emertiestabo. geed. eriee hetterms rissatesable • -
No. M.
41FilrolgarmestpiarilmoinUtuil naetyre.Ey..1111kiwaitr al esnseseafrertNeawle8ek'deft'ut
bulb! age on 1-Cdplarb , 'salecnti leibt"cAms.1 stecoutk.pond, and the lead te cleared. This mace Iswithin Pt miles of the I. A A T. it E. isedoexcellent quality,
No SI •-
Farm of IM scree eitnateti near NeweteadChristiaa meaty, Ky., within /2 roller of Hop-ille and 2,  melee of the I. A. ft T It R.There are t vv. food log cabins .-n place, aloebarb, Wattles. ae 126 acres eleared balance soa'ne timber lend rich amid productive.
No 66.
Farm for sale. rontalniag 1S5 scree. situatedin the f chredisa county.Ky„ tin the Cada and Illatbesinville real. 70arra cleared. Idolisers in good timber. Thereis* good tenable k house with four moms salball, a large barn, etable, rates, two✓eel springs awl a dee apple orchard en theplace.. This IS elseep and e ill be sold uti eeryterms.
FA lin VIM S A --Coneirtin$ of • acresof Intel situated oft Itueseli•ille page. one mileeat of the city of llopkinevilie. There is onthe land a 1..rjed log wean'. r.beardtel apse.attires. and 7 eanfortalide irtiorns lee collars;also tele salable, servant's bootee and *See;spring of aever.failem water; le acres tillableanti reedit he reeve-noel i, exeellent Melding1..h.: halsnte. in limber A v•IteibLe place feeSOISICOVIC elm desircs • good house near city
Sad! MIMS & CO.,







lbwie In the very heetelyie. Aeratert eyJ•tnes tied I. H. Jones. All
Polite asset Star bore.
1).11'1 forget the place.




Jae • Torso/M.0. Jet) A Graw,le
DR& YOUNG & GUNN 1
HOMCEOPATHISTS,
HOPKINeVILLE,
Oille.e cor 9th and Main.
DR. DARWIN BELL
Offers els professional eerrian I* du pm** el
Bopkinavill• sad vietaity.aer-Ofiee neer Plailial• Ralik. Mehl St
W. M. FUQUA, M. D..
Phusielan and Surgeon,
110PKIlleVILLR, Kturrece





Ilopkinaville, - - Kentucky.
OfIlee over H. Yresakel
A TT•
JOHN FELAND. JOKE IPELA D, it.
THE FELANDS,
Attorneys st Law,
W prude.* in all the mains of •Ine Cele-moo -
Odle n Hopper Block.
-4,
C. A. Champlin.
Attorney and Counsellor It Law
Office over Planters Rank,
Hopkinswille, - - - - IV.
'very and Feea
-S TA BL E,-
T. L. Smith, Prop'r,
Hopkinsville, - - Ky.
Large eat roomy stable wad ample accoeumudalion for horses. Special attention givoie to furnishrg sirood horses sod vehIcles to au peer, ce.p..a,.etilepeoue cenvectiot everywhere.
IfORKING CLASS Attention!Es We are nowprepared to fur-iish •Il classes with empit,y.aura at home, the whole 'if the time, or tortheirspare 'memento. Basilian Dew, hght andprofitable. Penione a either sex elwil3 earnfrom le cents to 66 00 per evening an.1 a pro-portionate cum h) detoting all their eine te the[painter. Boys and girls earn near ,y as Winchas men. That all •• ho see this may send theiraddreoe, and teat the bustreese we male this of-fer. To stir+ as are pot well satreded ibewad one dollar te ay for the trot let if writing,Full parmulars a olIOIL free. t....reas GarsSets/we • CO., ortkond. Mune.
-
a • Vairwrii-os D•TI 3 E
Tbo Light Draught Steamer
R 21* MC s,r I 1-7
.11. TROKINION •  ManagerNASH ....... c lerk.
Will leave Evansville f Cannelton dailyexcept Sueday, at b o'clock, a na„ m•S rigour,eonnectiour with the 0., 16. A N. It. It
Returning, lea es Cannelton Meal) at tea p
en., Sunday excepted, and °weaklier, at it p. tn.
BreDAY Ting CARD.
Leaves Eeansville 9 it. ne sharpLeaves Owensboro . . 4 p re sharp
Tare 50c. for round trip on Sunday, but notresportailse for sterespurchared by the 'newer-it.
BYRNES 8/1"HCR, Ayala
Tor freight or passage ann beard
No. M.
Contains 594 acres, all timber, ane lies on the
Sinking Fork. adjoining the famine of Mrs. Jobe
•nii Mark McCarty, is all good land and will beSUI11 'separately or in eonseetion with above.
This parcel of 60-, acres is part of the Val trees
mentioned in ateive number and sapid be emu
as a part ta same, but if not defired as a part ta
he same tract, enn will he mold eeparately.
Apple to John W. Payne, or C . L. leple on
premises.
No.17.
Farm tif KM acres for sale, initiated in ChiliIan ceatrity, mile,. weet of Heidi ineville, ot.he Princeteu pike, is ith frame 2.stery build-ing. 4 rooms. kitchen, smoke hoUee. stable. Inaddition. to the building aleive described, thereis a tenement tepee within • L. mile of theformer mit- an.I on the eame place. There Is aa
Hughes' Tonic,
SURE •1•1, S•YE Foe
1118 AND Moil
/OK '4 It ILE Mr DK I 4.4311114TN.
hel altite It
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